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ABSTRACT

The increasing impacts of climate changes on water related
sectors are leading the scientists’ attentions to the development
of comprehensive models, allowing better descriptions of the
water and solute transport processes. "Getting the right answers
for the right reasons", in terms of hydrological response, is one
of the main goals of most of the recent literature.
Semi-distributed hydrological models, based on the partition of
basins in hydrological response units (HRUs) to be connected,
eventually, to describe a whole catchment, proved to be robust
in the reproduction of observed catchment dynamics.
’Embedded reservoirs’ are often used for each HRU, to allow a
consistent representation of the processes. In this work, a new
semi-distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration is
presented: five different reservoirs are inter-connected in order
to capture the dynamics of snow, canopy, surface flow, root-zone
and groundwater compartments.

The knowledge of the mass of water and solute stored and
released through different outputs (e.g. discharge,
evapotranspiration) allows the analysis of the hydrological travel
times and solute transport in catchments. The latter have been
studied extensively, with some recent benchmark contributions
in the last decade. However, the literature remains obscured by
different terminologies and notations, as well as model
assumptions are not fully explained. The thesis presents a
detailed description of a new theoretical approach that reworks
the theory from the point of view of the hydrological storages
and fluxes involved. Major aspects of the new theory are the
’age-ranked’ definition of the hydrological variables, the explicit
treatment of evaporative fluxes and of their influence on the
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transport, the analysis of the outflows partitioning coefficients
and the explicit formulation of the ’age-ranked’ equations for
solutes. Moreover, the work presents concepts in a new
systematic and clarified way, helping the application of the
theory.

To give substance to the theory, a small catchment in the
prealpine area was chosen as an example and the results
illustrated.

The new semi-distributed model for runoff and
evapotranspiration and the travel time theory were
implemented and integrated in the semi-distributed
hydrological system JGrass-NewAge. Thanks to the
environmental modeling framework OMS3, each part of the
hydrological cycle is implemented as a component that can be
selected, adopted, and connected at run-time to obtain a
user-customized hydrological model. The system is flexible,
expandable and applicable in a variety of modeling solutions. In
this work, the model code underwent to an extensive revision:
new components were added (coupled storages water budget,
travel times components); old components were enhanced
(Kriging, shortwave, longwave, evapotranspiration, rain-snow
separation, SWE and melting components); documentation was
standardized and deployed.

Since the Thesis regards in wide sense the building of a
collaborative system, a discussion of some general purpose tools
that were implemented or improved for supporting the present
research is also presented. They include the description and the
verification of a software component dealing with the long-wave
radiation budget and another component dealing with an
implementation of some Kriging procedure.
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1
INTRODUCTION

The increasing impacts of climate changes and population

growth on water quality, supply and distribution are leading the

scientists’ attention to the development of comprehensive

models necessary to a better description of the water and solute

transport processes.

The implementation of water management strategies has to rely

on robust predictions. ’Getting the right answers for the right

reasons’ in terms of hydrological response, (Kirchner, 2006),

should be the main goal of the modelers, (Hrachowitz et al. ,

2013, 2014; Soulsby et al. , 2015).

In the almost-infinite panorama of hydrological models, this

goal is reached in many notable works (e.g., Refsgaard, 1995;

Santhi et al. , 2001; Manfreda et al. , 2005; Therrien et al. , 2010;

Birkel et al. , 2011), and it nearly appears something already

overcome. But how many times does a researcher try to

disentangle systems of equations presented in a paper without

any success? How many times does a researcher try to reproduce

a result that doesn’t come out? How many times does a

1
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researcher try to use a software that doesn’t work? Too many.

Therefore ’getting the right answers for the right reasons’ should

also be combined with the concept of reproducible research.

This last concept is usually dismissed by most researchers as

unnecessary, and too often science is something that remains

closed in a laboratory, in a paper or in a computer.

One of the main goal of this thesis is to present a new way of

think, develop and produce research. Some of the concepts

presented in this work could appear already debated and solved,

but here are treated from a new perspective of the Open Science

in the hydrology, both from the hydrological modeling and from

the travel time analysis points of view.

The starting point of all was the hydrological modeling system

JGrass-NewAge, presented by Formetta et al. (2014a) and

developed in many successful researches (Formetta et al. ,

2013a,b, 2014a, 2016; Abera et al. , 2017a,b). JGrass-NewAGE was

built on top of the Object Modeling System v3 , (OMS3) (David

et al. , 2013), an environmental modeling framework based on

the concept of components, well described in Chapter 2.

In this thesis, to respond to the challenges of the contemporary

hydrology, JGrass-NewAGE was enhanced, introducing several

structural changes.

The question was: how do optimally develop, test and deploy an

hydrological model?

Usually hydrological modelers disregard this aspects, but since

much of their work is increasingly based on such models, much

more attention has to be devoted to appropriate "software

carpentry". Software characteristics that should be included,

among others, are:

• ways for algorithm inspections by third parties,

2
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• encapsulation of modeling task that can be separately

validated,

• modalities to maintain the traceability of modeling

solutions used in papers.

Besides, since the work of researchers is inherently gifted by

changes of ideas and paradigms, a further software

characteristic would be

• introducing the software mechanisms that allow the

flexibility to insert new ideas with minimal programming

efforts, when new findings or requests come in.

Therefore cleaning out the informatics of modeling (and

connected problematics of documentation) to fulfill the above

requirements was an important objective of this Thesis, which

presents and implements the seeds of a collaborative system

called GEOframe. Moreover, in order to approach systematically

the building of reservoirs models, we developed a

graphical-mathematical tool to analyze the model structure that

illustrates the variables involved and their interactions in terms

of graphs. In turn, these graphs are one-to-one mapped to

complex systems of ordinary differential equations and with, if

the case, partitioning rules among the fluxes. All the previous

aspects are presented and deeply discussed in Chapter 2.

A well established strategy in many modern modeling systems is

to reduce catchment hydrology to a set of interconnected

storages (reservoirs), (Clark et al. , 2008; Fenicia et al. , 2008;

Tague & Dugger, 2010; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013). In the past, the

passage from the spatially explicit models to more aggregate

(lumped) ones has been justified through different strategies

and has been usually gathered below the umbrella of "scaling

issues", (e.g, Blöschl & Sivapalan, 1995).
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Among the others, notable is the work by Gray et al. (1993),

which tried to offer a mathematical approach to average spatial

contributions. His approach brought, for instance, Reggiani et al.

(1998) and Zehe et al. (2006) to formulate a systematic

approach for separating spatial environments of catchments.

However, their approach remained quite abstract and not widely

adopted, so far. Other approaches were recent reviewed in

Hrachowitz & Clark (2017), and the interested reader can refer to

that paper. In any case, the conceptualization of the domain as a

connection of multiple storages to simulate processes

interactions and spatial organization, proved to be robust in the

reproduction of how the mass of water and solute are stored and

released through different outputs (e.g. discharge and

evapotranspiration), (Fenicia et al. , 2006; Birkel et al. , 2011;

Bertuzzo et al. , 2013; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013). Notwithstanding

the intentions of the Authors, also the spatially averaged models

grew quite complex and challenged their Authors and the

community to find the right compromise between the model

complexity and the reduction of the number of reservoirs and

parameters, (Hrachowitz et al. , 2014).

Questions arise like: which is the minimal set of reservoirs that

allows to describe correctly the flux dynamics? How is it possible

to overcome problems related to the number of parameters and

the calibration procedures? How to build a modeling system

able to tame the complexity of research needs?

We tried to answer to the previous questions, presenting a new

semi-distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration,

which is illustrated and discussed in Chapter 3. The model

schematizes each HRU as a connection of storages (reservoirs)

and solves the water budget for each one. The work tries to find

the correct number of storages to capture the complexity of the

hydrological response, making room for the separation between

4
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evaporation and transpiration, in a balance between the data

availability and the computational costs.

Travel times analysis is a way to interpret the complexity of such

systems, (e.g., Tetzlaff et al. , 2008). Travel time models have

been studied extensively for many years, (Rigon et al. , 2016b,

e.g.), with some recent benchmark contributions that can be

found in the works of Botter et al. (2010, 2011); Botter (2012);

van der Velde et al. (2012); Cvetkovic et al. (2012); Cvetkovic

(2013); Ali et al. (2014); Benettin et al. (2015b); Harman (2015b).

Although all of these studies provided valuable advances to the

travel time theory, the literature remained obscured by different

terminologies and notations, as well as model assumptions,

which were not fully explained. One of the scopes of this Thesis

is to clarify and extend the concepts of the travel time theory,

and show its possible use to dissect reservoirs model physical

behavior. We tried to clarify concepts such as the backward and

forward probabilities, the role of partitioning coefficients

between fluxes and the basic mathematics of travel time

distributions. These goals are pursued in Chapter 4 of the Thesis.

To give substance to the theory, as an example a small

catchment in the prealpine area, the Posina River, was chosen,

already studied in various papers, (Norbiato et al. , 2009; Abera

et al. , 2017b): the semi-distributed model for runoff and

evapotranspiration was used to simulate hydrological fluxes and

its travel times analysis performed. Results are illustrated in

Chapter 5.

Since the Thesis regards in wide sense the building of a

collaborative system, Chapter 6 contains the discussion of some

general purpose tools that were implemented or improved for

supporting the present research. They include the description

and the verification of a software component dealing with the
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long-wave radiation budget and another component dealing

with an implementation of some Kriging spatialization

procedure.
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2
PRELIMINARY ON MATHEMATICS AND INFORMATICS

Contemporary hydrology requires advanced conceptual,

mathematical and informatics tools to deal with complex

systems of equations, new data collection methods and sources.

One of the scopes of this thesis is to line up some of these tools

in order to cope with all the previous challenges in the most

efficient way. The leading principle of the project was to find the

optimal complexity: in a balance between i) the processes to

describe, ii) the computational requirements and iii) the

necessity to implement software easy to share and maintain

within a solid infrastructure, which could become the basis for a

community of hydrologists.

The starting point of the work was the hydrological modeling

system JGrass-NewAge, presented by Formetta et al. (2014a).

This system was developed and tested thoroughly (Formetta

et al. , 2013a,b, 2014a, 2016; Abera et al. , 2017a,b). However, the

fast evolution of the tools along with those successful researches,

posed some issues:

• the procedures to keep track on code modification and
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evolution were not assessed;

• documentation procedures were not defined;

• internals of the codes were based on procedural

programming, whilst using a object-oriented

programming language, and major revision for

extensibility and reuse were necessary;

• the lack of a software building system for the growing set of

tools;

• the selection and adoption of well supported and well

designed libraries for basic numerical operations (like

integrating systems of ordinary differential equations,

fitting curves, and other tasks);

• the necessity to scale up modeling to arbitrarily large

systems, starting from the composition of elementary

units, without loosing relevant information and keeping

tracks of possible feedbacks.

These issues were faced at the beginning of this work, and

partially solved conjointly with the ongoing work of Francesco

Serafin.

JGrass-NewAGE system is based on the Object Modeling System

v3 , (OMS3) (David et al. , 2013). The search of a system to

implement hydrological models, was necessary to tame the

complexity of needs of research and applications, and the will to

have a code flexible enough to be improved when new findings

or requests come in. The choice of this system came after after

the temporary adoption of the OpenMI infrastructure,

(Gregersen et al. , 2007). The rational of the moving from

OpenMI to OMS3 is documented in Rigon (2011) and not fully

repeated here.

8
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In order to understand the work of this Thesis, the present

chapter covers then:

a short description of OMS3 and its evolution;

a description of the pre-existing JGrass-NewAGE components;

a section is dedicated to some structural changes that were

introduced in JGrass-NewAGE to respond to some of the issues

listed above;

a mathematical-graphical representation of hydrological model,

called Petri Nets, which will be used through the thesis, is

presented.

the presentation of a new flexible structure based on graphs for

commanding simulations of complex systems, which represents

an enhancement recently introduced to OMS3 structure.

2.1 Object Modelling System 3

Object Modeling System v.3, David et al. (2013), is a

component-based Environmental Modeling Framework (EMF).

Components, here, mean self-contained building blocks,

modules or units of code. Each component implements a single

modeling concept, and the components can be joined together

to obtain a Modeling Solution (MS) which can accomplish a

complicate task, such as simulating the water budget storages

and fluxes. These results are obtained by making leverage a

group of features offered by the Java language. For instance, one

of these features are the Annotations, a form of syntactic

metadata that can be added to the Java source code. The overall

capability added by these Annotations, is called self-reflection,

(Forman et al. , 2004) and is used by OMS3 to provide a hook to

connect components among themselves. Annotations are

managed, at a higher, external level, by a Domain Specific

9
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Language (DSL), (Mernik et al. , 2005), built upon the Groovy

language, (Groovy). In practical uses of the DSL, just a subset of

the whole language is exposed to the programmer, and,

therefore, the researcher (or user) does not have to dive into

complex programming issues. A system like OMS , in fact, is

built to answer to different users needs, (Rizzoli et al. , 2008), and

among those, two figures emerge: the researcher/programmer

who implements and deploys components, and the

researcher/user that concatenates components for obtaining a

MS. Our perspective covers, obviously, both the above figures.

OMS3 is "non-invasive", (Lloyd et al. , 2011), meaning that, with

respect to other similar frameworks, does not change the habits

of a good Java programmer. Besides, the OMS user does not

need to have an extensive knowledge of libraries, as its Authors

say: "there are no interfaces to implement, no classes to extend,

no polymorphic methods to override and no framework-specific

data types to use", (David et al. , 2013).

An important design aspect in the core of OMS3 is the support

for implicit multi-threading, a common technique to parallelize

internal processing within a software application to fully utilize

available processing resources. Multi-threading is a constitutive

characteristic of Java language but requires appropriate

programming capabilities and algorithm design. These remain

encapsulated in the overall OMS3 framework to which is

delegated how to run the components, and, when no

dependencies are present, to run them in parallel. The

arrangement in components, and the implicit parallelism just

mentioned, enable hierarchical scaling of environmental models

from single desktop computer to large multiprocessor servers,

called CSIP, (David et al. , 2013).

OMS3 ensures the inter-operability with other frameworks as

well as the support of multiple programming language besides

10
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Java. In particular components can be programmed in Fortran,

C. R and Python bindings were recently provided.

The advantage of constructing modular software, which helps to

minimize couplings, is the production of code that is more

flexible, easier to maintain and to be inspected by third parties.

Multiple algorithms can be implemented within the same

component or in various components, and inserted in MS as

alternatives, thus opening the way to compare, inside the same

chain of tools, different approaches.

As said, to create and configurate runtime simulations, a DSL is

used, which specifies the component executable binaries, the

model-specific parameters and the connections between

components. In particular, figure 2.1 shows a basic example of a

simulation file (from now on sim file). Three main parts can be

distinguished:

• component, where the component executable to use are

specified,

• parameter, which specifies the parameters of each

component and

• connect, where the connection between the components

are specified.

Connections are always made according to the out-to-in

schema, i.e. the output of a component is the input on the

following component.

OMS3 comes with a series of features built-in, such as:

• the ability to manage time cycles (each component can

treat just a single time step);

• integrated parameters optimizers;

• sensitivity/uncertainty analysis tools;

11
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Figure 2.1: Example of sim file in which are detailed the 3 main fields:
component where are specified the component executable to use, para-
meters where are specified the component parameters, connect where
are specified how to connect the components, according to the out-to-
in schema .

• output analysis tools (e.g., statistical evaluation and

graphical visualization);

• modeling audit trails (i.e., reproducing model results for

legal purposes);

• miscellaneous technical/user documentation.

Two calibration algorithm are present in the core of OMS: Let Us

CAlibrate (LUCA), (Hay et al. , 2006b) and Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO), (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995). Details of the

algorithms are given in Appendix A.1.

For the applications of this thesis, the basic OMS3 structure has

been enhanced by Francesco Serafin, which is briefly reported in

section 2.6.

12
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2.2 The JGrass-NewAge hydrological modeling

system

Omitting all JGrass-NewAge history before Giuseppe Formetta

research project, which is detailed in Rigon (2014), in the present

section the state-of-art of the system, before this Thesis, is

presented.

JGrass-NewAge is a semi-distributed, component based

hydrological system, (Formetta et al. , 2014a). It is written in Java,

object oriented and open-source and based on OMS3.

JGrass-NewAge was built upon three main parts:

• the Geographical Information System (GIS) uDig

(http://udig.refractions.net) for data

treatment and visualization;

• the OMS uDig Spatial Toolbox, (Abera et al. , 2014);

• OMS3.

Various OMS components to simulate the relevant hydrological

processes and pre-process/post-process data were

implemented. The complete list of components is specified in

table 2.2.

They can be grouped in six categories, according to the task

performed:

• geomorphic and DEM analyses;

• spatial extrapolation/interpolation of the meteorological

tools;

• estimation of the radiation budget;

• estimation of evapotranspiration;

• estimation of runoff production;

13
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Component Reference
JGrasstools Formetta et al. (2014a)
Horton Machine Rigon et al. (2006)
Kriging Formetta et al. (2014a)
Shortwave Formetta et al. (2013b)
Longwave Formetta et al. (2016)
Priestley Taylor Formetta et al. (2014a)
Fao-Etp model Formetta et al. (2014a)
Adige Formetta et al. (2014a)
Snow Formetta et al. (2013a)
Cuencas Formetta et al. (2014a)

Table 2.1: List of JGrass-NewAge components and associated refer-
ences.

• channel routing;

The DEM analysis is performed using the JGrasstools and the

Horton Machine, (Rigon et al. , 2006; Abera et al. , 2014; Formetta

et al. , 2014a), which allow, starting from the DEM, to extract the

drainage directions, the total contributing areas, the slopes, the

river network, the sub-basin partitioning and the topographic

characteristics required by computation.

Available tools for the spatial extrapolation/interpolation of the

meteorological forcing data are both geostatistic, Kriging

techniques and deterministic, an Inverse Distance Weighting

(IDW, Cressman (1959)) and Just Another Model Interpolator

(JAMI), an undocumented bare bone tools to deal with spatial

meteorological data (mainly temperature and precipitation

data).

The radiation budget model has been presented and validated in

Formetta et al. (2013b) and Formetta et al. (2016) and includes

both shortwave and longwave radiation.

Evapotranspiration can be estimated using two different

formulations: the Fao-Evapotraspiration model Allen et al.

(1998), and the Priestly-Taylor model Priestley & Taylor (1972).

14
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Snow melting and snow water equivalent is treated in a

component which includes three models, as described in

Formetta et al. (2013a).

Two different runoff generation models are implemented, the

Duffy’s model (Duffy, 1996) and the Hymod model (Moore,

1985), but Duffy model was never really tested.

The discharge, generated at each hillslope, is routed to each

associated stream link according to Mantilla & Gupta (2005). In

principle, the component de-Saint Venant, that solves the one

dimensional de Saint Venant equations, (Casulli & Zanolli, 1998)

can also be used for the same scope. However, the latter

component, presented at

http://abouthydrology.blogspot.it/2015/10/

a-solver-for-1d-de-saint-venant-equation.

html was never fully documented and tested.

The infrastructure is able to manage complex data structure in

input and output such as geographical objects, i.e. raster and

shapefile, commonly used within the GIS and managed with the

Geotools library, Turton (2008). Several ancillary components

are available for the management of these data structure such as

raster readers and writers, the shapefile reader and writer and

more.

Although the successful research out-comings, JGrass-NewAGE

presented some issues. Mainly, the internals of the codes were

based on procedural programming, whilst using a

object-oriented programming language, and major revision for

extensibility and reuse were necessary. Besides, JGrass-NewAGE

was still not exploiting completely the possibilities offered by

OMS3 "componentization". All of this suggested a major

refactoring of the original codes.
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2.3 JGrass-NewAGE refactoring

While maintaining the name JGrass-NewAGE through the Thesis,

the refactoring of the existing codes, was quite substantial (at

design level more than algorithmic level).

A systematic use of Design Patterns (DP), (Gamma et al. , 1994;

Freeman et al. , 2004) was introduced. DP are "a general

repeatable solution to a commonly occurring problem in

software design. A design pattern isn’t a finished design that can

be transformed directly into code. It is a description or template

for how to solve a problem that can be used in many different

situations.", (SourceMaking).

Design patterns implements some rules that allows a cleaner

implementation of tasks, and, for instance, separate code parts

that are going to vary from those who are thought to remain the

same, see appendix A.2 for an implementation example. The

adoption of these patterns, once their rational is understood,

makes the code more "readable". While fruitful in the large

market of programmers, the scientific community remained

largely impervious to these techniques, and just a few examples

of good practices can be found in scientific literature, (Gardner

& Manduchi, 2007; Rouson et al. , 2011).

Generically DP suggest answers to the following questions: are

there strategies for producing a minimum number of classes

without loosing functionalities in the work done and promote its

extensibility? What goes into a class, and what in other

object-oriented features (like methods of a class)? How to create

classes with a minimum of generality that can be reused in other

problems? How to build classes that can be easily maintained,

modified and evolved without disrupting other parts of codes?

Answer to these questions became mandatory to further evolve

JGrass-NewAGE.

The components revised according to the previous aspects were:

16
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• Kriging: the component was split in 4 different

components, experimental semivariogram, theoretical

semivariogram, Krigings and leave one out. Simple Factory

methods was implemented for the runtime selection of the

semivariogram model and of the solver of the linear

system of weights;

• Shortwave: code was only cleaned;

• Longwave: Simple Factory methods was implemented for

the runtime selection of the clear sky emissivity model;

• Priestley Taylor: code was only cleaned;

• Fao-Etp model: code was only cleaned;

• Snow: the component was split in two components,

rain-snow separation and snow modeling (melting and

snow water equivalent). Simple Factory methods was

implemented for the runtime selection of the melting

model.

Some new components were added to the model and some old

ones, not used anymore were dropped. Components added to

the existing ones are:

• clearness index: computation of the ratio between the

incoming and top atmosphere shortwave radiation;

• Net radiation: computation of the net radiation, given the

SWRB and LWRB;

• Embedded reservoir model: schematization of the water

budget through systems of connected reservoirs. Four

different components were implemented, which solve the

water budget for the canopy, root zone, surface flow and

groundwater;

17
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• Travel times: travel time analysis, backward and forward

probabilities;

• Muskingum-Cunge: channel routing.

At algorithmic level, the choice was made to adopt as basis for

most mathematical computations the Apache Commons Math

Library, http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/.

Commons Math is a library of lightweight, self-contained

mathematics and statistics components addressing the most

common problems not available in the Java programming

language or Commons Lang. This went to substitute the

previously used libraries, such as JAMA.

Contextually to the refactoring, the code was moved to a

common community repository, where it is freely available

under GPLv3 license,

https://github.com/geoframecomponents, as

envisioned in Serafin et al. (2014). Most of the components were

also documented and the documentation made available to the

community blog GEOFRAME: http://geoframe.blogspot.com.

2.4 GEOframe: a system for doing hydrology by

computer

" I have been frustrated often with statisticians and computer

scientists who write papers where they develop new methods and

seem to demonstrate that those methods blow away all their

competitors. But then no software is available to actually test and

see if that is true... In my mind, new methods/analyses without

software are just vaporware... If there is no code, there is no

paper.", Leek (2013).

Vaporware and software, in the above citation, well express the

the fundamental idea that science must be reproducible and

18
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Figure 2.2: Reproducibility VS replicability of reasearch. Figure
adapted from http://rrcns.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
reproducible_research.html

possibly replicable, Rigon et al. (2015); Bancheri et al. (2016,

2017). It means that everyone should be able to take what you

write, the experiments you did, the mathematics you drew and

do it again, obtaining the same results. This statement is as

general as difficult to achieve, and usually dismissed by most

researchers as unnecessary.The concepts of reproducibility and

replicability are different and figure 2.2 well explains their

meanings. Replicable science means that the reproduction of

the original results using the same tools should be possibile by

any researcher. Reproducibility infers with the possibility of

obtaining results from the scratch, starting only from the text

description and using different tools in different contexts.

Reproducibility of research results is possible clearly defining

concepts, maintaining the consistency of notation between

papers on the same topic, using Petri-Nets algebra, together

with tables of symbols and associations, see section 2.5.

However, even a paper reproducible in theory could be not
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reproducible in practice. In fact, since a central core of the

science is computation, it adds a further layer of complexity to

the science visible in papers, often requiring the use of the right

tools, including appropriate programming skills and extra

training for the researchers.

What a researcher can do to improve reproducibility and

replicability of her/his results?

We delineate here some practices that can help researchers in

this task, that we can call the definition of a

Reproducible-Research System (RRS), (e.g. Formetta et al. ,

2014a). The very first step should be share methods and make

public any source code, under a copyleft license (for instance

GPL v 3.0). In this way everyone can have access to the code, use

it and, in case, improve it. Building something ’quick and dirty’,

assuming an indefinitely delayed cleaning up, is something that

could be easily avoided by adopting an open source code

approach.

However, working with open-source tools doesn’t mean only

sharing codes but also doing it in the right way, in order to create

interest among the users, which can become also active

contributors. Therefore, the second step is providing a good

documentation, according to a standard format. Probably, this is

the biggest effort to make but also the most important. There is

no science without communication and, vice-versa, if we want

the widest spreading of our science, documentation is the key.

The optimum could be thinking to different actors/users of the

software and provide a documentation for each one. For

example, for those who develops the components, it should be

clarified the overall scope of the component, its design, its

classes, the algorithms it uses and some reference to check it all.

While users should have information about the IO data , they

could not be necessarily interested in component internals.
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Figure 2.3: GEOframe organization logo.

Providing example of runs and references, is a further step. This

helps the developers and other researchers in all future uses and

improvements of the code.

Finally, the last step (at least of our list) is creating a sharing

community for ideas, questions, doubts and support.

Trying to follow all the previous steps, GEOframe organization

was founded. The organization is thought as a system for doing

hydrology by computer, a sharing community for researchers

and users. The idea of this community dates back to 2008 but

operatively, the organization was born in 2016 and given the

logo in Figure 2.3, with this research project. The necessity to

share among the scientific community our efforts, led us to think

how to do it efficiently, easily and with some basic standard for

contributors and users.

GEOframe organization supports the idea of reproducibility and

replicability of the research. It fully respond to some of the issues

posed in the previous section regarding the procedures to keep

track on code evolution, the documentation and the building

system. To deploy our ideas, we had to make some crucial

decisions:

• GitHub was chosen as the public hosting service for the

GEOframe codes and projects. GitHub,
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https://github.com, is a web-based git , version

control repository and Internet hosting service. GitHub

takes care of the development history of the source code

recording and versioning changes (git), storing those

changes in a public repository, (GitHub). In particular, the

GEOframe repository created for the development of the

source code is

https://github.com/geoframecomponents.

• In order to make the assemblage of Java project easier, with

all the dependencies from external classes and/or libraries

automatically solved and updated to the latest versions,

Gradle, (Berglund & McCullough, 2011) was chosen as

building system. Other choices could have been Maven,

(http://maven.apache.org) or IVY

(http://ant.apache.org/ivy/) but Gradle allows

for a more concise representation of tasks. Gradle, in fact

uses a Domain Specific Language (DSL) based on Groovy,

(Groovy). Gradle script is normally short and clean, it is

relatively easy to write and learn and easy to read and

maintain. Furthermore it is compatible with Ivy and

Maven repositories. Gathering a source code into a project

managed by a building system is the key to make it

IDE-independent, allowing developers not to change their

preferred development tool.

• Sharing the code and do it in the best way also means that

the code must be accompanied by test cases and resources

(possibly open-data). While writing code, it is pretty usual

to commit changes or worse building the entire software

without running tests. The continuous integration ensures

building and testing of the source code at each commit.

Using GitHub as web-based git repository hosting service,
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Travis CI, https://travis-ci.org, is the best choice

for a continuous integration service. The continuous

integration service, automatically build the executable

codes, checks if the tests are performed correctly and

returns a positive answer if all is done properly.

• After having developed some rules for assigning a version

to software components, and helped by the GitHub system,

we chose to use the Zenodo (https://zenodo.org)

archival system. "Zenodo is a research data repository. It

was created by OpenAIRE and CERN to provide a place for

researchers to deposit datasets". So, once a new version of

the software is produced, it is uploaded to Zenodo, a

Digital Identification Object (DOI) number is given to the

version and the code is permanently stored, retrievable,

and citable.

There are other aspects that helps the building of a RRS, which

are already covered by OMS3, see section 2.1. One of these is the

traceability of simulations performed by final users. This is a

common problem, documented, for instance, along the Earth

System Documentation project (https://

earthsystemcog.org/projects/es-doc-models/).

In OMS the metadating of simulations is included in the

construction of .sim files. Their creation is an operation easy and

straightforward but has a lot of information inside, see appendix

A.5 for an example.

Therefore, sim files, together with all the jars, the resources in

input and output are saved in a OMS3 project and should be

shared. GEOframe repository,

https://github.com/GEOframeOMSProjects, makes

our main projects available to any users and for future

benchmark tests with other applications.
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Finally, GEOframe components are documented.

Documentation for developers is in the "README" files

attached to the source code at

https://github.com/geoframecomponents, while

documentation for users is available at

http://geoframe.blogspot.it.

2.5 Time continuous Petri Nets

As told in the Introduction chapter, catchment models can be

conceptualized as sequences of reservoirs, Fenicia et al. (2008);

Birkel et al. (2011); Bertuzzo et al. (2013); Hrachowitz et al.

(2013). These exchange water through some derived laws of flux,

in a network of connections that reproduce the river network

organization For the purposes of modeling, a basin can be split

into hydrologically similar parts, called Hydrologic Response

Units (HRUs), for example a hillslope, one of its part or a group

of hillslopes, that can be treated as a whole from the

mathematical, physical or computational points of view. Within

each of these HRUs, parameters and hydrological quantities are

considered either as uniform (in space) or described statistically

by a distribution function.

When multiple reservoirs are used to depict the hydrology of a

single HRU, they are named embedded reservoirs, by meaning

that they act in the same spatial position but model different

processes.

Is it possible to represent processes in a unique way which

corresponds one-to-one to the set of equation to be solved ?

To answer this question, it is required the definition of an

algebraic structure of objects to represent (water) budgets,

which gives a clear idea of the type of interactions.

Petri Nets is a mathematical modeling languages for the
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Figure 2.4: Linear reservoir and non linear reservoir representations
using the time-varying Petri nets.

description of distributed systems, Murata (1989). Starting from

their algebra, we tried to reformulate and adapt them to

time-varying hydrological quantities, in order to propose an easy

and immediate way to describe complex interactions.

Principle objects in Petri Nets representation are places, draw as

circles, transitions, represented as small rectangle and

connections represented as arcs. In our version, places represent

time-varying storages, for instance the volume of water in

groundwater, or the energy content of the same groundwater. A

transition (in our case, small square) represents a flux and an arc

(positive in the direction of the arrow) connects a place with a

transition and viceversa. A place is connected only to transitions

and, viceversa, transitions are connected to places. Connections

place to place or transition to transition are impossible.

Different storages can be distinguished by different specification

and/or different colors. Different arcs can be used for different

connections: for example, an external forcing is represented as a

dotted arrow, as in panel a in fig 2.4, a linear flux is represented

as a solid arc, as in panel a in fig 2.4, a non linear flux is

represented as a solid arc with a circle as in panel b in fig 2.4.
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Figure 2.5: Two coupled storages, upper and the lower, represented
using the time-varying Petri Nets.

Figure 2.5 shows an example of two coupled storages, upper and

the lower, represented using the time-varying Petri Nets. Input of

the system is the precipitation J [mm/h], while the output fluxes

are the evapotranspiration, ET [mm/h] , and the discharge

contributes Qup [m3/s] and Ql ow [m3/s]. In particular, Qup is

modeled through a linear reservoir, while Ql ow , through a non

linear reservoir. R [mm/h] is the recharge term of the lower layer,

modeled through a linear reservoir too. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are

in one−to−one correspondence to the net shown in figure 2.5

and helps to clarify the system of ordinary differential equations

involved:

dSup (t )

d t
= J (t )−Qup (t )−R(t )−ET (t ) (2.1)

dSlow (t )

d t
= R(t )−Ql ow (t ) (2.2)

To complete the description of the system, a table of association

between the fluxes and their expressions is added:

A table with symbols is necessary to explain the meaning of the

symbols and to name the fluxes.
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Flux Expression

ET f
Sup (t )Rn (t )

Smax

Qup (t ) aup Ssup (t )
R(t ) bup Sup (t )
Qlow (t ) clow Sl ow (t )dl ow

Table 2.2: Example of table of association between fluxes and their
expressions to add to the the Petri nets representation.

Symbol Name Unit
aup linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
bup linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
cl ow non-linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
dlow non-linear reservoir exponent [−]
ET (t ) evapotranspiration rate [L3T −1]
J (t ) precipitation rate [L3T −1]
Qlow (t ) discharge from the lower layer [L3T −1]
Qup (t ) discharge from the upperer layer [L3T −1]
R(t ) recharge of groundwater [L3T −1]
Rn(t ) net radiation [W /L2T −1]
Slow (t ) storage of the lower layer [L3]
Smax (t ) upper layer maximum storage [L3]
Sup (t ) storage of the upper layer [L3]
t time [T]

Table 2.3: Example of table of association between fluxes and their
expressions to add to the the Petri nets representation.

It can be noticed that any place in a Petri Net correspond to the

variation of the conserved quantity, and, therefore, we have as

many equations as many circles in the overall graphs.

A system like the one represented in Figure 2.5 covers the

description of a HRU. A catchment, as shown in figure 2.7 can be

thought as the composition of the HRU and channels links. Each

channel is, itself representable as a place with transitions

representing its inputs and outputs. Therefore the PN graph of a

catchment grows easily very complex but completely explicative,

when all information is added (including the tables of symbols
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and fluxes), and the burden added to representation helps clarity.

PN can be formalized inside the mathematics of the categories,

(Mac Lane, 2013), which was evolved to describe in abstract

manner the interaction of complex systems, with the goal to

revealing symmetries and common characteristics among

various complex systems, and understand their emerging

properties. However, this topic, goes beyond the scopes of the

present thesis. Further information about the time-varying Petri

Nets could be found at Murata (1989) and at Rigon et al. (2016c).

2.6 The Net3 infrastructure

As the above sections show, hydrological systems are non-linear,

complex, open dissipative systems. Such systems consist of

many coupled processes, depending on the state and on the

spatial and temporal scale of analysis. The arrangement of

couplings can be represented as a network of information

between the variables that measure system processes, (Ruddell

& Kumar, 2009), and Petri Nets can be a way to represents such

interactions. Therefore, there is the necessity to scale up

modeling to arbitrarily large systems starting from the

composition of elementary units, without loosing relevant

information and keeping tracks of possible feedbacks.

The River Net3 component, which comes out from the work of

Francesco Serafin, (Serafin et al. , 2016; Serafin, 2016), is an

attempt to answer to this necessity. It is a new flexible structure

that is going to be part of the core of OMS3, based on graphs for

commanding simulations of complex systems. Parsing the

graphs, Net3 determines and launches processes that can be

sent in parallel.

River Net3 component considers a general scheme of catchment

model by using catchment natural topology: the watershed
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comprehensive of all its features, such as HRUs or sub-basins,

channels, monitoring points, lakes, dams and so on, as in figure

2.6, is schematized through a simple list of nodes, identified by

their own unique key.

Taking information from the variables of the system, the

structure allows the execution of several contemporary

processes for independent nodes and is able to spatially connect

them to the river outlet.

More information about the implementation can be found at

Serafin et al. (2016); Serafin (2016).

Figure 2.7 shows the schematization of the Posina River basin,

Italy, in 42 HRUs. Each circle represents a node of the network,

defined in the confluence of two links and in the measurement

points. Each node could have one or more "parent" node and

one or more "children" to be connected. According to the tree

structure, for example, HRUs number 26, 35 and 37 can be

processed in parallel. HRUs 26 and 35 are the "parents" of the

HRU 27: only when their simulations are completed, the

simulation for HRU 27 is launched and then combined with the

results of the HRU 37, and so on, till HRU 9, which represents the

closure of the basin.

Besides commanding the parallel execution to precesses at HRU

level, Net3 also can help to subdivide the preparatory work for a

large river basin. In that case, subbasins that do not share areas

can be inserted in different graph structures, tested separately

and joint eventually.

The River Net3 component is, at the moment, under continuous

upgrades and improvements, in order to make it more flexible

and reliable. The work is part of Francesco Serafin doctoral

project and in the present study was deeply tested with the

Posina River case.
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Figure 2.6: ArcHydro framework input data.

Figure 2.7: Posina river network schematization according to the River
Net3 component: nodes are connected in cascade to the river outlet
and simulations are launched according.
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2.7 Final remarks

This chapter introduced the mathematics and informatics used

throughout the thesis, which helps the reader to understand the

foundation concepts of the present work.

The starting point was the hydrological modeling system

JGrass-NewAge, presented by Formetta et al. (2014a). While

working, in a sense, perfectly, JGrass-NewAGE system presented

some issues and major revision for extensibility and reuse were

necessary.

The chapter presented:

• the procedures implemented to revise the codes and keep

track on code modification and evolution;

• the software improvements to extensibility and reuse, and

the refactoring the codes by using design patterns;

• the software building system chosen for the growing set of

tools;

• the libraries for basic numerical operations (like

integrating systems of ordinary differential equations,

fitting curves, and other tasks);

• formalized documentation procedures;

Moreover, the concepts of research reproducibility and

replicability are presented, as well as, the suggested steps toward

replicable science.

A mathematical-graphical representation of hydrological model,

called Petri Nets, which will be used through the thesis, was then

introduced. Finally, the last section is dedicated to description of

a new flexible structure based on graphs for commanding

simulations of complex systems, which represents an

enhancement, recently introduced to OMS3 structure.
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3
A SEMI-DISTRIBUTED MODEL FOR RUNOFF AND

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

Many hydrological models are available in literature, (e.g.,

Refsgaard, 1995; Santhi et al. , 2001; Manfreda et al. , 2005;

Therrien et al. , 2010; Birkel et al. , 2011), which vary in

complexity and data requirements. The debate on the relative

positive and negative aspects of distributed, physically based

models versus lumped conceptual models is still ongoing,

(Hrachowitz & Clark, 2017). Bottom-up model provide, at small

scale, a comprehensive description of hydrological systems.

They allow to account for the macropore flows, land-atmosphere

exchanges, above and below non-isothermal processes and can

be easily extended to model solute transport,(Fatichi et al. , 2016;

Hrachowitz et al. , 2016). However, the use of these models at

basin-scale is problematic: the large set-up, the characterization

of the parameters and the elevated computational cost, make

them still inconvenient for most of the applications at bigger

scales, (Sivapalan et al. , 2003), and have hampered their

widespread in the science community, (Fatichi et al. , 2016).
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Recent advancement in computing, new data sources and

collection methods, i.e. remote sensing, could help to overcome

the problems and uncertainties related to such a models.

On the other hand, top-down models, despite of their simplicity,

proved a good consistency and predictive ability, are faster in

set-up and both computational times and data requirement are

reduced. As stated in Levin (1999): "simple models are a good

place to start because their transparent features provide

clarity....A simple model can provide a base for elaboration while

capturing the essence of a variety of more detailed possibile

explanations" . Many application of such models proved to be

valuable tools to represent the hydrological response, (Fenicia

et al. , 2006; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013), large-scale patterns with

self-similarity (Rodríguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo, 2001), as well as

reproducing coupled flow and solute transport (Benettin et al. ,

2013; Rigon et al. , 2016b,a). However, the physics of such model

is not always well disclosed and they typically fail to reproduce

dynamics in stream chemistry, as shown in Fenicia et al. (2008).

Grayson & Blöschl (2001) described qualitatively the trade-off

between the complexity of the models and their performances:

as shown in figure 3.1, for a given data availability there is an

"optimum model complexity", beyond which the

non-uniqueness reduces the predictive performances of the

model. Quite often, in practical applications, too complex model

with limited data are used, leading to identifiability problems.

In many modern modeling systems the idea is that the

hydrology, at catchment scale, can be reduced to a set of

interconnected reservoirs, (Clark et al. , 2008; Fenicia et al. ,

2008; Tague & Dugger, 2010; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013; Manfreda

et al. , 2005, 2012). They can be thought as "well mixed" systems,

acting like chemical reactors, where all the inputs are uniformly

distributed across the reservoir and perfectly and
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Figure 3.1: The figure represents the trade-off between the model com-
plexity and the data availability. The figure was adapted from Grayson
& Blöschl (2001).

instantaneously mixed with everything already in. Some of these

reservoirs have a geographical identification, (Rinaldo &

RodrÌguez-Iturbe, 1996), while others, which we could define as

"embedded", have functional reasons, i.e. to attribute the right

travel time to water. "Vertical" reservoirs, such as canopy, vadose

zone, groundwater, are distinguished (Fenicia et al. , 2006; Birkel

et al. , 2011; Bertuzzo et al. , 2013; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013) and

then spatially aggregated, (Rigon et al. , 2016b). The vertical and

horizontal exchange of water between the reservoirs is typically

expressed by a function of the water storage in the conceptually

hierarchically higher reservoir.

Based on these premises, in this chapter an open-source

semi-distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration (from

now on embedded reservoir model) is presented. The model

schematizes each HRU as a connection of storages (reservoirs)

and solves the water budget for each one. The work tries to find

the correct number of storages to capture the complexity of the
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hydrological response, making room for the separation between

evaporation and transpiration, in a balance between the data

availability and the computational costs. Five are the reservoirs

considered: snow pack, canopy, root zone, surface waters and

groundwater. Identified inputs and outputs are:

• snow melting and SWE;

• throughfall;

• evaporation from canopy;

• evapotranspiration from the root zone;

• percolation to the groundwater;

• direct runoff;

• baseflow.

In the almost-infinite panorama of hydrological models, the

embedded reservoir doesn’t aim to represent the perfect model

but rather a modular system. The implementation of each

reservoir as a Java component according to OMS3, within the

hydrological system JGrass-NewAge, make it possibile to

connect/disconnect at run-time the reservoirs, according to the

data availability, the HRUs characteristics (i.e., whether there is

snow or not, whether there is a canopy or not) and, in general, to

the modeler requirements. Flexible and extensible, the model

allows to take into account a broad range of modeling strategies.

Other worth mentioning models that allow such flexibility are

FLEX model, Fenicia et al. (2011); Kavetski & Fenicia (2011), and

SUMMA model Clark et al. (2015a,b). These frameworks are

based on a general set of conservation equations for mass and

energy, with the capability to incorporate multiple choices for
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spatial discretization and flux parameterizations,(Clark et al. ,

2015a).

The rationale behind the embedded reservoir, FLEX and

SUMMA modeling systems is the same:

• The possibility to consider several representations of

spatial variability and hydrologic connectivity;

• The possibility to simulate a broad range of hydrologic

processes, with multiple options for individual processes.

However, the OMS-GEOframe system has the further ambition

to offer a system to facilitate the production of tools and models

to obtain the goal just presented. Therefore, the embedded

reservoir model has a solid infrastructure, which make it well

disposed to cover any future aspect which is now missing,

lacking or simply to expand.

For all the details about the informatics, the model potentiality

offered by OMS3 and mathematic preliminary, see sections 2.1

and 2.2.

3.1 Embedded reservoir model

A semi-distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration,

which describes each HRU with five coupled storages is

presented in this section. The number and the configuration of

storages chosen was driven by several factors. First of all, the aim

was to find the best model structure to explore the water age

distributions. The reference starting model was the two layers

model presented in Benettin et al. (2015a), in which two

connected storages, shallow water and groundwater, were used

to model the Upper Hafren catchment, mid-Wales (UK). The

model well represented the hydrological response of the

catchment, resulting in high values of goodness of fit between
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the measured and simulated discharge, as well as between the

measured and simulated chloride concentration.

However, the analysis of the characteristics of the area

investigated in this study, the Posina river basin, led us to the

necessity of considering more then two layers. In fact, Posina

river basin, see section 5.1 for further details, is a densely

vegetated area (around the 74% of the total), with beech,

chestnut, maple and hazel as most common species. Therefore,

a canopy storage was added to the initial configuration of two

storages in order to model the canopy interception, evaporation

and throughfall. Moreover, previous study on Posina river,

(Norbiato et al. , 2009; Abera et al. , 2017a) led to the necessity of

the introduction of a fourth reservoir accounting for the snow

processes. In fact, Norbiato et al. (2009) concluded in his work

that both the seasonal hydrological balance and the flood

regime in the catchment are influenced by snow accumulation

and melt. Eventually, a fifth storage was integrated for the

surface flow, according to which the volume exceeding the

maximum storage capacity of the root zone, goes into direct

runoff and it is modeled either with the Width Function IUH

(WFIUH), according to D’Odorico & Rigon (2003) or with a

non-linear reservoir model.

A similar configuration of 5 reservoirs was proposed by

Hrachowitz et al. (2013) but nor of the three applications

considered the connection of all the five reservoirs connected

contemporary. Moreover, different constitutive relationships

were used .

DREAM model, (Manfreda et al. , 2005), was also a benchmark

model taken in consideration in the present study. Four layers,

canopy, surface depression, vadose zone and groundwater are

considered and, also in this case, the validation gave very high

performances. However, no snow process were considered and a
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simplification on the modeling of the water stored in the surface

depressions was necessary, in order to decrease the number of

calibration parameters.

The final configuration of the present model schematizes each

HRU through the following five embedded reservoirs:

• Snow pack;

• Canopy;

• Root zone;

• Surface flow;

• Groundwater.

After the detection of the rainfall and the snowfall from the total

precipitation, the Hock model, (Hock, 1999), integrated in the

snow component of JGrass-NewAge (Formetta et al. , 2013a), is

used to simulate snow melting and snow water equivalent. The

snow melting and/or the rainfall are the inputs of the canopy

layer. Its outputs are the throughfall and the evaporation from

the wet canopy. If there is no canopy, the melting/rain reaches

directly the root zone. The variation of the water storage

capacity between different points is described using a parabolic

curve for the water storage capacity of the soil, according to

(Zhao, 1980). The precipitation exceeding the root zone capacity

is sent directly to the volume available for surface runoff, and

modeled using the WFIUH or a non-linear reservoir model. The

outputs from the root zone storage are the evapotranspiration

and the recharge term of the groundwater. Evapotranspiration in

the root zone describes both the evaporation from the soils and

the transpiration from the canopy. A sixth storage to model the

water within the canopy was initially considered but, in this

phase, we preferred to not connect it, since we didn’t want to
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add further calibration parameters and complexities. Baseflow

from the groundwater is modeled using a non-linear reservoir.

Total runoff is the sum of the direct runoff and of the baseflow.

Figure 3.2 represent the embedded reservoir model using the

time-varying Petri-nets. Each place has been implemented in a

different component, in order to give the maximum flexibility of

connections. Therefore, five different components forming a MS

were used for each HRU in which the domain was discretized.

Figure 3.2: Representation of the embedded reservoir model using time-
varying Petri-Nets. Five components are storage, snow, canopy, root
zone, surface flow, and groundwater, which are represented through
circles of different colors and specifications. Snow storage is repre-
sented using two overlapped circles, since it solved two coupled ODEs.
Each storage has been implemented into a different Jgrass-NewAge
component.

The detailed representation of each reservoir using PN, together

with the table of associations and of symbols are discussed in

the following sections.
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3.1.1 Snow storage

Snow water equivalent and melting are simulated using the

snow component presented in Formetta et al. (2013a). Three

different models for the simulation of the melting can be chosen:

a traditional temperature index method, Cazorzi &

Dalla Fontana (1996) model and Hock (1999) model. In this

study, we used Hock (1999) model, since it is based both on

radiation and on temperature and the required inputs are easier

to obtain than in Cazorzi & Dalla Fontana (1996). Figure 3.3

shows the PN representation of the snow, followed by the solved

ODE for the two storages, the tables of association and

specification of symbols.

Figure 3.3: Representation of the snow reservoir model using time-
varying Petri-Nets.

The snowpack mass balance is computed as follow:

dSi (t )

d t
= Ps(t )+F (t )−M(t ) (3.1)

dSw (t )

d t
= Pr (t )−F (t )+M(t )−Md (t ) (3.2)
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Symbol Expression
Md (t ) ← M(t ) · (1−αl )
F(t) ← α f · (Tm(t )−T (t ))

M(t) ←
{

(αm +αe ·Rs(t )) · (T (t )−Tm(t )) ·VS T (t ) > Tm(t )

0 T (t ) < Tm(t )

Table 3.1: Table of association between fluxes and expressions related
to the snow storage.

Symbol Name Unit
F (t ) freezing water [L3T −1]
M(t ) melt [L3T −1]
Md (t ) Melting discharge [L3T −1]
Pr (t ) rainfall [L3T −1]
Ps(t ) snowfall [L3T −1]
Rs(t ) shortwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
Si (t ) solid water content in the snowpack [L3]
Sw (t ) liquid water in the snowpack [L3]
t time [T]
T (t ) temperature [oC ]
Tm(t ) melting temperature [oC ]
Vs sky view factor [−]
αe radiation factor [LoC−1E−1T −1]
α f freezing factor [LoC−1T −1]
αl liquid water retention capacity coefficient [−]
αm melt factor [LoC−1T −1]

Table 3.2: List of symbols, names and units used in the snow storage
representation.

After the interpolation of the air temperature, using Krigings

techiniques implemented in the Spatial Interpolation (SI)

component, the shortwave radiation was computed with the

SWRB component, Formetta et al. (2013b). The skyview factor

map was obtained from the digital elevation model using the

Horton machine, Rigon et al. (2006).

Further details about the snow component are in Formetta et al.

(2013a).
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3.1.2 Canopy storage

The simplest interception models are those which incorporate

empirical, regression-based expressions relating interception

loss to precipitation. These linear regressions can be used either

to describe individual storm or daily interception loss as a

function of daily gross rainfall, if only one rainfall event per day

is assumed . Zinke (1967); Jackson (1975); Gash (1979) in their

reviews of these simple regression models stressed that, despite

their easiness, they don’t always give satisfactory quantitative

results when the regression coefficients are derived against site

specific data.

To overcome the weakness of empirical models, physically based

models can be adopted. One of the most rigorous physically

based model is the Rutter et al. (1971), which solves the water

balance equation for the wet vegetation for each time step. This

model usually requires frequent (e.g. hourly) data inputs and is

computationally demanding, limiting its applicability.

An alternative approach to the water budget solution for each

time step is integrating the mass balance for the entire storm.

The analytical interception model developed by Gash (1979) is

one of the most satisfactory attempts, which retains much of the

physical reasoning of the more complex Rutter model, despite a

number of simplifying assumptions.

Sparse versions of the Gash (1979) and Rutter et al. (1971)

adapted by dividing the forest into an open area with no cover

and a covered area, were presented by Gash et al. (1995) and

Valente et al. (1997). Both reformulated versions were shown to

perform similarly well,Valente et al. (1997).

Many of the important models developed after Rutter, were its

adaptation and given the new informatics tools available, the

solution water-balance equation doesn’t represent a

computational problem, anymore. Therefore, we decided, in this
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study, to model the wet canopy through a slightly modified

version of the Rutter model. The original drainage function from

the Rutter model was omitted, to avoid further calibration

parameters. Aston (1979); Valente et al. (1997), suggested the

same simplification. Figure 3.4 shows the PN representation of

the canopy, followed by the solved ODE for the storage, the

tables of association and specification of symbols.

Figure 3.4: Representation of the canopy reservoir model using time-
varying Petri-Nets.

The water budget solved for the canopy reservoir is given:

dSc (t )

d t
= Md (t )−Tr (t )−ETc (t ) = (1−p) Md (t )−D(t )−ETc (t )

(3.3)

Symbol Expression
D(t) ← max(0,b(Sc (t )−Scmax (t ))))

ETc (t ) ← max
[

0,ET p(t ) ·mi n
(
1, Sc (t )

Scmax (t )

)]
Table 3.3: Table of association between fluxes and expressions related
to the canopy storage.

The potential evapotranspiration is modeled using Priestley

Taylor component, (Priestley & Taylor, 1972; Formetta et al. ,

2014a), where the parameter α was set equal to 1.26, as

suggested in literature, (Cristea et al. , 2012) and according to

Abera et al. (2017a).
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Symbol Name Unit
bc drainage coefficient [T −1]
D(t ) drainage [L3T −1]
ETc (t ) evaporation [L3T −1]
ETp (t ) potential evapotranspiration [L3T −1]
kc LAI coefficient [L3]
L AI Leaf Area Index [L2L−2]
Md (t ) Melting discharge/rain [L3T −1]
p free throughfall coefficient [−]
Sc (t ) canopy storage [L3]
Scmax (t ) canopy maximum retention storage [L3]
t time [T]
Tr (t ) throughfall [L3T −1]

Table 3.4: List of symbols, names and units used in the canopy storage
representation.

The free throughfall coefficient was derived from measurements.

Scmax (t) is modeled as a function of a the time-varying Leaf Area

Index (LAI) [m2/m2], according to Dickinson (1984):

Scmax (t ) = kc L AI (t ) (3.4)

Finally the total throughfall is computed as:

Tr (t ) = D(t )+p ·Md (t ) (3.5)

3.1.3 Root zone storage

Throughfall is partitioned into the infiltration in the root zone

and the direct surface flow, according to the saturation

conditions of the root zone. The storage accounts for the

evaporation from the base soils, the transpiration of the plants

and the recharge term of the groundwater.

Figure 3.5 shows the PN representation of the root zone,

followed by the solved ODE for the storage, the tables of

association and specification of symbols.
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Figure 3.5: Representation of the root zone reservoir model using time-
varying Petri-Nets.

The water balance equation solved for the root zone storage is

written as:

dSr z(t )

d t
= (1−α(t ))Tr (t )−Re(t )−ETr z(t ) (3.6)

Symbol Expression

ETr z (t ) ← mi n
(
1, 4

3
Sr z (t )

Sr zmax

)
·(ETp (t )−ETc (t ))

Re(t ) ← aSr z (t )b

Table 3.5: Table of association between fluxes and expressions related
to the root zone storage.

Symbol Name Unit
a coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [T −1]
b exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
ETc (t ) evaporation [L3T −1]
ETr z (t ) evapotranspiration [L3T −1]
ETp (t ) potential evapotranspiration [L3T −1]
Re(t ) recharge term of groundwater [L3T −1]
Sr z (t ) root zone storage [L3]
Sr zmax (t ) maximum root zone storage [L3]
t time [T]
Tr (t ) throughfall [L3T −1]
α(t ) partitioning coefficient between root zone and surface runoff [−]

Table 3.6: List of symbols, names and units used in the root zone storage
representation.

The partitioning coefficient α(t ), is modeled according to Zhao

(1980) and also implemented in Hymod model, (Moore, 1985),
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while evapotranspiration is modeled using the formulation

proposed by Manfreda et al. (2005).

3.1.4 Surface runoff

The volume exceeding the maximum storage capacity of the root

zone, goes into direct runoff and it is modeled either with the

Width Function IUH (WFIUH), according to D’Odorico & Rigon

(2003) or with a non-linear reservoir model.

The width function is the distribution of the distances of any

point in a basin to the outlet, computed following the drainage

directions. It can be normalized by the total area to obtain a

probability distribution function.

In order to account for the difference between hillslope velocity

and channel velocity, which could be from ten to one hundred

times, the rescaled width function, (Rinaldo et al. , 1995;

D’Odorico & Rigon, 2003), is computed, i.e. the path followed by

water molecules in hillslopes are magnified by a factor

proportional to the ratio of the celerities of water in channels

and hillslopes, r := uc /uh .

Moreover, since in humid areas runoff generation usually occurs

over already saturated areas, (saturation excess, Dunne (1978)),

the topographic index is used to map the runoff-contributing

portions of the basin, (D’Odorico & Rigon, 2003). Precipitation

falling on saturated areas contributes to the hydrologic response

as overland flow, while precipitation falling on unsaturated areas

infiltrates completely.

Figure 3.6 shows the PN representation of the surface runoff,

followed by the solved ODE for the storage, the tables of

association and specification of symbols.
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Figure 3.6: Representation of the surface runoff reservoir model using
time-varying Petri-Nets.

dSR (t )

d t
=αTr (t )−QR (t ) (3.7)

Model Symbol Expression

WFIUH QR (t ) ← A ·∫ t
0 uW (t −τ)α(τ)Tr (τ)dτ

Non-linear reservoir QR (t ) ← cSR (t )d

Table 3.7: Table of association between fluxes and expressions related
to the surface runoff storage.

Symbol Name Unit
A Area of the HRU [L2]
c coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [T −1]
d exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
QR (t ) surface flow [L3T −1]
SR (t ) runoff storage [L3]
Tr (t ) throughfall [L3T −1]
u wave celerity [LT −1]
W (t −τ) WFIUH [T −1]
α(t ) partitioning coefficient between root zone and surface runoff [−]

Table 3.8: List of symbols, names and units used in the surface runoff
storage representation.

The rescaled width functions were computed for each HRU,

starting from the map of the rescaled distances. The latter were

obtained from the analysis the digital elevation model using the

Horton machine, Rigon et al. (2006). Given the dimensions of

the study area, the routing of the flow along the channel network
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was neglected, according to Rinaldo et al. (1991); D’Odorico &

Rigon (2003). Further details about the theory are shown in

Chapter 4.

3.1.5 Groundwater

Finally, in the groundwater storage, recharge rate from the root

zone, is transformed into baseflow using a non linear reservoir

model. Figure 3.7 shows the PN representation of the

groundwater, followed by the solved ODE for the storage, the

tables of association and specification of symbols.

Figure 3.7: Representation of the groundwater reservoir model using
time-varying Petri-Nets.

The water budget equation solved for the groundwater storage is

written as:
dSGW (t )

d t
= Re (t )−QGW (t ) (3.8)

Symbol Expression

QGW (t ) ← e SGW (t )
SGWmax (t )

f

Table 3.9: Table of association between fluxes and expressions related
to the groundwater storage.

3.2 Final remarks

The chapter presented from the theoretical point of view, the

embedded reservoir model. Five storages, snow, canopy, surface

flow, root zone and groundwater, with multiple options for the
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Symbol Name Unit
e coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [L3T −1]
f exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
QGW (t ) groundwater discharge [L3T −1]
Re(t ) recharge term of groundwater [L3T −1]
SGW (t ) groundwater storage [L3]
SGWmax (t ) maximum groundwater storage [L3]
t time [T]

Table 3.10: List of symbols, names and units used in the groundwater
storage representation.

description of the processes, were implemented and connected

in a Modelling Solution. Each of the five storages was presented

using the time-varying PN, which clarifies, in a unique way, the

connections, the constitutive relations and the mathematical

symbols used. The proposed schema of connections, is just one

of the almost infinite possible MSs that could be obtained using

the proposed infrastructure. As a proof of concepts, an

application of the embedded reservoir modelling is presented in

Chapter 5, together with examples of 3 other possibile MSs,

obtained with different connections of the proposed reservoirs.
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TRAVEL TIMES THEORY

In this chapter we present a brief overview of Geomorphological

Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (GIUH) theories and a new

formal approach to estimate the water budget by "travel times".

The history of the GIUH is subdivided into two major sections.

The first is based on the milestone works of RodrÌguez-Iturbe &

ValdÈs (1979a), and Gupta & Waymire (1983), which recognized

that a treatment of water discharges with "travel times" could

give a rich interpretation of the theory of the Instantaneous Unit

Hydrograph (IUH). We show how this was possible, what

assumptions were made, which of these assumptions can be

relaxed, and which have become obsolete and been discarded.

The second section focuses on the Width Function Based IUH

(WFIUH) approach and its achievements in assessing the

interplay of the topology and geometry of the network with

water dynamics. The limitations of the WFIUH approach are

described, and a way to work around them is suggested.

Finally, the theory of travel time and residence time

distributions is reworked from the point of view of the
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hydrological storages and fluxes involved. The forward and

backward travel time distribution functions are defined in terms

of conditional probabilities. Previous approaches that used fixed

travel time distributions are not consistent with our new

derivation. We explain Niemi’s formula and show how it can be

interpreted as an expression of the Bayes theorem. Some

connections between this theory and population theory are

identified by introducing an expression which connects life

expectancy with travel times. The theory can be applied to

conservative solutes, including a method of estimating the

storage selection functions. An example, based on the Nash

hydrograph, illustrates some key aspects of the theory.

Generalization to an arbitrary number of reservoirs is presented.

4.1 The geomorphological unit hydrograph from

a historical-critical perspective

Here we discuss the evolution of the geomorphological unit

hydrograph in its attempts to assess the interplay of

geomorphology and dynamics in estimating stream flows and

the overall hydrological budget. In order to do so, we re-read the

last thirty five years of evolution of the theory, which we have

divided in two parts. The first part covers the classical theory

(GIUH), the second looks at the theory based on the width

function (WFIUH)

4.1.1 Early contributions

With the 1979a paper "The geomorphologic structure of the

hydrologic response", RodrÌguez-Iturbe & ValdÈs, marked the

beginning of a new era in rainfall-runoff models. The use of

geomorphological information to assist in defining the unit

hydrograph (or more general hydrological response functions
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such as travel time distributions), and the conceptualization of

hydrologic response as the convolution of travel time

distributions, was represented with a mathematically neat

method. It allowed to build up the basin hydrological response,

based on spatial information, and synthesized a long history of

development in a way that many immediately embraced. The

rigorous treatment of the matter made in Gupta et al. (1980)

consolidated the achievements. Although it may not have been

very clear to the early readers of the paper, the treatment was

actually quite general and coupled with the method developed

to treat groundwater stochastically (e.g. Dagan, 1989), in which a

very general formalism was developed to treat any problem per

travel times. When the Rodriguez and Valdes paper was written,

it was not yet the big data era and digital elevation models were

not so pervasive then, nor available for all the earth’s surface.

River geomorphology was known only from traditional printed

maps, and many river courses, especially in the tropics, were

hardly known at all. Therefore, the paper also tried to use the

information about the shape and form of rivers, given by

knowledge of Horton’s law of bifurcation ratios, length ratios,

area ratios, and Schumm’s law of slopes (e.g. Rodríguez-Iturbe &

Rinaldo, 2001; Cudennec et al. , 2004). According to them , a

river’s drainage structure could be summarized by only a few

numbers, mainly the bifurcation ratio and the length ratio: the

first was used to describe the geometrical extension of the river

network, and the second to provide the mean travel times in

each part of the network. To move from the drainage structure to

the hydrograph, a fundamental hypothesis had to be made:

during floods the wave celerity could be considered constant

along the network, as supported by Leopold & Maddock (1953).

In theory, the constancy of celerity was necessary only within

each partition of the basin (i.e. in each HRU or state used for its
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disaggregation) and not in the overall network (as was actually

done in many studies for practical purposes), and actually this

assumption can be fully relaxed. Formally, the main equation

summarizing all of this reads:

Q(t ) = A
∫ t

0
p(t −τ)Je (τ)dτ

p(t ) = ∑
γ∈Γ

pγ (pγ1 ∗·∗pγΩ)(t ) (4.1)

where A is the area of the basin, Je is the effective precipitation

(i.e. the part of precipitation that contributes to the discharge), p

is the instantaneous unit hydrograph, (i.e. the travel times

probability distribution function, e.g. Rinaldo &

RodrÌguez-Iturbe (1996)), pγ is the probability of precipitation

hitting each HRU, labeled γ in the set Γ of all the HRUs, and

(pγ1 ∗·∗pγΩ)(t ) denotes the convolution of the distribution of

travel times of the water molecules in each state along the path,

from the γ1-th state to the γΩ-th one. Technically, the product in

(4.1) between p and Je is itself a convolution between the overall

travel time distribution with the effective rainfall and, therefore,

the notation can be simplified:

Q(t ) = A
∑
γ∈Γ

pγ (Je ∗pγ1 ∗·∗pγΩ)(t ) (4.2)

The summation over the paths implies linearity of the response,

while the fact that p is not conditioned by the injection time

implies that the theory is time invariant.

In this way, the theory was very economic: with a few

parameters (not explicitly written in equation 4.1)) the entire

description of the river basin morphology could be acquired

through paths and states and be effectively used to get the

hydrologic response. In the original paper the Horton stream

hierarchical organization was chosen to identify HRUs and their
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characteristics, but this was not, in fact, necessary. The approach

for travel time could have been applied, following other

heuristics, for different partitions of the river basin. A unique

choice of Je (i.e. of a uniform precipitation rate per unit area) is

explicit in (4.1). However spatially variable rainfall could be

easily introduced into GIUH theory by varying the rainfall input

in each "state" (Cudennec et al. , 2005), assuming

pγ := Jγ(t ) Aγ

Je (t ) A
(4.3)

where Jγ is the amount of effective precipitation pertaining to

the γ-th HRU, and Aγ is its area.

In older theories, travel time probability distribution functions

were often guessed, and exponential or uniform distributions

were used (Dooge, 2003), with the notable exception of the use

of time-area functions. However, they can be obtained by solving

a (simplified) momentum budget equation under impulsive

boundary conditions and null initial conditions. Consider the

case of the kinematic wave propagating with constant celerity us

along a 1D domain, e.g. Beven (2011). The wave equation is:

∂p(t , x)

∂t
+us

∂p(t , x)

∂x
= 0 (4.4)

with initial condition pγ(x,0) = 0, and boundary condition

pγ(0, t ) = δ(t )/Aγ. If p̂(x, t ) is the wave function, solution of

equation (4.4), with the equation conservative and the input

unitary, it represents for any x a probability distribution

function in t (since its integral remains unitary for any position).

This probability, having as argument the time elapsed from the

injection, can be identified with the residence time distribution.

Fixing x at the outlet, denoted as xΩ, we obtain the distribution

of water molecule travel times. Because of the linearity of the

equation, the general solution for a generic boundary condition,

Je (t ), can be simply obtained by convolving it with the solution
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of (4.4), (e.g. Morse & Feshbach, 1953). So

p(t |xΩ) =
∫ t

0
p̂(t − ti |xΩ)J (ti )d ti (4.5)

which has, unsurprisingly, the form of (4.1). The process is

reiterate to downstream states, if we assume as their input, the

output of (4.5). Linearity is further used to sum contributions in

parallel, according to the old linear theory of IUH (Dooge, 2003),

and, as a matter of fact, this completely explains the structure of

(4.1), where, in addition, the terms have a geomorphological

explanation derived from the HRU tiling of the catchment.

The Mesa & Mifflin (1986) dispersion equation, in turn, can be

obtained by using the linear equation:

∂p(t , x)

∂t
+us

∂p(t , x)

∂x
= D

∂2p(t , x)

∂t 2
(4.6)

where D is a hydrodynamical Dispersion coefficient, for which a

complete treatment is given in Rinaldo et al. (1991), and can be

seen as an approximation of the complete de Saint Venant

equation (Henderson, 1966).

4.1.1.1 Limitations of the early theory

As described above, the theory is quite general and can

accommodate a lot of spatial heterogeneity, different celerities

for different paths, space-variable precipitations, diffusive

processes, and any model parameter can be varied for each

"state" into which the basin is partitioned. The main limitations

come from the richness of the foundational paper itself, which

aimed also to synthesize the structure of the network by using

the Horton laws, and its claim to solve the problem of predicting

hydrological responses in ungauged basins. That is certainly an

incorrect assumption, as will be made clear below. Parameters

such as celerities and velocities must be considered as

space-time averages but they are known to vary consistently
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from event to event, according to the maximum stage produced,

and this cannot be easily accounted for. Many authors, however,

worked to obtain a geomorphoclimatic approach

(Rodríguez-Iturbe et al. , 1982; Córdova & Rodríguez-Iturbe,

1983; Hall et al. , 2001; Grimaldi et al. , 2012) in which the

parameters were constant for an event, but they could be

changed event by event according to the total amount of rainfall.

Clearly the theory was an "event-based" one, not aiming to

follow the variability of flow velocities during any low stage.

Another limitation is the capacity of process description.

Because such a theory is only able to describe water transfer and

aggregation, it must be associated with a production function in

order to provide an estimate of the effective rainfall (Wang et al. ,

1981; Gupta & Mesa, 1988; Robinson et al. , 1995; Woods &

Sivapalan, 1999; Sivapalan et al. , 2002; Sivapalan, 2003). In

recent works some inverse theory has been used to obtain it (de

Lavenne et al. , 2015) but over the years, researchers and

practitioners have mostly used empirical methods, like the Soil

Conservation Service’s Curve Number, e.g. (Dingman, 1994), to

split the rainfall and to obtain the desired quantity. They

assumed the hydrograph as the product of a "quick flow" with

possible minor contributions from the subsurface, summed to a

slower flow, mostly understood to be due to soil flow or

groundwater. Normally, this is quite a naive interpretation of the

processes, which mostly assumes infiltration excess

mechanisms in producing runoff, does not account for mixing of

waters from different events, and not at all for

evapotranspiration. In fact, it was implicitly assumed that the

rainfall measured during an event was net of evapotranspiration.
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4.1.2 The rise of the width function based geomorphological

approach (WFIUH)

During the late ’eighties digital elevation models (DEMs) started

to be available (Band, 1986; Fairfield & Leymarie, 1991; Tarboton

et al. , 1991) and there was interest to understand how their

information could fit into rainfall-runoff models. The old

concept of isochrones Ross (1921), or, e.g. Beven (2011), could be

derived from the definition of width function (Kirkby, 1976),

under the hypothesis of constant celerities throughout the

network. The width function, which actually anticipated the

GIUH concept, after Kirkby (1976), is the number of sites at the

same distance from the outlet, as measured along the streams

and the drainage paths. Usually, it is denoted as W (x) in

literature. Assuming that the paths are followed at constant

celerity, the travel time probability, us , can be expressed as:

pw (t − ti ) =
∫ t

0
w(x) f (t − ti |x)d x (4.7)

where w(x) is the normalized width function (its integral is

unitary) and f (t − ti |x) is the travel time distribution conditional

to the distance to outlet x, which can be, for instance (e.g.

D’Odorico & Rigon, 2003):

f (t |x) = xp
4πDt 3

exp

[
− (x −uc t )2

4Dt

]
(4.8)

where diffusive processes were accounted for as in Rinaldo et al.

(1991), and therefore D is the same diffusion coefficient that

appears in (4.6). Equation (4.7) is similar to (4.1) as soon as the

integral is replaced by its discrete summation over paths

counterpart.

Regarding WFIUH, in the case where the parameters are kept

constant, the HRUs are groups of basin pixels, not necessarily

connected, at the same distance from the outlet, as shown in
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Figure 2 where "strips of pixels" in the same interval of distances

are shown.

Figure 4.1: A basin can be continuously subdivided into strips of terrain
at the same distance from the outlet. These strips are not necessarily
continuous.They are physically connected to the outlet by many chan-
nels, but of these channels the physically significant quantity is the
length, and therefore they are mathematically equivalent.

Therefore, the overall expression of the WFIUH is such that:

Q(t ) =
∫ t

0
J (ti )

∫ t

0

x w(x)√
4πD(t − ti )3

exp

[
− (x −uc (t − ti ))2

4D(t − ti )

]
d xd ti

(4.9)

The paper by Rinaldo et al. (1991) also showed that the detailed

description of the hydrodynamic processes within the basin was

not necessary, since the main contributions to the moments of

the travel time distribution (the first and the second, in that

paper) derives not from hydrodynamics but from the

arrangement of paths in forming the width function structure.

This phenomenon was termed geomorphological dispersion,
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meaning that the width of the hydrograph is due to the

summation of the hydrodynamic dispersion, and the

geomorphological dispersion, and the latter dominates the

former by an order of magnitude. The analysis in Snell &

Sivapalan (1994), where the geomorphic structure of various

Australian catchments was analyzed, reinforced the concept that

describing the geometry of drainage through the width function

was more acceptable than using the Horton laws. Naden (1992)

and Naden et al. (1999), with very similar mathematics, showed

the validity of the approach in reproducing discharges of large

basins. Subsequently, two main additions were made to the

original width function theory (and by transitive property also to

the general theory of GIUH). In the early theories there was an

overvaluation of the travel time in channels against travel times

in hillslopes. The work by van der Tak & Bras (1990) brought

attention to this fact and tried to generalize the theory by

envisioning a system where two celerities were used to describe

the flow of water, one for hillslope velocity and one for channel

velocity, which literature reports to be for ten to one hundred

times larger than runoff velocities (eg. Grimaldi et al. (2010,

2012)). One simple way to introduce these two velocities into the

WFIUH was to consider the path followed by water molecules in

hillslopes magnified by a factor proportional to the ratio of the

celerities of water in channels and hillslopes, r := uc /uh , such

that for any point in a hillslope at distance xh from the channel,

and x = xh +xc from the catchment outlet (being therefore xx

the length of the path along the channels), we can consider a

rescaled distance:

x ′ = xc + r xh (4.10)

Once this rescaled distance is estimated a unique celerity (i.e.

the celerity in channels, uc ) is enough to obtain the WFIUH

distribution function (Rinaldo et al. , 1995; D’Odorico & Rigon,
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2003). An example of map of distances to the outlet is reported

in Figure 3a, while Figure 3b reports the rescaled isochrones.

Figure 4.2: (a) Maps of the distances to outlet. their distribution is the
width function. (b) Map of the rescaled distances to outlet. Rescaling
factor is r=100.

The merits of the WFIUH are, firstly, to offer a theory which is

approachable in a semi-analytical way and, secondly, to make

directly apparent the influence of the geomorphic structure of

the basin on the hydrograph. Under the simplifying hypothesis

of uniform effective rainfall, Rigon et al. (2011) was also able to

determine the equations for estimating peak flow timing and

various related quantities, and to rigorously clarify old concepts

like that of concentration time.
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One of the main results of the WFIUH regarded the relative role

of hillslopes and channels in forming the hydrograph. The

WFIUH approach was able to assess that hillslope description of

the flow dominates the shape of the hydrograph, since flow

celerities in hillslope are much lower than celerities in channels,

and cannot be neglected, even in large basins extending for tens

of thousand of square kilometers (D’Odorico & Rigon, 2003),

unless runoff is generated very close to streams. This is

particularly evident when the moments of the discharge

distribution are analyzed (Botter & Rinaldo, 2003).

Saco & Kumar (2002a,b) introduced statistical variability in flood

celerities, by showing that this produces a third type of

dispersion which can be relevant in some cases. The approach of

Saco & Kumar was a revisitation of the instantaneous response

function (IRF) concept, introduced by ValdÈs et al. (1979) in the

traditional GIUH approach. Outside the strict field of these

theories, Robinson et al. (1995), showed that, in the overall

response, the time span of precipitation counts and they were

able to produce a quantitative assessment through the statistics

of the expected values and variances of the travel time

distribution.

4.1.2.1 Limitations of the WFIUH theories

Obviously, what is a true limitation for the general scheme of the

GIUH (and not its specific deployments) is a limitation also for

the WFIUH approach. One of the main strengths, but also one of

the limitations, of the WFIUH theory is that, at least in its more

manageable formulations, it freezes its parameters for the whole

basin and does not allow the variability that the scheme of the

original approach could allow. The rigidity of the scheme is also

reflected in its incapacity to account properly (i.e. respect the

geometry) for the distribution of rainfall. Even though this fact
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has been found to not be extremely relevant in the formation of

the hydrograph, for which the total precipitation volumes seems

more significant (Smith et al. , 2004; Nicotina et al. , 2008;

Zoccatelli et al. , 2011), it has been found that some variability

increases the overall reproduction of events and hydrographs

(Formetta et al. , 2011), at least in a continuous modeling

approach. Moreover, recent studies by Pattison et al. (2014)

showed that contiguous basins can have very different peak flow

timing (as driven by strongly differing celerities) due to their soil

cover. These cases could not be treated properly with a single

width function approach.

This impasse can be overcome by assembling together different

WFIUHs to describe a larger basin. Equation (4.1) would then

become:

Q(t ) = A
∑
γ

(Jγ∗wγ∗ fΩ)(t ) (4.11)

where Jγ is the precipitation fallen in the γ-th HRU, wγ the

travel time distribution in the HRU according to its (rescaled)

width function description, fΩ is the convolution of travel time

distributions of water molecules in states downstream of the

γ-th HRU, and ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Actually,

using the HRU internal variability in this way opens to further

disaggregation of its control volume. Should we consider just

one (rescaled) width function or more than one, separating, for

instance, surface contribution from subsurface flows ? In a very

recent work, de Lavenne et al. (2015), the path of considering

variable layers of width functions was investigated and tested by

objective methods. It was found that the separation of the whole

hydrograph into a surface component (parameterized by two

celerities), denoted as Qsup , and a subsurface one, denoted by

Qsub , was the most acceptable complexity to describe the

behavior of the case studies (six French basins of various form
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and size). In this way:

Q(t ) =Qsub(t )+Qsup (4.12)

with:

Qsup =αA (Je ∗pw )(t ) (4.13)

and

Qsub = (1−α) A (Je ∗psub)(t ) (4.14)

where the usual symbols and notation are used, except for psub ,

which represents the travel time distribution for subsurface

flows, and a partition coefficient α, which is a matter of

calibration, is used to separate the rainfall into the two

contributions. This separation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4.3: A HRU is "vertically” split into a surface and a subsurface
domain. The overall response (to channel flow) is obtained just by the
sum of the two contributions.

In the same study, notwithstanding the generally optimal

response of the WFIUH theory, an accurate analysis of the
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results over several events by means of "Cluster Heat Maps"

(Wilkinson & Friendly, 2009) clearly showed that there were

basins and events within the same basin whose behavior was

captured in a relatively worse manner than others by using a

unique set of width function parameters (celerities and diffusion

coefficients constant in time). This could be interpreted as

saying that the process of flood formation is usually slightly

different even in close basins and from event to event, thus

requiring a more flexible approach than using width functions in

order to obtain improved results. A different question, which

involves all the aforementioned types of GIUH and WFIUH, is

that from this approach, through Niemi’s theorem, Niemi (1977),

the distribution of water ages, p(t − ti |t ) (i.e. the distribution of

travel time conditional to the exit time, and consequently the

mean age of water) can be estimated. Unfortunately the age

derived from GIUH/WFIUH theories usually does not match the

age found in field experiments with tracers. In a remarkable IUH

approach Fenicia et al. (2008), by gradually increasing the

complexity of their rainfall-runoff model by adding reservoirs in

sequence or in parallel (convolving or summing travel time

distribution functions in our mathematical approach), were able

to show that tracer outputs can be properly reproduced, once

verifiability is assured by data. It is therefore possible to envision

that Fenicia’s approach could possibly be adapted to the

WFIUH-GIUH case. However, in doing so, adopting the more

modern formalism illustrated in the next section could be

convenient.

4.2 Age ranked approach

As reviewed in the previous section, hydrological travel times

have been studied extensively for many years. Some researchers
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(RodrÌguez-Iturbe & ValdÈs, 1979b; Rinaldo & RodrÌguez-Iturbe,

1996), looked at the construction of the hydrologic response

using geographical information. Others (e.g., Uhlenbrook &

Leibundgut, 2002; Birkel et al. , 2014) used travel times to

understand catchment processes in relation to tracer

experiments, while new experimental techniques were being

developed (e.g., Berman et al. , 2009; Birkel et al. , 2011).

On these premises, (Fenicia et al. , 2008; Clark et al. , 2011;

McMillan et al. , 2012; Hrachowitz et al. , 2013) aimed to describe

both the spatial organization of the catchment and the set of

interactions between processes with an assembly of coupled

storages (reservoirs) in the number and the organization

necessary to give proper hydrological results without adding

unwanted parametric complexity (e.g., Klemeš, 1986; Kirchner,

2006). Despite the simplification efforts, the process of adding

physical rigor to their models led to quite complex systems.

Travel time analysis became a tool to disentangle flux

complexities (e.g., Tetzlaff et al. , 2008), opening the way for

explicit unification of geomorphic theories and storage-based

modeling (Rigon et al. , 2016b).

A unique framework for understanding all catchment processes

was made possible by the recent works of Botter and others

(Rinaldo et al. , 2011; Botter et al. , 2011). This new branch of

research is the focus of the present work. In particular, Botter

et al. (2010) and Botter et al. (2011) introduced a newly

formulated StorAge Selection function (SAS) related to the

probability density function (pdf) of the water age or backward

travel-time distribution. With the aid of an a-priori assigned SAS,

they were able to write a "master equation” for the travel time

probability distribution and solve it, thus systematically

connecting the solution of the catchment water budget to travel

time aspects of the hydrological flows. Older applications of the
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travel time theory mostly assumed the simplest case of complete

mixing, within the control volume, which is relaxed by using the

SAS concept. Subsequently others van der Velde et al. (2012);

Benettin et al. (2013, 2015b); Harman (2015b) introduced a new

form of the SAS and the age-ranked distribution of water and

associated compounds. Firstly, van der Velde et al. (2012)

introduced the transformation from the "injection time" (i.e.

when water enters the system), to the dimensionless ranked

storage. Subsequently, Harman (2015b) suggested the use of the

dimensional ranked storage instead of the dimensionless ranked

storage, with the shortcoming of assuming an infinite storage in

the parametrization.

These approaches opened the possibility of exploring the nature

of storage-discharge relationships, which are usually

parameterized within rainfall-runoff models, and can provide

fundamental insight into the catchment functions invoked

previously (e.g., Seibert & McDonnell, 2002; Kirchner, 2009). Also

the traditional work on groundwater flow and catchment scale

transport can be associated with the same ideas, but using time

invariant travel time distributions (e.g., Dagan, 1984). Instead,

Botter et al. (2011) used an approach that is inherently

non-stationary and has immediately attracted the attention of

researchers in that field (e.g., van der Velde et al. , 2012;

Cvetkovic et al. , 2012; Cvetkovic, 2013; Ali et al. , 2014). A more

detailed history of these concepts can be found in Benettin et al.

(2013).

All of these studies provided valuable advances to the theory, but

the literature remains obscured by different terminologies and

notations, as well as model assumptions that are not fully

explained.

There remains a need for theoretical developments that are

clearly explained and developed using a consistent set of
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notations. Questions arise, like: does the theory contain hidden

parts that are not consistent or explained well? How does it

relate to the instantaneous unit hydrograph theory? How can it

be used? What generates time varying backward probabilities?

Does the theory fully account for those phenomena which are

involved in mobilizing old water (e.g., McDonnell & Beven, 2014;

Rinaldo et al. , 2015; Kirchner, 2016)?

Questions also remain about how to apply the theory of

age-ranked distributions in terms of the model form and

parameter estimation. Harman (2015a) noted the importance of

selecting an appropriate SAS, but until very recently (Harman,

2015b; Queloz et al. , 2015; Benettin et al. , 2017), there was no

proposed method for selecting the form of an SAS and

estimating it from available data. Selection of the SAS for a given

watershed remains a topic of importance, since it should not be

imposed arbitrarily.

Our work includes a short review of existing concepts that were

collected from many (mostly theoretical) papers, which used

different conventions and approaches. In the following sections,

the theory to date is synthesized into a framework using

consistent notation. Besides presenting the concept in a new

and organized way, our paper contains some non-trivial answers

to the above questions. Clarifications and extensions will be

presented and summarized in an integrated manner. These

conceptual developments are followed by improved methods for

selecting the appropriate form of SAS and estimating its

parameters. Guidance for hierarchical approaches to parameter

estimation is given, based on available data. Finally, an

extension of the age-ranked concepts to the embedded

reservoirs model is presented.
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4.2.1 Definitions of age-ranked quantities

Residence time, travel time and life expectancy of water particles

and associated constituents flowing through watersheds are

three related quantities whose meaning is well defined by the

following equation:

T = (t − ti n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tr

+ (tex − t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Le

(4.15)

where T [T] ([T] means time units) is the travel time, t [T] is the

actual time measured by a clock, ti n [T] is the injection time (i.e.,

the time at which a certain amount of water enters the control

volume) and tex [T] is the exit time (i.e., the time at which a

certain amount of water exits the control volume). Based upon

these definitions, Tr := t − ti n [T] is the so called residence time,

or the age of water entered at time ti n , and Le := tex − t [T] is the

life expectancy of the same water molecules which are inside of

the control volume.

Consider, for example, a control volume as the one shown in

figure 4.4. Its (bulk) water budget is written as:

dS(t )

d t
= J (t )−Q(t )− AET (t ) (4.16)

where S(t ) [L3] is the time evolution of the water storage, ([L]

denotes length units), but instead of volume, we can measure

the storage either as mass, or a depth of water [L] (volume per

unit area), J (t ) [L3T −1] is the precipitation, usually a given

(measured) quantity, while the discharge and the actual

evapotranspiration, Q(t ) [L3T −1] and AET (t ) [L3T −1], are

modeled. Common simple estimates for the two latter quantities

are:

Q(t ) = 1

λ
Sb(t ) (4.17)

and

AET (t ) = S(t )

Smax
E(t ) (4.18)
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Figure 4.4: A single control volume is considered in which the fluxes
are the total precipitation, evapotranspiration and discharge.

where λ [T ] and b are the parameters of the non-linear reservoir

model, Smax is the maximum water storage and E(t ) is the

potential ET, temporal function of the radiation inputs and

atmospheric conditions. Assuming that radiation and various

parameters used to model Q and AET are given, eq.(4.16) can be

solved and S(t ) obtained. If b = 1 the budget is a linear ordinary

differential equation, and its solution is analytic as in

Coddington & Levinson (1955); otherwise, the solution can be

obtained through an appropriate numerical solver (e.g., Butcher,

1987). We made the simplification here to use a single storage for

illustrative purposes. However, extending the formalism to

multiple storages is straightforward, as shown in section 4.2.10.

Being interested in knowing the age of water we need to

consider a more general set of equations.

Assume that the water storage S(t ) can be decomposed in its

sub-volumes s(t , ti n) [L3 T−1] which refer to water injected into
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the system at time ti n ∈ [0, tp ]. Thus:

S(t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
s(t , ti n)d ti n (4.19)

where the initial time t = 0 comes before any input into the

control volume, and tp represents the end of the last

precipitation considered in the analysis. The variable t

represents the actual time at which the storage is considered. In

the following equations, the reference to tp will be dropped for

notational simplicity, and any quantity will consider a limited

time interval. The functional form of s(t , ti n), as well as the

functions we define below, can vary with t and ti n , so they

should be labeled appropriately s(t ,ti n )(t , ti n) but this has been

avoided for keeping notations simple.

Analogously, Q(t ) [L3 T−1] is the discharge out of the control

volume, and q(t , ti n) [L3 T−2] is the part of the discharge exiting

the control volume at time t composed of water molecules that

entered at time ti n ∈ [0, tp ]:

Q(t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
q(t , ti n)d ti n (4.20)

Actual evapotranspiration, AET (t ) [L3 T−1], is the sum of its

parts aeT (t , ti n) [L3 T−2] as:

AET (t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
aeT (t , ti n)d ti n (4.21)

Finally, let J (t ) [L3 T−1] denote the input to the control volume.

This input can have an "age", and therefore, it can be defined

J (t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
j (t , ti n)d ti n (4.22)

All these bivariate functions of t and ti n , s(t , ti n), q(t , ti n), and

aet (t , ti n) are null for t < ti n and can present a derivative

discontinuity at the origin (t = ti n) . Given the above definitions,
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we can rewrite the water budget as a set of age-ranked budget

equations:

d s(t , ti n)

d t
= j (t , ti n)−q(t , ti n)−aeT (t , ti n), (4.23)

These equations were introduced first by van der Velde et al.

(2012) and named by Harman (2015a), even though similar ones

were present in previous literature, as discussed in Appendix B.

In our formulation, however, by using t and ti n instead of t and

Tr as independent variables, we do not need to transform the

original ordinary differential equations (4.23) into partial

differential equations.

4.2.2 Backward and forward approaches

"Backward" and "forward" are well known concepts in the study

of travel time distributions. They were first introduced by Niemi

(1977), then by Cornaton & Perrochet (2006), for example, and

recently refined by Benettin et al. (2015b). Benettin et al.

(2015b), in particular, related the backward concept to the

residence time (or age), while the concept of travel time is both a

forward or backward. However, according to us, these previous

works didn’t fully disclose the inner meaning of the two

concepts. In fact, in our theory, the probabilities are defined as

backward when they "look" in time to the history of water

molecules and forward when they "look" in time till their exit

from the control volume. According to the previous statements,

we can define a backward residence time probability, which is

conditioned to t and "looks" backward to ti n , and a forward

residence time probability, which is conditioned to ti n and

"looks" forward to t . In the same way, we can define a backward

life expectancy probability, which is conditioned to tex and

"looks" backward to t , and a forward life expectancy probability,
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which is conditioned to t and "looks" forward to tex . All these

concepts will be clarified further in the following sections.

4.2.3 Backward Probabilities

Based on the previous definitions, it is easy to define the pdfs of

the residence time, travel time and evapotranspiration time. In

particular, the pdf of residence time, conditional on the actual

time t , of water particles in storage, pS(Tr |t ), can be defined as:

pS(Tr |t ) ≡ pS(t − ti n |t ) := s(t , ti n)

S(t )
[T −1] (4.24)

where "≡" means equivalence, and ":=" a definition. Benettin

et al. (2015b) denoted pS(Tr |t ) as ←−pS(Tr , t ) but since this

probability density is conditional to the actual time, standard

probability notation is clear and unambiguous.

It is evident that this probability is time variant, since the

integral and the integrand in equation (4.19) keep a dependence

on the clock time t .

The pdf of travel time is pQ (t − ti n |t ), where tex = t , since we are

considering the water exiting the control volume as discharge. It

can be defined as:

pQ (t − ti n |t ) := q(t , ti n)

Q(t )
[T −1], (4.25)

This definition for the probability is very restrictive, and can

imply inconsistencies in those papers which assume a time

invariant backward distribution to obtain tracers concentration,

as shown in subsection 4.2.3.2. Eventually, the pdf of travel time

for water exiting the control volume as water vapor,

pET (t − ti n |t ), can be defined as:

pET (t − ti n |t ) := aeT (t , ti n)

AET (t )
[T −1], (4.26)
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It is also possible to define the mean age of water for any of the

two outlets, which is given by:

〈Tr (t )〉i =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
(t − ti n)pi (t − ti n |t )d ti n (4.27)

for i ∈ {Q,ET }, which is a function of the sampling time (and the

rainfall input).

After the above definitions, the age-ranked equation (4.23), can

be rewritten as:

d

d t
[S(t )pS (Tr |t )] = J (t )δ(t − ti n)−Q(t )pQ (t − ti n |t )− AEt (t )pET (t − ti n |t )

(4.28)

when a single "new water" injection of mass is considered, and

the bulk quantities S(t ), Q(t ), AET (t ) are known as soon as the

bulk water budget, equation (4.16), is solved. δ(t − ti n) is a

Delta-dirac function to account for the water particles in

precipitation with age zero. The travel time probabilities on the

right side of (4.28) are not known. Consequently Botter et al.

(2011) introduced a storage selection function, ω(t , ti n) [-], for

each of the outputs, so that:

pQ (t − ti n |t ) :=ωQ (t , ti n)pS(Tr |t ) (4.29)

and:

pET (t − ti n |t ) :=ωET (t , ti n)pS(Tr |t ) (4.30)

Therefore equation (4.28), after the proper substitutions,

becomes:

d

d t
[S(t )pS(Tr |t )] = J (t )δ(t − ti n |t )+

−Q(t )ωQ (t , ti n)pS(Tr |t )− AEt (t )ωET (t , ti n)pS(Tr |t )
(4.31)

Once assigned the ω(t , ti n) values on the basis of some heuristic,

as in Botter et al. (2011), equation (4.31) represents a linear

ordinary differential equation and can be solved exactly as:

pS (Tr |t ) = e−
∫ t

ti n
g (x,ti n )d x

[
p(0|t )+

∫ t

ti n

J (y)δ(y − ti n)

S(y)
e

∫ t
ti n

g (x,ti n )d x d y
]

(4.32)
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where :

g (x, ti n) = 1

S(x)

[dS(x)

d t
+Q(x)ωQ (x, ti n)+ AEt (x)ωET (x, ti n)

]
(4.33)

and p(0|t ) is the initial condition. This is only valid if equation

(4.31) is linear, i.e. ω(t , ti n) is not a function of pS(Tr |t ).

Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the pS(Tr |t ) with the injection

time, while the chronological time is kept fixed. The curves were

obtained considering three different injections at ti n1 , ti n2 and

ti n3 , and assuming ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1.

The conditional probability pS(Tr |t ) properly integrates to one,

as shown in figure 4.6, when it is integrated in ti n . In particular,

figure 4.6 shows that pS(Tr |t ) = const , when J (t ) = 0. In fact, if

we consider ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1, equation (4.31) is

simplified in:

d

d t
[S(t )pS(Tr |t )] =−Q(t )pS(Tr |t )− AEt (t )pS(Tr |t ) (4.34)

and, therefore,

d pS(Tr |t )

d t
=−pS(Tr |t )

S(t )

[dS(t )

d t
−Q(t )− AEt (t )

]
= 0 (4.35)
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Figure 4.5: Representation of the evolution of the backward pdf for
three injection times (ti ni , where i = 1,3) as varying with the injection
time ti n . The time shift between the three injections was dropped for a
direct comparison of the curves.
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Figure 4.6: Representation of the backward cumulative distribution
function for three injection times (ti ni , where i = 1,3), as varying with the
actual time t . The time shift between the three injections was dropped
for a direct comparison of the curves.
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Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of pS(Tr |t ) with the actual time t

and the injection time kept fixed. The integral of the area under

the three curves, obtained for the same three injections, in this

case, is not equal to 1, since the functions are not pdfs in t .
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Figure 4.7: Representation of the evolution of the backward pdf ver-
sus the actual time t . The time shift between the three injections was
dropped for a direct comparison of the curves. In this case, the area
below the curves is not equal to 1.

4.2.3.1 An extension of the theory considering antecedent storage

All the theory shown in the previous sections assumed to start at

a time t = 0 that we specified to be sufficiently back in the past.

This choice was made for a better comparison with practical

cases, where information are available for a limited range of

times. Assume, however, that our system is not stationary and

we have to add information to it starting from previous times

(before t = 0). The r.h.s of the equation 4.23 either contains

forcings given as function of time or as a function of age-ranked
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storages. These forcings represent a limitation to our knowledge,

since usually we know them starting from a certain clock time,

which we conventionally called t = 0. However, even if we

cannot access to equations for forcings happened before t = 0,

their actions can result in a storage different from zero.

Therefore, if we consider that initial conditions for equation 4.23

are given by s(ti n , ti n) = 0 and s(t , ti n) ≡ 0 for any ti n < t < 0, we

have:

pS(t − ti n |t ) :=


s(t ,ti n )∫ t
−∞ s(t ,ti n )d ti n

t > ti n > 0

0 ti n < t < 0
(4.36)

where:

S(t ) =
∫ t

−∞
s(t , ti n)d ti n =

∫ 0

−∞
s(t , t̂i n)d t̂i n︸ ︷︷ ︸

S0(t )

+
∫ t

0
s(t , ti n)d ti n︸ ︷︷ ︸

St (t )
(4.37)

is the water present inside the control volume at time t , as

results of available forcings (St (t )) and past forcings (S0(t )). We

indicated with t̂i n precipitations timing previous than 0. S0(t ) is

the initial storage, necessary also to solve the bulk water budget

equation.

On the base of the above probability in 4.36, the mean residence

time of the water at t = 0 is:

< Tr >0=
∫ ∞

0
Tr pS(Tr |0)dTr (4.38)

where in the second integral in the r.h.s. of the equation,

Tr ≡ 0− t̂i n and t̂i n < 0. Next question is how we can assign the

initial conditions on storages if we do not have explicit

information about the forcings. An educated guess is that we can

use a probability distribution function (pdf), for instance a Γ

function or others. To stay generic let’s say that
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pS(Tr |0) = g (Tr |0) where g is a known pdf, and Tr = 0− t̂i n . The

knowledge of g is not enough to extend the system of

age-ranked equations to the past. However some inferences can

be done. In fact, for any precipitation input at time t̂i n < 0:

s(0, t̂i n) = pS(0− t̂i n |0)S(0) = g (Tr |0)S(0) (4.39)

The mean residence time can be then estimated, according to its

definition, and using Tr = t − ti n as:

< Tr >t=
∫ ∞

t
Tr g (t−ti n)dTr+

∫ t

0
(t − ti n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tr

pS((t − ti n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tr

|t )d((t − ti n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tr

)

(4.40)

The first integral accounts for the residence time of water in

input before t=0 and the second term is the part simply

calculated through the solutions of the age-ranked system but it

embeds the initial storage in the definition of the probability . It

is apparent that the first integral is decreasing with time and null

after an amount of time that is strictly connected with the

standard deviation of the pdf g. Also in the second integral, the

effect of the initial storage is vanishing as soon as t increases.

Neglecting the old waters contribution means, on the other side,

to decrease the age of water, at least until t is large enough. This,

based on actual knowledge, means that for a correct residence

time simulation, models should simulate decades, which could

be unfeasible.

At the same time, it seems not completely realistic to use a

time-invariant travel time function for g because, it could be

guessed that a time-variant distribution would be more

appropriate, since its dependence of time varying forcings. But

this is probably the best we can do.

The reader should also observe that we dealt with the residence

time. Travel times can be obtained after assuming a SAS or doing

appropriate equivalent hypothesis.
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4.2.3.2 An observation on fixing the functional form of the

backward probability

It can be observed that the backward probability, as defined in

(4.24) is quite restrictive, and not very compatible with the

assumption of a time invariant backward distribution, often

made in literature, (e.g. Kirchner et al. , 2000; Kirchner, 2016;

Hrachowitz et al. , 2010). Most of these papers use a gamma

distribution, i.e.

g (Tr ) = Tα+1
r e

Tr
γ

γαΓ(α)
(4.41)

where g is the incomplete gamma distribution, Tr := t − ti n is

the residence time, α and γ are the two coefficient of the

incomplete Γ distribution, Γ is the gamma function. g (Tr ) in

(4.41) is certainly a distribution though over the whole domain

of Tr . However, equation (4.24) requires that g (Tr ) would be a

probability for any clock time t , i.e. that:

∫ min(t ,tp )

0
pQ (t − ti n |t )d ti n = 1 (4.42)

This is, clearly not obtained with (4.41) (or any other classical

distribution), and, in fact,

∫ min(t ,tp )

0

(t − ti n)α+1e
(t−ti n )

γ

γαΓ(α)
d ti n 6= 1 (4.43)

where in the formula the travel time Tr has been explicitly

written as function of t and ti n . It could be argued that the above

integral could be approximately equal to unity in real cases, and,

seen the success of gamma based approaches to interpret

experimental data, this could be true.

However, a better choice for the backward probability should be
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a little more complex. For instance:

pQ (t − ti n |t ) = g (t − ti n)∫ min(t ,tp )
0 g (t − ti n)d ti n

=

=
(t−ti n )α+1e

(t−ti n )
γ

γαΓ(α)∫ min(t ,tp )
0

(t−ti n )α+1e
(t−ti n )

γ

γαΓ(α) d ti n

(4.44)

works the right way.

4.2.4 Forward Probabilities

Consider again the age-ranked equation (4.23). Since we want to

track the evolution of a water particle while crossing the

catchment, we can write its integral form over dt, as:

s(t , ti n) = J (ti n)−
∫ t

0
q(t , ti n)d t −

∫ t

0
aeT (t , ti n)d t (4.45)

It can be rewritten as a probability conditional to ti n :

PS[t − ti n |ti n] := 1− s(t , ti n)

J (ti n)
= VQ (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
+ VET (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
(4.46)

having defined:

VQ (t , ti n) :=
∫ t

0
q(t , ti n)d t (4.47)

and

VAET (t , ti n) =
∫ t

0
aeT (t , ti n)d t (4.48)

PS[t − ti n |ti n], as shown in figure 4.8, varies (with t ), as expected,

between 0 and 1 and has density:

pS(t−ti n |ti n) =− 1

J (ti n)

d s(t , ti n)

d t
= q(t , ti n)

J (ti n)
+aeT (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
(4.49)

It can be observed instead that:
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Figure 4.8: Forward residence time probability distribution: in red the
relative storage, in green the forward residence time distribution and
in blue the relative discharge function.

F (t − ti n |ti n) := VQ (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
(4.50)

and

G (t − ti n |ti n) := VET (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
(4.51)

are not probability functions, because, their asymptotic value is

not 1. Because the forward probabilities are derived, in the case

we are describing, on empirical bases from the budgets terms,

and not assumed a-priori, their complete shape is known only at

t →∞. For any finite time, the actual knowledge we have, is

better represented in Figure 4.9, which shows that the progress

of the three curves P , F and G is unknown for future times.

In order to normalize F and G , the asymptotic value of the
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Figure 4.9: Representation of the forward probability of the outputs:
in red the relative storage, s(t , ti n), in green the output probability,
PS [t − ti n |ti n] and in blue the relative discharge function F , defined in
the text. The difference between PS[t − ti n |ti n] and F is the function
G , defined in the text. The orange dashed line represents the generic
instant t , after which PS[t − ti n |ti n] and F are unknown.

partitioning coefficient is defined among the Q and ET :

Θ(ti n) := lim
t→∞Θ(t , ti n) := lim

t→∞
VQ (t , ti n)

VQ (t , ti n)+VET (t , ti n)
(4.52)

Then, it is easy to show that:

pQ (t − ti n |ti n) := q(t , ti n)

Θ(ti n)J (ti n)
(4.53)

and

pET (t − ti n |ti n) := aeT (t , ti n)

(1−Θ(ti n))J (ti n)
(4.54)

are the forward probabilities density function of discharges and

evapotranspiration, which properly normalize to 1 when

integrated over t . The two probability density functions pQ and
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pET are related through:

pS(t − ti n |ti n) =ΘpQ (t − ti n |ti n)+ (1−Θ)pET (t − ti n |ti n) (4.55)

Unlike backward probabilities, the forward probabilities

describe how a catchment reacts to precipitation events, but

they do not describe the actual time the water takes to move

through the catchment. To avoid confusion, the expected value

of travel time, weighted by the forward distribution, will be

called the mean response time (instead of mean travel time). For

discharge, the result is:

Q(t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
pQ (t − ti n |ti n)Θ(ti n)J (ti n)d ti n (4.56)

which can be seen as a generalization of the instantaneous unit

hydrograph (IUH).

AlthoughΘmay be unknown at any finite time, the actual state

of the system is obtained by solving the budget equation. More

information and details on this partitioning coefficient are

provided in the next section.

4.2.5 The partitioning coefficientΘ

Θ(ti n) has been introduced to complete the algebra of

probabilities, in presence of more than one outflow. However

estimation of the coefficient is important by itself, because it

summarizes the relevant partitioning of hydrologic fluxes.

The first plot in figure 4.10 shows a time-series ofΘ(t , ti n) values

obtained from a single injection time considering the complete

mixing case (ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1). Data used for the

simulation are from Posina River, a small catchment in the

North Eastern part of pre-alpine mountainous in Veneto region,

Italy. At the beginningΘ(ti n) (figure 4.10, top) shows large

oscillations due to hourly and daily oscillations, especially in

evapotranspiration. BecauseΘ(ti n) is defined through integrals,
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Figure 4.10: Variation of the partitioning coefficient in time, for a single
injection time in January: after a time scale of 5 months its oscillation
became irrelevant and its value tends to its final value of 0.78

these oscillation are progressively damped and become

irrelevant after a couple of weeks (when discharge is still higher

than baseflow, as appears from the age-ranked discharge in

figure 4.10, bottom).

4.2.6 Niemi’s relation

As a result of definitions made in sections (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) two

relations exist involving q(t , ti n), i.e. equations (4.25) and (4.53),

and aeT (t , ti n), i.e. equations (4.26) and (4.54). Equating the

corresponding two expression, results in:

Q(t )pQ (t − ti n |t ) =Θ(ti n)pQ (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.57)

and:

AET (t )pET (t − ti n |t ) = [1−Θ(ti n)]pET (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.58)
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where t = tex since we are considering the particles leaving the

control volume as discharge and evapotranspiration. The above

relations are known in literature as Niemi’s relations or formulas,

after Niemi (1977).

Defining the total volume of water injected in the system in

[0, tp ]:

VS(tp ) :=
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
J (ti n)d ti n =

∫ min(t ,tp )

0
(Q(t )+ AET (t ))d t

(4.59)

it can be observed that:

p J (ti n) := J (ti n)

VS(tp )
(4.60)

can be considered the marginal pdf of the injection times, or the

fraction of precipitation at a certain discrete ti n with respect to

the total precipitation over a period of [0, tp ]. Analogously

pQ (t ) := Q(t )

Θ(ti n)VS(ti n)
(4.61)

is the marginal pdf of the outflow as discharge, or the fraction of

discharge at a certain t generated by precipitation in the same

[0, tp ]. Then, Niemi’s relation (4.57) becomes:

pQ (t − ti n |t )pQ (t ) = pQ (t − ti n |ti n)p J (ti n) (4.62)

which has the form of the well known Bayes theorem. This

shows that the interpretation of the backward and forward

probabilities as conditional ones is fully consistent. On the other

hands, this reveals that the joint probability of Tr and t is:

pS(Tr , t ) = pQ (t − ti n |t )pQ (t ) = pQ (t − ti n |ti n)p J (ti n) (4.63)

Because future in unknown, as remarked in section 4.2.4, there

should be a working Niemi’s relation for any finite time t , which
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does not require the knowledge of the asymptotic valueΘ(ti n).

This can be easily derived after having defined:

g (t − ti n |ti n) := aet (t , ti n)

J (ti n)
≡ dG

d t
(4.64)

and

f (t − ti n |ti n) := q(t , ti n)

J (ti n)
≡ dF

d t
(4.65)

From these definitions,

q(t , ti n) = f (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.66)

and

aet (t , ti n) = g (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.67)

and, therefore,

Q(t )pQ (t − ti n |t ) = f (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.68)

for discharges, and

AET (t )p AET (t − ti n |t ) = g (t − ti n |ti n)J (ti n) (4.69)

for evapotranspiration.

As a byproduct, the SAS and the forward functions are shown to

be related. For discharge at any time t , for example,

f (t − ti n |ti n) = Q(t )ωq (t , ti n)pS(t − ti n |t )

J (ti n)
(4.70)

4.2.7 Residence times, travel times and life expectancy

The forward probabilities can be related with the life expectancy,

i.e. the expected time the water molecules remain in the storage.

In the control volume, we can conceptually denote the subsets

of the storage which contains the water molecules expected to

exit at time tex as:

stex (t , tex) (4.71)
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Analogously to what was done before, we can observe that the

quantity

pS(tex − t |t ) := stex (t , tex)

S(t )
(4.72)

has the structure of a probability density function once

integrated over all tex-s, and it is reasonable to call it the

probability density of storage-life expectancy for particles in the

control volume at time t .

However, pS(tex − t |t ) can also be related to the forward

probabilities discussed in the previous section. In fact, it can be

observed that the probability of storage-life expectancy satisfies

the following relation with the age-ranked forward quantities:

stex (t , tex) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
q(tex , ti n)+aet (tex , ti n)

]
d ti n+

−
∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
q(t , ti n)+aet (t , ti n)

]
d ti n

(4.73)

where, according to the definitions:∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
q(tk , ti n)+aet (tk , ti n)

]
d ti n =∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
Θ(ti n)pQ (tk − ti n |ti n)

]
J (ti n)d ti n+

+
∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
(1−Θ(ti n))p AEt (tk − ti n |ti n)

]
J (ti n)d ti n

(4.74)

The variable tk , used to make the equations above and below

more concise, is such that t0 = tex (k = 0) and t1 = t (k = 1). The

integral spans the time interval up to tp because we are

considering the storage derived for precipitation in the finite

interval [0, tp ]. In (4.73) the equality says that the life-storage at

time t is equal to the water injected for any time time ti n ∈ [0, tp ]

which is expected to exit as discharge or evapotranspiration at

time tex . The water still inside the control volume at clock time t
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is, however, all the water that entered the volume up to time t ,

minus the water that already flowed out.

This integral is not effectively known at time t , because what is

happening between time t and tex is unknown, and so the pdfs

(as in Figure 4.8), unless they are specified from some educated

guess, as made in the last section of this paper. It follows:

pS (tex − t |t ) =

=
∑1

k=0(−1)k
∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
Θ(ti n)pQ (tk − ti n |ti n)

]
J (ti n)d ti n

S(t )
+

+
∑1

k=0(−1)k
∫ min(t ,tp )

0

[
(1−Θ(ti n))p AEt (tk − ti n |ti n)

]
J (ti n)d ti n

S(t )

(4.75)

Thus, the relation between the storage-life expectancy and the

previously introduced backward and forward probabilities is

mediated by an integral equation.

4.2.8 Passive and reactive solutes

The formalism developed in sections 2 to 6 applies in principle

to any conservative substance, indicated by a superscript i .

Therefore we have a bulk budget equation for the mass of the

substance i , and age-ranked budget for the same substance:

dSi (t )

d t
= J i (t )−Q i (t )+R i (S(t )) (4.76)

and

d si (t , ti n)

d t
= j i (t , ti n)−q i (t , ti n)+ r i (s(t − ti n)) (4.77)

which represent trivial extensions of equations (4.16) and (4.23).

To simplify this illustration, we have neglected

evapotranspiration, which will be re-introduced eventually, but

we have added a sink/source term including any physical or

chemical reactions, extending Duffy (2010). However, if the

substance is dissolved in water, it is usually treated as
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concentration (either in terms of mass, moles or volume per the

same quantity of water). Because we have various terms in the

equations, concentrations are possibly as many as the terms that

appear. In this case, three:

C i
S(t ) := Si (t )

S(t )
(4.78)

for the concentration in storage;

C i
J (t ) := J i (t )

J (t )
(4.79)

for concentration in input; and

C i
Q (t ) := Q i (t )

Q(t )
(4.80)

for discharges. The latter is actually the one which is usually

covered in the literature, since it is the one measured at the

outlet of a control volume/catchment. For the solute discharge,

an integral expression like,

Q i (t ) =
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
Θ(ti n)pQ (t − ti n |ti n)J i (ti n)d ti n (4.81)

is assumed to be valid, where the i has been dropped from the

probability distribution function, assuming that a passive solute

moves with the water. Dividing (4.81) by the water discharge, it is

obtained:

C i
Q (t ) =

∫ min(t ,tp )

0

Θ(ti n)pQ (t − ti n |ti n)

Q(t )
J i (ti n)d ti n (4.82)

and, finally, applying the Niemi’s formula:

C i
Q (t ) =

∫ min(t ,tp )

0
pQ (t − ti n |t )

J i (ti n)

J (ti n)
d ti n =

=
∫ min(t ,tp )

0
pQ (t − ti n |t )C i

J (ti n)d ti n

(4.83)

Therefore the concentration of the passive solute in discharge is

known once the concentration of the solute in input is known
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together with the backward probability (Rinaldo et al. ,2011).

The concentration estimated in this way groups substances

injected at any time, in agreement with measurement practices.

When a sample is taken, the action implies perfect mixing of all

the age-ranked waters in the volume where measurements are

made.

The bulk substance budget can instead be written as:

dSi (t )

d t
= dC i

S(t )S(t )

d t
= J i (t )−Q i (t )+R i (S(t )) =

= J i (t )−C i
Q (t )Q(t )+R i (S(t ))

(4.84)

and the missing concentration C i
S(t ) can be easily estimated

with the help of (4.78) since S(t ) is also known.

The above is essentially the same of equation (12) in Duffy

(2010), but the age-ranked formalism can be used to understand

a little more about the processes in action. Starting from the

quantities that appear in equation (4.77), the backward

probability can be defined as:

p i (t − ti n |t ) := si (t , ti n)

Si (t )
(4.85)

and analogous definitions (e.g. equation 4.25) can be given for

the discharge and the inputs, such as to obtain, after the

appropriate substitutions:

d

d t
C i

S(t )S(t )pS(t − ti n |t ) =
= J i (t )δ(t − ti n)−C i

q (t )Q(t )ωQ (t , ti n)pS(t − ti n |t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
pQ (t−ti |t )

+r i (t , ti n)

(4.86)

which is the master equation (equation 4.31) for the substance i .

Many of the superscripts i were dropped, because the
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i -substance does not modify the velocity (i.e., it behaves like

water).

The braces were added to emphasize that pQ (t − ti n |t ) should

have been left, and we could solve the system of equations

directly for pS(t − ti n |t ) and pQ (t − ti n |t ), obtaining eventually

the age-ranked quantities, using (4.76).

In fact, in (4.86) all the quantities are known, either because

solution of the solute budget (4.76) or the water master equation

(equation 4.31), or a known input (J (t )). The only quantity that is

unknown (and usually guessed) is ωQ (t , ti n). However, (4.86) and

(4.31) can be seen as two coupled equations in pS(t − ti n |t ) and

ωQ (t , ti n), and we can conclude that the SAS can be derived

rather than imposed.

From a practical point of view there could be some obstacles in

the correct determination of the SAS, because the distribution of

the input of the substance can be unknown. In this case (4.86)

can be used to back-trace the the passive solute injection, after

having made educated guesses on the SAS. In the presence of

more than one solute, the flow of every solute obeys the same

probabilities pS and pQ . This redundancy can then be used for

improving their estimation by applying the appropriate

statistical techniques.

For the sake of simplicity we neglected evapotranspiration.

However, now that the concepts are established, we can observe

that incorporating AET involves a second SAS, which remains

undetermined. Various approaches can be chosen to overcome

this fact. For instance, it can be assumed that

ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n). Nevertheless the main experimental

approach would be to find a second passive tracer transported

through vegetation. In this case, if a third equation similar to

(4.86), but containing evapotranspiration, would hold, it would

permit the determination of the missing SAS coefficient.
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An interesting approach is shown in Queloz et al. (2015) and in

Benettin et al. (2017), where the "direct SAS" method was

introduced. This approach considers a single catchment-scale

SAS, coupled to the measured input and output fluxes. In the

residence time domain, the SAS function can be parametrized

through a power law defining the preference for old/young

water, of the kind:

ω(pS) = kpk−1
S (4.87)

where the only parameters involved is k, which indicates the

"preference" for releasing water from younger/older storage

components. The SAS function as defined by equation 4.87 does

not vary in time, but it can easily be made time-variant, as in

Benettin et al. (2017). The use "direct-SAS" approach proved

feasible, computationally efficient and it was able to well

reproduce the observed deuterium signature.

Duffy (2010), as in Carrera & Medina (1999), added an equation

for water age similar to ours (4.76) and (4.86). This is necessary

when dealing with spatially distributed properties (see Appendix

B) but not at our spatially integrated scales. In fact, in our case,

water age can be estimated directly from its definition (4.27),

since the probability distribution of residence time is known.

Finally, in order to clarify this theory, an example of r i could be:

r i (t , ti n) := k1(si (t , ti n)−k2si
eq ) (4.88)

where k1 and k2 are suitable reaction’Äôs constants and si
eq

represents an equilibrium storage. Whilst more complex

reactions can be envisioned, this type of reaction (or sink term),

being linear, does not alter the essential traits of the theory

described above.
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4.2.9 A simple example where probabilities are assigned

instead than derived.

With the scope to further clarify the formalism, we assume in

this section that the forward pdfs introduced in the previous

sections are known. We use the concept of linear reservoir,

which has a long history in surface hydrology, e.g. Dooge (1973).

First consider only one outflow, the bulk equation for the water

budget of a single linear reservoir is:

dS(t )

d t
=

n∑
ti n=1

Rti n −
1

λ
S(t ) (4.89)

where it has been assumed, for simplicity, that J (t ) =∑n
ti n=1 Rti n ,

i.e. that the precipitation is accounted as a sequence of

instantaneous impulses at different times ti ns. By definition of

the linear reservoir:

Q(t ) = 1

λ
S(t ) (4.90)

where λ [T] is the mean response time (not to be confused with

the mean “travel time” derived from the backward distributions)

in the reservoir. If this is the case, assuming that the age-ranked

storages behave linearly, the age-ranked water budgets can be

written as:

d s(t , ti n)

d t
= Rti nδ(t − ti n)− 1

λ
s(t , ti n) (4.91)

where it is

q(t , ti n) = 1

λ
s(t , ti n) (4.92)

Equation (4.91), after integration over ti n reduces to equation

(4.89). By definition, it is s(t , ti n) = 0 for t < ti n and the solution,

for t > ti n is well known as:

s(t , ti n) = Rti n e
ti n−t
λ (4.93)

The equivalent solution, for S(t ) gives:

S(t ) =
∫ t

ti n

Rti n e−(t−ti n )/λd ti n (4.94)
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and the backward probability can be written, then as:

pS(t − ti n |t ) = Rti n e
t−ti n
λ∫ t

ti n
Rti n e−(t−ti n )/λd ti n

(4.95)

If, and only if, Rti n = const the probability simplifies, and it is

time invariant, i.e. dependent only on the residence time

Tr = t − ti n . Please notice that, in this case, we did not appeal to

equation (4.31) to estimate the backward probability. Instead we

used the definitions in equation (4.95).

Because discharges are just linearly proportional to the storage,

it is easy to show that pq (t − ti n |t ) = pS(t − ti n |t ) and, therefore,

in this case, ω(t , ti n) = 1. This shows that the linear reservoir

case, where for all injection times the mean residence time is

equal (to λ), the SAS function is necessarily unitary. However, a

more general case, can be set if the mean residence time is a

function of ti n , meaning that equation (4.91) can be modified

into:
d s(t , ti n)

d t
= Rti nδ(t − ti n)− 1

λti n

s(t , ti n) (4.96)

and its solution for t > ti n is the same as (4.93), but with λ

muted into λti n . However, due to the dependence of λti n on the

injection time, the SAS is not anymore a constant, being equal

to:

ωQ (t , ti n) := pq (t − ti n |t )

pS(t − ti n |t )
=λ−1

ti n

∫ t
ti n

Rti n e−(t−ti n )/λti n d ti n∫ t
ti n
λ−1

ti n
Rti n e−(t−ti n )/λti n d ti n

=

=λ−1
ti n

∫ t
ti n

Rti n e+ti n /λti n d ti n∫ t
ti n
λ−1

ti n
Rti n e ti n /λti n d ti n

(4.97)

This seems to suggest that imposing the characteristics of the

pdf could completely determine the ωQ (t , ti n). Vice versa, as

already known, assigning ωQ (t , ti n) from some heuristic,
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obviously, would determine a mean residence time dependence

on the injection time.

Non trivial ω(t , ti n) can also be derived from assuming a

sequence of linear reservoirs, as in the so called Nash model,

Dooge (1973). Without entering in details, a sequence of linear

reservoirs implies that just the last reservoir maintains a linear

relation between storage and outflow. Instead a nonlinear

relationship exists between the whole storage and the same

outflow, implying also a nonlinear SAS.

Even if semi-analytical results are not feasible using non-linear

reservoirs, suitably tuning the parameters of each age-ranked

equation cannot change the form of the SAS , as is also

suggested by arguments below.

Other aspects come into play when there are multiple outputs.

Expanding the previous linear case to include

evapotranspiration, the bulk equation, becomes:

dS(t )

d t
=

n∑
ti n=1

Rti n −
(

1

λ
−aet (t )

)
S(t ) (4.98)

where the actual evapotranspiration is assumed to equal:

AET (t ) = S(t )aet (t ) (4.99)

with a linear dependence on the soil water content, as for

instance in Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1999). The equations of

water budget for the generations becomes:

d s(t , ti n)

d t
= Rti nδ(t − ti n)−

(
1

λti n

+ae(t , ti n)

)
s(t , ti n) (4.100)

where the bivariate dependence of ae(t , ti n) on the actual time

and the injection time can be justified by arguing that, water of

different ages is not perfectly mixed in the control volume and

plant roots sample water of different ages in different modes,

according to their spatial distributions. Since equation (4.100)
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remains a linear ordinary differential equation, it can be solved

analytically, and:

s(t , ti n) = Rti n e−Λ(t ,ti n ) (4.101)

where:

Λ(t , ti n) :=
∫ t

ti n

(
1

λti n

+ae(t ′, ti n)

)
d t ′ (4.102)

and:

S(t ) =
∫ t

0
Rti n e−Λ(t ,ti n )d ti n (4.103)

Notably, the outflows terms can be expressed as a function of the

storage:

q(t , ti n)+aet (t , ti n) =µ(t , ti n) s(t , ti n) (4.104)

the problem remains linear and analytically solvable. The

quantity µ(t , ti n) is usually called age and mass-specific output

rate, Calabrese & Porporato (2015). Solving equation (4.100) it is

not even necessary to show that:

ωET (t , ti n) 6= 1 (4.105)

The latter condition is regained if and only if aet (t , ti n) = aet (t ),

i.e. it depends only on the current time (which is a condition

that requires the perfect mixing of aged waters). In fact, in case a

dependence on ti n remains, then, trivial algebra says that:

pET (t − ti n |t ) = ae(t , ti n)s(t , ti n)∫ t
ti n

ae(t , ti n)s(t , ti n)d ti n

(4.106)

which implies:

ωET (t , ti n) := pET (t − ti n |t )

pS(t − ti n |t )
=

ae(t , ti n)
∫ t

ti n
Rti n e−Λ(t ,ti n )∫ t

ti n
ae(t , ti n)S(t , ti n)d ti n

(4.107)

Obviously these results, obtained by imposing a travel time

probability, can be inconsistent with tracers results, because

both approaches require estimates of the ω functions, which are

not known well.
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4.2.10 Extension to the embedded reservoirs model

The age-ranked theory can be easily extended to the embedded

reservoir model presented in the Chapter 3. To summarize the

main connections of the embedded model: the snow melting

and/or the rainfall are the inputs of the canopy layer. Its outputs

are the throughfall and the evaporation from the wet canopy. If

there is no canopy, the melting/rain reaches directly the root

zone.

The outputs from the root zone storage are the

evapotranspiration and the recharge term of the groundwater.

The throughfall exceeding the root zone capacity is sent directly

to the volume available for surface runoff. Baseflow from the

groundwater is modeled using a non-linear reservoir. Total

runoff is the sum of the direct runoff and of the baseflow.

The water budget solved for the canopy reservoir is given by:

dSc (t )

d t
= Md (t )−Tr (t )−ETc (t ) = (1−p) Md (t )−D(t )−ETc (t )

(4.108)

Applying the theory developed in the main text, the age-ranked

equations for this storage is given by:

dSc (t )pc (t − ti n |t )

d t
= (1−p) Md (ti n)δ(t − ti n)+

−ωD (t , ti n)D(t )pc (t − ti n |t )−ωETc (t , ti n)ETc (t )pc (t − ti n |t )

(4.109)

Once the two SASs in Eq. (4.109), i.e. ωD (t , ti n) and ωETc (t , ti n),

are assigned, also the probability pc (t − ti n |t ), and the

age-ranked storage sc (t , ti n) can be determined. Given the

characteristics of the storage, which doesn’t present particular

flow paths, it is reasonable to consider

ωD (t , ti n) =ωETc (t , ti n) = 1.
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The root zone reservoir obeys the following budget equation:

dSr z(t )

d t
= (1−α(t ))Tr (t )−Re(t )−ETr z(t ) (4.110)

The age-ranked equations for this storage is given by:

dSr z(t )pr z(t − ti n |t )

d t
= (1−α(t ))Tr (ti n)δ(t − ti n)+

−ωRe (t , ti n)Re(t )pr z(t − ti n |t )−ωETr z (t , ti n)ETr z(t )pr z(t − ti n |t )

(4.111)

which is solvable, once the two SASs in Eq. (4.111), i.e. ωRe (t , ti n)

and ωETr z (t , ti n), are assigned.

The equation for the runoff reservoir is:

dSR (t )

d t
=α(t )TR (t )−QR (t ) (4.112)

α is estimated with a complex scheme (derived from Hymod,

(Zhao, 1980; Moore, 1985)) but is assumed to produce

homogeneous mixing. Therefore, the age-ranked equation are:

dSR (t )pR (t − ti |t )

d t
=α(t )Tr (t , ti )−QR (t )ωR (t , ti )p(t − ti |t )

(4.113)

It must be observed, however, that, if QR is given by the width

function theory, then

QR (t , ti ) = A
∫ t

0
u,W (t −τ)TR (τ, ti )dτ (4.114)

which is a function of both t and ti even without assuming

mixing.

Finally, the groundwater reservoir obeys the following budget

equation:

dSGW (t )

d t
= Re (t )−QGW (t ) (4.115)
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Eq. (4.115) can then be associated with the age-ranked master

equation:

dSGW (t )pGW (t − ti n |t )

d t
= Re(t , ti n)−QGW (t )ωGW (t , ti n)pGW (t − ti n |t )

(4.116)

where Re(t , ti n) is the input to the groundwater reservoir which

comes with aged waters, and is given by solving Eq. (4.111)

because it is Re(t , ti n) = Re(t )pr z(t − ti n |t ).

In turn Eq. (4.116) is solvable and can be used to obtain all the

age-ranked functions relative to the groundwater storage.

The overall system is the sum of the three reservoirs where:

S(t ) = Sc (t )+Sr z(t )+SGW (t ) (4.117)

and

s(t , ti n) = sc (t , ti n)+ sr z(t , ti n)+ sGW (t , ti n) (4.118)

Therefore

pS(t − ti n |t ) := s(t , ti n)

S(t )
(4.119)

is the backward residence time distribution for the compound

system.

The total discharge is given by the contribute from the surface

runoff and from the groundwater:

Q(t ) =QR (t )+QGW (t ), (4.120)

and

q(t , ti n) = qR (t , ti n)+qGW (t , ti n), (4.121)

the global travel time distribution is:

pQ (t − ti n |t ) := q(t , ti n)

Q(t )
(4.122)

Besides, the total evapotranspiration is given by the contribute

from the canopy and from the root zone:

ET (t ) = ETc (t )+ETr z(t ), (4.123)
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and

et (t , ti n) = etc (t , ti n)+etr z(t , ti n), (4.124)

the global travel time distribution is:

pET (t − ti n |t ) := et (t , ti n)

ET (t )
(4.125)

It follows that the compound systems behaves like having SAS

given by:

ωQ (t , ti n) = pQ (t − ti n |t )

pS(t − ti n |t )
(4.126)

ωET (t , ti n) = pET (t − ti n |t )

pS(t − ti n |t )
(4.127)

On the basis of the global probability distribution functions, the

behavior of a tracer i can be obtained from Niemi’s relations as:

C i
Q (t ) =

∫ min(t ,tp )

0
pQ (t − ti n |t )C i

J (ti n)d ti n (4.128)

This concentration does not distinguish between waters coming

from the surface and the groundwater reservoirs. However, the

theory can do it by substituting Eq. (4.128) in place of

pQ (t − ti n |t ), pQR (t − ti n |t ) or pQGW (t − ti n |t ).

Because it must be:

pQ (t − ti n |t ) = (1−ΘQ (t ))pQR (t − ti n |t )+ΘQ (t )pQGW (t − ti n |t )

(4.129)

where:

ΘQ (t ) = Qsat (t )

QR (t )+QGW (t )
(4.130)

is the appropriate partitioning coefficient. To obtain the last

equations, it is sufficient to apply the definitions for the

probabilities. The case treated show that any set of coupled

reservoirs can be analyzed from the travel time point of view, no

matter how complex the system is.
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4.2.11 Final Remarks

In this chapter, we reviewed existing concepts that were

collected from many different papers, and presented them in a

new systematic way. We established a consistent framework that

offers a unified view of the travel time theories across surface

water and groundwater.

It contains several clarifications and extensions.

Clarifications include:

• the concepts of forward and backward conditional

probabilities and a small but important change in

notation;

• their one-to-one relation with the water budget (and the

age-ranked functions) from which the probabilities were

derived (after the choice of SASs);

• the proper way to choose backward probabilities.

Specifically, it was shown that the usual way to assign time

invariant backward probabilities is inappropriate. We also

show how to do it correctly, and introduced a minimal time

variability.

• the fact that time-invariant forward probabilities usually

imply time-varying backward probabilities, i.e. travel time

distributions.

• the rewriting of the master equation by Botter, Bertuzzo

and Rinaldo as an ordinary differential equation (instead

of a partial differential equation);

• the role and nature of the partitioning coefficient between

discharge and evapotranspiration (which is unknown at

any time except asymptotically);
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• the significance of the SAS functions with examples;

• the relationship of the present theory with the well known

theory of the instantaneous unit hydrograph; and

• we added information and clarified some links of the

present theory with [Delhez et al. (1999) and [Duffy

(2010)].

Extensions include:

• new relations among the probabilities (including the

relation between expectancy of life and forward residence

time probabilities);

• an analysis of the partitioning coefficients (which are

shown to vary seasonally);

• an explicit formulation of the equations for solutes which

would permit direct determination of the SAS on the basis

of experimental data;

• tests of the effects of various hypotheses, e.g., assuming a

linear model of forward probability and gamma model for

the backward probabilities;

• an extension of Niemi’s relation (and a new normalization);

• the presentation of Niemi’s relation as a special case of the

Bayes Theorem;

• a system of equations from which to obtain the SAS

experimentally.

The extension of the theory to any passive substance diluted in

water clearly opens the way to new developments of the theory

and applications of tracers.
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5
POSINA APPLICATION: EMBEDDED RESERVOIR

MODEL AND TRAVEL TIMES RESULTS

As a proof of concepts presented in the Chapters 3 and 4, this

chapter presents an example derived from a real case (Posina

River Basin), which comes with open source code available to

any researcher.

5.1 Study area and model setup

Posina River basin is a small catchment (around 116 km2),

located in the the Alpine part of Veneto Region, Italy. Altitude

spans from 418 a.m.s.l. to 2211 a.m.s.l., see figure 5.1. The river is

a tributary of the Astico river, which flows into the

Bacchiglione-Brenta river system and then into the Adriatic sea.

Around the 74% of the Posina is densely vegetated, Norbiato

et al. (2009); Penna et al. (2015). Beech, chestnut, maple and

hazel are the main species in the catchment. The climate is

characterized as wet, with an mean annual precipitation of 1740

millimeters and annual runoff of 1000 millimeters, Abera et al.
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Figure 5.1: Digital elevation model of the Posina River basin and HRU
partition. Red dots represent the centroids and numbers represent
the ID of the HRUs. Red diamonds represent the discharge measuring
points.

(2017a). The average annual temperature is 9.7 o C; average

monthly temperatures range from 1.2 o C in January and 18.7 o C

in July. Data are retrieved from 12 meteorological stations and

three discharge gauges, whose coordinates and elevations are

reported in table 5.1. An ultrasound hydrometer and a

hydrometer are installed. Immediately before Stancari station

there is the restitution of a power plant, figure 5.3. Bazzoni

upstream station and the hydrometer are shown in figure 5.4,

while the system of buckets installed for measurements of the

volume of throughfall is shown in figure 5.5.

Both meteorological stations and hydrometers provided hourly

data for the period 1994 to 1998. The basin was partitioned in 42

HRUs and rainfall and temperature data were interpolated for

each HRU centroids using Kriging interpolation algorithm,
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Figure 5.2: Photo taken on the Posina River at the closure section of
Stancari, Vicenza, Italy.

Figure 5.3: Power plants restitution immediately before the Stancari
section.
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Figure 5.4: Photo taken on the Posina River at the section of Bazzoni,
Vicenza, Italy.

Figure 5.5: System of buckets for the total throughfall measurements.
The buckets were installed and measures collected by the Department
of Land, Environment, Agriculture and Forestry of University of Padua.
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City Elevation Longitude Latitude
Folgaria UPO 1168 1668428 5086815
Lavarone UPO 1171 1674754 5089860
Brustol Velo d’Astico 328 1682121 5074661
Contra’ Doppio Posina 725 1672938 5075022
Molini Laghi 597 1675208 5078024
Monte Summano 619 1687964 5069297
Passo Xomo Posina 1056 1674012 5071777
Pedescala 308 1683840 5079537
Valli del Pasubio 600 1672265 5069542
Castana Arsiero 430 1679369 5076164
*Rio Freddo at Valoje (22.24km2) 390 1681507 5075248
*Posina at Stancari (116.2km2) 388 1681524 5075140
*Posina at Bazzoni (38.82km2) 453 1678208 5074606

Table 5.1: List of meteorological and discharge stations in the Posina
basin. Discharge measurement stations are identified with a *.

according to Abera et al. (2017a).

LAI data used in the study are satellite-based with 1 km of spatial

resolution, retrieved from Copernicus Global Land Service,

http://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/lai. LAI data are

available at monthly time-step from 1998. Therefore a simple

linear interpolation was used to reconstruct LAI daily and hourly

time-series for 1998, as shown in figure 5.6, and then replicated

for the entire period of analysis.

The parameter p, which is the proportion of rain falling through

canopy without interception, was set equal to 0.65, according to

field measurements, kindly shared by Marco Borga and Giulia

Zuecco of the Dept of Land, Environment, Agriculture and

Forestry of University of Padua, (Zuecco et al. , 2014).

Figure 5.7 shows the modeling solution used in the present study

for the testing of the embedded reservoir model.
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Figure 5.6: Time variation of the LAI in the 1998 for the HRU ID 42. This
HRU was chosen since the LAI time series had the less number of no
values.
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• ShortWave Radiation Balance component (SWRB),

(Formetta et al. , 2013b), was used to estimate the total

shortwave radiation. Inputs of SWRB are the digital

elevation model, the skyview factor map, the shapefile of

the centroids of the HRUs, the air temperature and the

model parameters, according to (Corripio, 2003). Output of

the component is the total shortwave, which is both input

of the net radiation and of the snow components.

• LongWave Radiation Balance component (LWRB),

(Formetta et al. , 2016), was used to estimate the total

longwave radiation. LWRB takes in input the skyview factor

map, the shapefile of the centroids of the HRUs, the air

temperature and the model parameters and gives in output

both downwelling and upwelling longwave radiations.

• Total longwave and shortwave are the inputs of Net

radiation component, which, according to the soil albedo,

computes the net radiation. The value of the soil albedo

was set according to Henderson-Sellers & Wilson (1983).

• Rain-snow separation detects, from total precipitation,

rainfall and snowfall, according to the method presented

in Formetta et al. (2013a).

• Snow component, (Formetta et al. , 2013a), allows to

simulate the snow water equivalent (SWE) and the snow

melting. Besides the rainfall and snowfall, snow

components takes in inputs the digital elevation model,

the skyview factor map, the shapefile of the centroids of

the HRUs, the air temperature, the shortwave and the

parameters of the chosen model.

• Priestley-Taylor model, (Priestley & Taylor, 1972), was used

to simulate potential evapotranspiration using the ETp
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component, which takes in input, besides the net

radiation, the air temperature and the shapefile of the

centroids of the HRUs.

• Canopy storage component takes in input the LAI,

potential evapotranspiration and melting/rain, while the

outputs are the throughfall, evaporation from the wet

canopy and the storage. The model parameters and the

name of the solver of the ODE, must also be specified.

• Surface flow component takes in input the throughfall,

and, in the case of the WFIUH approach, the rescaled

distance and the topographic index and gives in output the

surface flow. The model parameters must also be specified.

• Root zone storage component was used to simulate the

drainage toward the groundwater, the evaporation from

the bare soil and transpiration from the canopy. The

component takes in input the potential

evapotranspiration, the evapotranspiration from the wet

canopy and the throughfall. As well as in other similar

cases, the model parameters and the name of the solver of

the ODE, must be specified.

• Finally, the groundwater component was used to simulate

the baseflow through a non-linear reservoir and takes

input the recharge term from groundwater.The model

parameters and the name of the solver of the ODE, must

also be specified.

The scheme is repeated for each HRU, which differs for the

values of the meteorological forcing and geographical effects.

The Net3 system, eventually, takes care of each HRU and joins

them to produce the total values (of discharge, ET, etc) for the

whole basin.
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The maps of skyview factor, of rescaled distances and of

topographic index, shown in figure 5.8, were obtained for each

HRU using the Horton-Machine libraries, Rigon et al. (2006).

Figure 5.8: Example of 4 maps produced using the Horton-Machine
libraries for a single HRU (ID 1): panel a shows the digital elevation
model, panel b shows the distances rescaled by a factor of 10, panel c
shows the topographic index and panel d shows the skyview factor .

As soon as the water budget quantities are obtained, for each

storage, the age-ranked equations, from 4.109 to 4.130 can be

solved. Figure 5.9 shows the modeling solution used for the

testing of the travel times theory, in the case of the canopy

storage.
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Figure 5.9: Schema of the connection of the JGrass-NewAge compo-
nents, necessaries to perform the travel times analysis: the blu arrows
represents the connection out-to-in made possibile thanks to OMS3.

• the component backward pdfs, solves the age-ranked

equations and computes the backward residence times

and travel times pdfs. Input of the components are the

terms of the water balance of the investigated reservoir. In

this case, the input is the melting/rain, while the outputs

are the evaporation from the wet canopy and the

throughfall. The parameter of the SAS should be defined,

together with the numerical solver of the ODE. Outputs of

the component are bi-dimensional matrices in which each

row represents the actual time and each column

represents the injection time;

• the mean travel times are computed using the integrator

component, which integrates the age-ranked quantities in

the injection-times domain;

• the component forward pdfs, computes the forward

residence and travel times pdfs and partitioning

coefficient,Θ(ti n) . Inputs are the backward pdfs from the

previous component.

The MS can be repeated in the same way for each analyzed

reservoir or for the compound system, as shown in chapter 4,
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just changing the inputs of the backward pdfs component.

As regards the integrators for the solution of the ODEs for each

storage two choices are implemented, the Dormand-Prince

integrator, Dormand & Prince (1980) and the Euler integrator,

Butcher (1987). Dormand-Prince integrator is an embedded

Runge-Kutta integrator of order 5 used in local extrapolation

mode (i.e. the solution is computed using the high order

formula) with step-size control (and automatic step

initialization) and continuous output. The Euler algorithm, on

the other hand, is the simplest solver that can be used to

integrate ordinary differential equations and it is based on

forward differences.

In this case, the Dormand-Prince integrator was chosen for all

the components.

5.1.1 Parameter calibration and verification

Although each HRU has different inputs (precipitation,

temperature, radiation, ETp , LAI), embedded model parameters

are calibrated at catchment scale versus rainfall-runoff data. The

parameters, shown in table 5.1.1, resulted the optimal number

to describe the hydrological response, with the minimal

computational costs. The table shows the involved reservoir, the

name of the parameter and their range of calibration.

Separation of the rainfall and snowfall from the total

precipitation was made using the set of parameters calibrated in

Abera et al. (2017a) and the rain-snow separation method

presented in Formetta et al. (2013a). Since there were no SWE

measurements for the reference dataset also the snow

parameters were calibrated using the measured discharge at

Stancari.

The model was calibrated against the measured discharge at

Stancari station and then validated using the entire dataset, both
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Reservoir Parameter Range
Snow αm [0.01 − 1.0]
Snow α f [0.0001 − 0.1]
Snow αe [1.0E-5 − 1.0E-4]
Snow αl [0.3 − 0.9]
Canopy kc [0.1 − 0.3]
Root zone Sr zmax [100-400]
Root zone a [0.0001-0.01]
Root zone b [1.0 - 2.0]
Root zone B [0.1-0.8]
Direct runoff pSat [20.0-80.0]
Direct runoff c [0.0-0.1]
Direct runoff d [1.0-3.0]
Groundwater Sg wmax [500-1000]
Groundwater e [100-600]
Groundwater f [1-10]

Table 5.2: List of parameters of the embedded reservoir model: the
components associated to each parameter are specified in the first
column, while the calibration ranges are specified in the third column.

at Stancari and at Bazzoni stations. Moreover, a further

validation was performed by applying the Hymod model,

(Moore, 1985), which was calibrated and validated against the

same dataset, both at Stancari and at Bazzoni stations.

The objective functions used to evaluate model performances

are the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE), (Gupta et al. , 2009) and

the Nash-Satcliffe Efficiency (NSE), (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970),

better described in Appendix A.3.

5.2 Results and discussion

The following sections present the results obtained from the

application of the embedded reservoir model and a preliminary

travel times analysis using the Posina river dataset, previously

described. Two applications were performed using different

time-steps, hourly and daily.
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5.2.1 Hourly time step

This section presents the results obtained using the original

Posina dataset at hourly time-step. The calibration was made

versus one year of measured discharge at Stancari station, while

the validation was made on the entire dataset, both at Stancari

and at Bazzoni. Surface runoff was modeled using the non-linear

reservoir model. Figure 5.10 shows the comparison between the

measured and the simulated discharges obtained using both the

embedded reservoir and Hymod models at the two closure

stations (at Stancari and at Bazzoni). The indices of goodness

(KGE and NS) for both models are reported in table 5.2.1. Both

models show good performances in reproducing the discharge

at Stancari station. These performances are, however, biased

from the hourly fluctuations due to the hydropower plants and

the bottling plants located upstream the closure sections.
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Figure 5.10: Measured discharge (black line) VS modeled discharge
obtained using the embedded reservoir model (blu line) and the Hy-
mod model (red line). Both models were calibrated against one year
of discharge measured at Stancari (top plot) and validated using the
entire time series of discharge at Stancari and at Bazzoni.

Embedded Hymod
Gauge station KGE NS KGE NS
*Posina at Bazzoni (38.82km2) 0.55 0.46 0.57 0.37
*Posina at Stancari (116.2km2) 0.70 0.65 0.63 0.57

Table 5.3: Results in terms of goodness of fit in calibration and valida-
tion periods for the two main stations, Bazzoni and Stancari.

The analysis of the relative amount of the input and output

contributes to the overall water balance, was made using the

waterfall charts, (Mitchell et al. , 2003), and are shown in figures

5.11, at annual scale and 5.12, at monthly scale.

In particular, figure 5.11 shows the waterfall charts for the

canopy, root zone and groundwater reservoirs for years from

1994 to 1998. Green bars represent the mean annual volume of
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the input of the reservoirs, blue bars represent the mean annual

volume of the output fluxes, and the red bars represent the

annual variation of the storage. At annual scale, it is clear that

increases in precipitation tend to contribute directly to Q with

minor effects on S and ET, confirming results in (Abera et al. ,

2017a). The melting/rain represent the main source of variability

in the budget, and (therefore) the ET shows a smoother behavior

since the radiation, which is the main driver, is consistent across

the years.

Analyzing the canopy reservoir, it is clear that the greatest part of

the input (melting/rain) contributes to the throughfall ( around

the 95% of the total input), while the the evaporation from the

wet canopy represents a minor contribute.

As regards the root zone, the evapotranspiration contribute is

greater than in the canopy and it represents around the 14% of

the actual input of the storage, which is given by the throughfall

minus the saturation excess. The total actual evapotranspiration

(evaporation from the wet canopy plus evapotranspiration from

the root zone) represents around the 20% of annual input. This

value, although is in the range reported in (Abera et al. , 2017a),

is lower then expected (around the 30%). This is probably due to

calibration problems at hourly time step caused by the hourly

fluctuations of the measured discharge ( see also the results

obtained at daily time-step shown in next section). The highest

contribute in the root zone reservoir is represented by the

recharge term of the groundwaters, where almost the total input

goes into the baseflow discharge.

The waterfall charts of two selected month (March and

September 1994), shows a greater variability and that, at smaller

temporal aggregation, the role of storage buffers is great. The %

of the relative contributes changes, and the total actual

evapotranspiration varies from around 25 % in March to around
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10% in September. Also the changes in storages appear marked,

especially in March for the root zone reservoir.
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Figure 5.12: Waterfall charts of the relative contributes of the water
balance for the canopy, root zone and groundwater reservoirs. Green
bars represent the inputs of the storage, blu bars represents the outputs
and red bars represent the change in storage. Two selected month,
March 1994 and September 1994, are shown in order to compare the
annual variability of each contribute.

Plot like like Figure 5.12and 5.13 can be produced for any of the

HRU, for any hour or more aggregated temporal scale.

Figure 5.13 shows the daily total actual evapotranspiration

(evaporation from the wet canopy plus evapotranspiration from

the root zone) in selected days of the years. As it is clear from the

maps, the AET does not vary much over the year. This situation

is common to many other places in humid areas, (Lewis et al. ,

2000; Oishi et al. , 2010). Some HRUs presents values of AET

always smaller than the rest of the basins. This is mainly given to

a lower net radiation input and, thus, a lower ETP. The lower net

radiation is due to a different exposition of the HRU and a lower

sky-view factor (0.6). Since the evaporation from the wet canopy

doesn’t represent an important contribute to the total AET, the

spatial variability of the canopy cannot be appreciated.
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Figure 5.13: Spatial distribution of AET for six selected time steps.

The optimized values of the parameters of the hourly time-step

modeling solution are shown in table 5.4.

Reservoir Parameter Value
Snow αm 0.2531
Snow α f 0.008
Snow αe 8.03E-5
Snow αl 0.69
Canopy kc 0.03
Root zone Sr zmax 207.91
Root zone a 6E−6

Root zone b 2.54
Root zone B 0.13
Surface runoff c 0.016
Surface runoff d 2.49
Groundwater SGWmax 652.97
Groundwater e 141.00
Groundwater f 9.58

Table 5.4: List of optimized values for each model parameters in the
hourly time-step case.

A preliminary analysis of the travel times was performed as soon

as the water budget terms for each HRU were obtained using the
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embedded reservoir model. The complete mixing case

(ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1) was considered. Figure 5.14, shows

the temporal evolution of mean travel times and mean residence

times. Each colored curve represent the temporal evolution of

the travel times computed for each HRU, the black curve

represent the temporal evolution of the residence time for the

entire catchment, the blue dashed line represent the trend line.

The mean residence time for the overall period is around 77 days

but it is clear from the trend line that it increases along the

investigate period. In particular, the trend line has an intercept

of 70 days and a slope of 0.01(day/day), which means that there

is an increasing of the mean residence time of around 13

minutes each day. The lowest value of the the travel times is

reached in correspondence of the peaks of discharge of the

October 1996 and November 1998. The temporal evolution is

characterized by seasonal and inter-annual fluctuations due to

long term variability of climate conditions. The mean travel

times shows a rather irregular behavior, reflecting the

continuous interplay between reservoirs.

Figure 5.15, shows the results the temporal evolution of the

mean evapotranspiration times. Each colored curve represent

the temporal evolution of the evapotranspiration times

computed for each HRU and the blue dashed line represent the

trend line. In this case, the mean value is around 11 days and

there trend line is horizontal, which means that there is no

increasing of the mean evapotranspiration time over the time.

The mean evapotranspiration times, are, as expected, lower then

the mean travel times and present a more dynamical behavior.

This means that they are easily affected by single events,

producing high frequency fluctuations.

The comparison of the distribution of the mean residence times

(red curve), travel times (blue curve) and evapotranspiration
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Figure 5.14: Temporal evolution of the travel times and residence times:
each colored curve represent the travel times computed for each HRU,
the black curve represent the residence time for the entire catchment,
the blue dashed line represent the trend line. The mean residence
time is around 70 days and the trend shows an increasing over time of
around 13 minutes/day.

Figure 5.15: Temporal evolution of the mean evapotranspiration times:
each colored curve represent the evapotranspiration times computed
for each HRU, while the blue dashed line represent the trend line.
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times (black curve) are shown in figure 5.16. The basic statistics

of each distribution are presented in table 5.5. All the

distributions are Gaussian, which is something expected, given

the nature of the processes involved.

Term Mean Median Mode CV
Residence times 78.16 77.41 77 0.25
Travel times 84.24 83.12 82 0.26
Evapotranspiration times 10.63 10.12 8.2 0.39

Table 5.5: Basic statistics of the residence times, mean travel times and
evapotranspiration times in hourly time-step case.

Figure 5.17 shows different time-series of the partitioning

coefficient: each curve represents the time evolution ofΘ(t , ti n)

obtained considering twelve precipitation events, one for each

month of a year of rainfall data and the considering the

complete mixing case (ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1). The highest

values of the coefficient (Θ(ti n) = 0.95, in this case, are achieved

during the coldest months of the year, in which the

evapotranspiration flux is lower. On the contrary, smallerΘ(ti n)

values were obtained in the summer months, with a minimum

in June of 0.72.

Figure 5.16: Distribution of the mean residence times, travel times and
evapotranspiration times.
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Figure 5.17: Travel time analysis obtained for the entire Posina catch-
ment and the complete mixing case.

5.2.2 Daily time step

A second application of the embedded reservoirs was

implemented calibrating the MS at at daily scale, instead at the

hourly one. This was done to filter out the fluctuations induced

by the hydropower and bottling plants, and see what this causes

on the overall water budget (annual). Moreover, from the

available discharge dataset, the contribution of runoff and

baseflow have been estimated by interpolation of a cubic spline

on the minimum values of the time series, as in Manfreda et al.

(in review), see figure 5.18. Surface runoff was modeled using the

non-linear reservoir model.
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Figure 5.18: Separation of the baseflow contribute obtained using a
cubic spline interpolation of the minimum values of the recorded dis-
charge at Stancari station.

The calibration of the parameter was made against the discharge

recorded at the closure of the basin (Posina at Stancari) in the

period 1995-1996, while the validation was made using the

entire dataset of measured discharge at Stancari, including also

the measurements at Bazzoni.

Results of the application of the model are shown in figure 5.19,

5.20 and 5.21. In particular, figure 5.19 shows the comparison

between the observed discharge against the simulated discharge

at Stancari, where the model parameters were calibrated and at

Bazzoni. The performances of the model are good and better

than the hourly case, as shown in table 5.2.2, with a KGE of 0.75

and a NSE of 0.7, both evaluated on the entire period of

observation (1995-1998). The indices of goodness are, as

expected, better in the calibration period (1995-1996) with a KGE

of 0.78, then in the validation period (1995-1998), with a KGE of

0.75. Further verification of the model performances were made

comparing the measured and the simulated discharge at

Bazzoni. In this case, the parameters were not calibrated but the

overall results are still good, with a KGE of 0.65.

Figure 5.20, shows the comparison between the baseflow
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Figure 5.19: Comparison between the measured and simulated dis-
charge at Stancari, where the calibration of the parameters was per-
formed. A good agreement of the two series is evident, with a KGE of
0.75.

Calibration Validation
Gauge station KGE NS KGE NS
*Posina at Bazzoni (38.82km2) − − 0.65 0.46
*Posina at Stancari (116.2km2) 0.78 0.72 0.75 0.70

Table 5.6: Results in terms of goodness of fit in calibration and vali-
dation periods for the two main stations, Bazzoni and Stancari. No
calibration was performed at Bazzoni, therefore only the GOF in valida-
tion period are shown.

extracted with the mathematical filter and the baseflow

simulated at Stancari, where the model parameters were

calibrated. Some fitting problems are evident in correspondence

of the peaks, probably due to calibration procedure.

In fact, figure 5.21 shows the results of the calibration of the

model in correspondence of the peak events of October and

November 1996. A almost perfect agreement is obtained

between the two series, with a KGE of 0.82, NSE 0.91, MAE 2.95

m3/s, RMSE 4.30 m3/s, PBIAS (%)17.90. The results confirmed
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Figure 5.20: Comparison between the measured and simulated base-
flow at Stancari, where the calibration of the parameters was per-
formed.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between the measured and simulated dis-
charge peaks at Stancari. A very good agreement of the two series is
evident, with a KGE of 0.82.

that calibration problems could be hidden in the previous

results.

The waterfall charts for the analysis of the relative contributes in

the case of daily time-step are shown in figure 5.22. It has to be

compared with figure 5.11 that shows the estimation of the same
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quantity but obtained with the hourly simulation. What is

immediately clear is that the evaporation from the wet canopy is

bigger (almost ten times) than in the hourly case. The reservoir,

in fact, are exchanging volumes of smaller water than in the

hourly case and the storage available for the evaporation of the

wet canopy is bigger. As regards the root zone, the volumes of

actual evapotranspiration are comparable to the hourly case and

around 180 mm/year . The total actual ET, in this case,

represents around the 30 % of the total inputs, which is coherent

with the results of Abera et al. (2017b). Also in this case, an

increasing of the input of the reservoirs is reflected in an

increasing of the discharge, with smooth variation of the AET

and small changes in the storage.
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Thanks to the model structure, it is possibile to investigate each

input and output of the storages. An interesting analysis of the

fluxes could be done on the canopy layer. Figure 5.23 shows the

comparison of the LAI, in the first graph, the ratio between the

gross precipitation (P) and the drainage from the canopy (D), in

the second graph, and the evaporation from the wet canopy, in

the third graph. These results were obtained for the HRU ID 42,

which is one of the HRU with the less no values in the input

dataset. It is evident that the interception is greater when LAI

increases, with a decrease of the ratio between P and D of almost

3 times. The ratio in fact, passes from around 35 in April 1998 to

to around 10 during summer in September 1998. AET increases

and decreases according to the normal seasonality of PET. Zero

AET is due to no precipitation and, thus, no water on the wet

canopy.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the time series of LAI, gross precipitation
(P) and drainage (D) ratio and AET from the wet canopy. According
to the LAI increasing, the ratio decreases till 3 times during summer
period. The AET varies according to the storage of the wet canopy and
goes to zero when the storage is null.

Figure 5.24, shows the relative amount of actual

evapotranspiration from the wet canopy and from the root zone,

respect to the potential evapotranspiration obtained for a single

HRU (ID 42). The evaporation from the wet canopy represents

the 58 % of the total actual evapotranspiration. The total actual

evapotranspiration (wet canopy plus root zone) is 1730 mm in

five years, which represents the 25 % of the whole budget,

confirming the results obtained in Abera et al. (2017a).
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Figure 5.24: Time series of PET (red lines) VS the AET from the wet
canopy (green lines) and root zone (blue lines).

Figure 5.25 shows the scatterplot of the modeled throughfall

compared to the gross precipitation: black solid line represents

the bisector while the blu solid line represents the regression

line. As expected, the throughfall is lower then the gross

precipitation, especially for high precipitation rates. For small

values (precipitation <1 mm) , some negligible errors are present,

probably due to integration procedures.
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Figure 5.25: Scatter plot between throughfall and gross precipitation:
the black solid line represents the bisector, while the blu solids lines
represents the regression line. As expected throughfall is lower then
precipitation, except for really small values (less then 0.1) that could be
considered integration errors.

Also interesting is the variation of ratio between the cumulative

throughfall and the cumulative gross precipitation, with the

cumulative gross precipitation, which is representative of the

relative importance of interception losses, figure 5.26. On the

small time scales, the ratio presents a high variability while it

tends to a constant value after annual integration. The behavior

of the curve presents seasonality with a larger throughfall in

winter, as expected. At annual scale, however, a variation from

0.85 to 0.89 is still present, probably due to a seasonal variation

of the LAI.
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Figure 5.26: Variation of the ratio between cumulative throughfall and
the cumulative gross precipitation with the cumulative gross precip-
itation. On the small time scales, the ratio presents a high variability
while it tends to a final value of 0.88 on the annual scale.

The optimized values of the parameters for the daily time-step

modeling solution are shown in table 5.7.

Reservoir Parameter Value
Snow αm 0.95
Snow α f 0.08
Snow αe 6.09E-5
Snow αl 0.32
Canopy kc 0.25
Root zone Sr zmax 220.20
Root zone a 0.003
Root zone b 1.74
Root zone B 0.42
Surface runoff c 0.26
Surface runoff d 2.49
Groundwater Sg wmax 532.20
Groundwater e 255.68
Groundwater f 7.58

Table 5.7: List of optimized values for each model parameters in the
daily time-step case.

The same preliminary analysis of the travel times was performed

for the daily case. The complete mixing case

(ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1) was considered. Figure 5.27, show

the temporal evolution of the travel times and mean residence
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Figure 5.27: Temporal evolution of the mean travel times and residence
times: each colored curve represent the travel times computed for each
HRU, the black curve represent the mean residence time, while the
blue dashed line represent the trend line.

times. Each colored curve represent the temporal evolution of

the travel times computed for each HRU, the black curve

represent the temporal evolution of the residence time for the

entire catchment, the blue dashed line represent the trend line.

In this case, the mean residence time for the overall period is

around 77 days, which is slightly bigger than the hourly case.

Also in this case, the trend line show an increases of the mean

residence time, which is lower than in the hourly case. In fact,

the trend line has an intercept of 73 days and a slope of 0.0055

(day/day), which means that there is an increasing of the mean

residence time of around 7 mins each day. The lowest value of

the the travel times is reached in correspondence of the peaks of

discharge of the October 1996 and November 1998. The

temporal evolution is characterized by seasonal and

inter-annual fluctuations, which are slightly dumped respect to

the hourly case.

Figure 5.28, shows the temporal evolution of the mean

evapotranspiration times for the daily time-step. Each colored

curve represent the temporal evolution of the
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Figure 5.28: Temporal evolution of the mean evapotranspiration times:
each colored curve represent the travel times computed for each HRU,
while the blue dashed line represent the trend line.

evapotranspiration times computed for each HRU and the blue

dashed line represent the trend line. In this case, the trend is

almost horizontal (slope of 0.0003 day/day) and also in this case

their temporal evolution shows a more dynamical behavior

compared to the travel times. The mean value is around 12 days,

while the minimum values are of 1-2 days, reached in driest

periods.

Finally, the same comparison of the distributions of the mean

residence times (red curve), travel times (blue curve) and

evapotranspiration times (black curve) is performed and shown

in figure 5.29. The basic statistics of each distribution are

presented in table 5.8.

Term Mean Median Mode CV
Residence times 77.54 73.32 68 0.28
Travel times 84 79.60 74 0.30
Evapotranspiration times 10.3 9.8 9 0.47

Table 5.8: Basic statistics of the residence times, mean travel times and
evapotranspiration times in daily time-step case.

Figure 5.30 shows different time-series of the partitioning

coefficient: each curve represents the time evolution ofΘ(t , ti n)
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Figure 5.29: Distribution of the mean residence times (red curve), travel
times (blue curve) and evapotranspiration times (black curve).
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Figure 5.30: Evolution of the partitioning coefficient in one year of daily
simulation: the highest value are achieved in January while the lowest
in June.

obtained considering twelve precipitation events at daily

time-scale, considering the complete mixing case

(ωQ (t , ti n) =ωET (t , ti n) = 1). The curves present a smoother

behavior respect to the hourly case due to the different time step.

The bigger volumes of total AET resulted in the daily time-scale

determined smaller values ofΘ, especially during the summer

months. The minimum value is now around 0.6, while in the

hourly time-scale was around 0.75.
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5.3 Less explored and unexplored MS

The flexible structure allowed by the OMS3 components permits

to experiment several MSs. For instance the one depicted in

figure 5.31, in which the role of the groundwater and the surface

flow are exchanged. After this exchange, the amount of water

assigned to the root zone remains fixed by the partitioning rule,

having consequences on the overall behavior of the system.

Figure 5.31: Example of a different schema of connections: after the
partition, the volume in excess remains in the root zone reservoir and,
then, transferred to the surface flow, while the volume infiltrated feeds
the groundwater reservoir.

The results of the previous connection, shown in figure 5.32,

proved to be not correct, since the root zone reservoir is unable

to sustain all the output fluxes, leading to an eccessive emptying

of the storage. In fact, the mean storage is around 15 mm3/mm2,

proving to be not physical. The simulation shown in the figure

5.32 was made using only on year of data, since the numerical

solver was not able to solve the ODE given the low values of the
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Figure 5.32: Root zone storage obtained using the previous schema and
one year of data.

storage.

Although the negative results obtained using the previous test, it

shows the great flexibility of the presented infrastructure, which

easily allows to experiment different hydrological connectivities,

while including multiple options for individual process.

Making treasure of the experience made, other types of

connections should be (in principle) tried, as the one depicted

by the figure 5.33. In this case, respect to the schema proposed

in figure 5.31, a dynamical feedback is present from the

groundwater to the root zone. This could help to overcome the

previous problems of the root zone storage, preventing its

emptying.

Other feedbacks can be introduced by considering, for instance,

a riparian zone, where channel water can interact with

groundwater. In the figure below QRi and QR j are upstream

runoff fluxes that, instead of being simply added to the global

stream, is partially partitioned to the groundwater of the

downstream system. In this case the interaction between the

root zone and the groundwater is not ruled, anymore, by the

partition described in section 3.1.3, but the two reservoirs
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Figure 5.33: Example of a different schema of connections: a dynamical
feedback from the groundwater to the root zone is present.

exchange dynamical feedbacks through two non-linear fluxes,

Re and Qex , which allows exfiltration from groundwater to the

root zone, when the conditions allows it.

These PN were shown to enlarge the range of possible MSs,

which open the research to multiple analysis. For example, a

comparison between embedded reservoirs model and Richards

equation based soil-water-atmosphere-plant model can be

performed, similar to the one presented in Romano et al. (2011).

Certainly, they would require an improvement of the actual Net3

infrastructure, due to the complication that feedbacks introduce

in the resulting system of ODEs. These complication (which

requires the simultaneous resolution of some equations, or,

from the the numerical point of view, iterative loops) is

particularly impacting since the mechanism that, in this

moment, parallelize computation in Net3 does not include them.

However, this is material for future work.
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Figure 5.34: Example of a different schema of connections: root zone
and groundwater reservoirs exchange dynamical feedbacks through
two non-linear fluxes.

5.4 Final remarks

The chapter presented the results of the semi-distributed model

for runoff and evapotranspiration, described in Chapter 3. The

model considers five storages, snow, canopy, root zone,

groundwater, runoff for each HRU in which the basin is

subdivided. Each storage is implemented as a OMS3 component.

In this case, the modeling solution simulates the discharge and

evapotranspiration, trying to distinguish all the different

contributes of the storages connected. The MS is integrated in

JGrass-NewAge, taking advantage of all the ancillary existing

components, including those for radiation and Kriging

described in the next chapter. The partition of the fluxes in the

five storages is not particularly original per se. However, the use

of components, allows inspection and producing the water

budget of each one of them, which is not usually easily
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obtainable with different informatics.

The discharge prediction is in line with other modeling

performances, either with hourly or daily calibrations.

From the analysis of the waterfall charts obtained for both the

hourly and the daily time-step cases, it is clear that increases in

precipitation tend to contribute directly to Q with minor effects

on S and ET. The melting/rain represents the main source of

variability in the budget, and (therefore) the ET shows a

smoother behavior, since the radiation, which is the main driver,

is consistent across the years. In the case of hourly simulations,

the total actual evapotranspiration (evaporation from the wet

canopy plus evapotranspiration from the root zone) represents

around the 20% of annual input and is lower then expected

(around the 30%). This is probably due to calibration problems

caused by the hourly fluctuations of the measured discharge.

In the daily application, the waterfall charts shown that the

reservoir are exchanging smaller volumes of water and the

storage available for the evaporation of the wet canopy is bigger.

Therefore, the total actual ET, in this case, represents around the

30 % of the total inputs, which is coherent with the results of

Abera et al. (2017b).

A preliminary travel time analysis was performed on the results

obtained with the embedded reservoirs model, both at hourly

and daily time-steps. Both cases show an increasing trend in the

mean travel times and mean residence times which means that

the final values will be reached with longer simulations, not

possible in this moment, due to the available dataset. However,

the increasing trend shows that the model proved to be able in

the reproduction of the travel times, since the water is getting

older with time. The temporal evolution of the mean travel times

and residence times are characterized by seasonal and

inter-annual fluctuations, while the temporal evolution of the
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mean evapotranspiration times is highly fluctuating, which

means that the evapotranspiration times are easily affected by

single events. The mean value of the residence times is around

77 days, mean value of the travel times is around 84 days, mean

value of the evapotranspiration times is around 10 days,. The

analysis of the partitioning coefficient, shown. In both cases, the

computation of the partitioning coefficients between discharge

and evapotranspiration shown a coherence respect to the

relative amounts of the volume computed, with the lower values

achieved during the summer months.

Further analysis on the travel times and on the mixing are

upcoming.

At the end of the chapter, other MSs are shown and (partially)

tested, taking advantage of the great flexibility of the presented

infrastructure.
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A COUPLE OF NEW ANCILLARY COMPONENTS

This chapter presents two ancillary components, the LongWave

Radiation Balance component (LWRB) and the Spatial

Interpolation (SI) components, which two examples of the

refactoring of JGrass-NewAge and of GEOframe best practices.

Ten algorithms for estimating downwelling longwave

atmospheric radiation (L↓) and one for upwelling longwave

radiation (L↑) are integrated into the JGrass-NewAge modeling

system. The algorithms are tested against energy flux

measurements available for 24 sites in North America to assess

their reliability. These new JGrass-NewAge model components

are used i) to evaluate the performances of simplified models

(SMs) of L↓ , as presented in literature formulations, and ii) to

determine by automatic calibration the site-specific parameter

sets for L↓ in SMs. Moreover, the L↑ SM is tested by using three

different temperatures (surface soil temperature, air

temperature at 2 m elevation, and soil temperature at 4 cm

depth) and model performances are then assessed.

A package for the interpolation of climatological variables, such
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as temperature and precipitation, using Kriging techniques is

then presented. The purposes are (1) to present a geostatistical

software easy to use, easy to plug-in in a hydrological model, fast

and flexible (2) to show a practical example of an accurately

designed software in the perspective of reproducible research,

(3) to show the goodness of the software applications, in order to

have a reliable alternative to other traditionally used tools. Ten

types of theoretical semivariograms and four types of Krigings

were implemented and then gathered into Object Modeling

System compliant components. The package provides real time

optimization for semivariogram and kriging parameters,

improving the estimation of spatially distributed data. The

software was tested on Isarco River basin, Italy, using

temperature and rainfall data retrieved from 97 meteorological

stations. For both variables, good interpolation results were

obtained and then compared to the results from the notable R

package, g st at .

6.1 LWRB

Longwave radiation is an important component of the radiation

balance on earth and it affects many phenomena, such as

evapotranspiration, snow melt (Plüss & Ohmura, 1997), glacier

evolution (MacDonell et al. , 2013), vegetation dynamics

(Rotenberg et al. , 1998), plant respiration, and primary

productivity (Leigh Jr, 1999). Longwave radiation is usually

measured with pyrgeometers, but these are not normally

available in basic meteorological stations, even though an

increasing number of projects has been developed to fill the gap

(Augustine et al. , 2000, 2005; Baldocchi et al. , 2001). The use of

satellite products to estimate longwave solar radiation is

increasing (GEWEX, Global Energy and Water cycle Experiment,
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ISCCP the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) but

they have too coarse a spatial resolution for many hydrological

uses. Therefore, models have been developed to solve energy

transfer equations and compute radiation at the surface (e.g.,

Key & Schweiger, 1998; Kneizys et al. , 1988) . These physically

based and fully distributed models provide accurate estimates of

the radiation components. However, they require input data and

model parameters that are not easily available. To overcome this

issue, simplified models (SM), which are based on empirical or

physical conceptualizations, have been developed to relate

longwave radiation to atmospheric proxy data such as air

temperature, water vapor deficit, and shortwave radiation. They

are widely used and provide clear sky (e.g., Ångström, 1915;

Brunt, 1932; Idso & Jackson, 1969) and all-sky estimations of

downwelling (L↓) and upwelling (L↑) longwave radiation (e.g.,

Brutsaert, 1975; Iziomon et al. , 2003).

SM performances have been assessed in many studies by

comparing measured and modeled L↓ at hourly and daily

time-steps (e.g., Sugita & Brutsaert, 1993b; Iziomon et al. , 2003;

Juszak & Pellicciotti, 2013; MacDonell et al. , 2013; Schmucki

et al. , 2014). Hatfield et al. (1983) was among the first to present

a comparison of the most used SMs in an evaluation of their

accuracy. They tested seven clear-sky algorithms using

atmospheric data from different stations in the United States. In

order to validate the SMs under different climatic conditions,

they performed linear regression analyses on the relationship

between simulated and measured L↓ for each algorithm. The

results of the study show that the best models were Brunt (1932),

Brutsaert (1975) and Idso (1981). Flerchinger et al. (2009) made

a similar comparison using more formulations (13) and a wider

data-set from North America and China, considering all possible

sky conditions. Finally, Carmona et al. (2014) evaluated the
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performance of six SMs, with both literature and site-specific

formulations, under clear-sky conditions for the sub-humid

Pampean region of Argentina.

However, none of the above studies have developed a method to

systematically estimate site-specific model parameters for

location where measurements are not available using basic site

characteristics.

This work presents the LongWave Radiation Balance package

(LWRB) of the JGrass-NewAGE modeling system, (Formetta et al.

, 2014a). LWRB implements 10 formulations for L↓ and one for

L↑ longwave radiation. The package was systematically tested

against measured L↓ and L↑ longwave radiation data from 24

stations across the contiguous USA, chosen from the 65 stations

of the AmeriFlux Network. Unlike all previous works, the LWRB

component follows the specifications of OMS3 framework,

(David et al. , 2013). Therefore, it can use all of the

JGrass-NewAge tools for the automatic calibration algorithms,

data management and GIS visualization, and it can be

seamlessly integrated into various modeling solutions for the

estimation of water budget fluxes (Formetta et al. , 2014a).

Moreover, differently from other studies, all the tools used in this

paper are open-source, well documented, and ready for

practical use by other researchers and practitioners.

6.1.1 Methodology

The SMs for L↑ [W m−2] and L↓ [W m−2] longwave radiation are

based on the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:

L↓ = εal l−sk y ·σ ·T 4
a (6.1)

L↑ = εs ·σ ·T 4
s (6.2)
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where σ= 5.670 ·10−8 [W m−2 K−4] is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant, Ta [K] is the air temperature, εal l−sk y [-] is the effective

atmospheric emissivity, εs [-] is the soil emissivity and Ts [K] is

the surface soil temperature. To account for the increase of L↓ in

cloudy conditions, εal l−sk y [-] is formulated according to eq.

(6.3):

εal l−sk y = εclear · (1+a · cb) (6.3)

where c [-] is the cloud cover fraction and a [-] and b [-] are two

calibration coefficients. Site specific values of a and b are

presented in Brutsaert (1975), (a=0.22 and b=1), Iziomon et al.

(2003) (a ranges between 0.25 and 0.4 and b=2) and Keding

(1989) (a=0.183 and b=2.18). In our modeling system a and b are

calibrated to fit measurement data under all-sky conditions. The

cloud cover fraction, c, can be estimated from solar radiation

measurements (Crawford & Duchon, 1999), from visual

observations (Alados-Arboledas et al. , 1995, Niemelä et al. ,

2001), and from satellite data (Sugita & Brutsaert, 1993a) or it

can be modeled as well. In this study we use the formulation

presented in Campbell (1985) and Flerchinger (2000), where c is

related to the clearness index s [-], i.e. the ratio between the

measured incoming solar radiation, Im [W m−2], and the

theoretical solar radiation computed at the top of the

atmosphere, Itop [W m−2], according to c = 1− s (Crawford &

Duchon, 1999). This type of formulation needs a shortwave

radiation balance model to estimate Itop and meteorological

stations to measure Im ; also, it cannot estimate c at night. In our

application, the fact that the SMs are fully integrated into the

JGrass-NewAge system allows us to use the shortwave radiation

balance model (Formetta et al. , 2013b) to compute Itop .

Night-time values of c are computed with a linear interpolation

between its values at the last hour of daylight and the first hour

of daylight on consecutive days. The computation of the first
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and last hour of the day is based on the model proposed in

Formetta et al. , 2013b that follows the approach proposed in

Corripio (2002), equations (4.23)-(4.25). The sunrise occurs at

t = 12 · (1−ω/π) and the sunset will be at t = 12 · (1+ω/π) where

ω is the hour angle, i.e. the angle between the observer meridian

and the solar meridian. It is zero at noon and positive before

noon. Those equations are based on the assumption that sunrise

and sunset occur at the time when the z coordinate of the sun

vector equals zero.

The formulation presented in equation 6.3 was proposed by Bolz

(1949) applied in other studies (Carmona et al. , 2014; Maykut &

Church, 1973; Jacobs, 1978; Niemelä et al. , 2001). Evaluating the

effectiveness of different formulations respect to equation 6.3 is

still an open question which is not object of the current paper. It

has been investigated in several studies (i.e., Flerchinger et al. ,

2009; Juszak & Pellicciotti, 2013, and references therein) and

some of them recommended the one proposed by Unsworth &

Monteith (1975).

Ten SMs from literature have been implemented for the

computation of εclear . Table 6.1 specifies assigned component

number, component name, defining equation, and reference to

the paper from which it is derived. X, Y and Z are the parameters

provided in literature for each model, listed in Table 6.2.
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ID Name Formulation Reference
1 Angstrom εclear = X −Y ·10Z e Ångström (1915)
2 Brunt’s εclear = X +Y ·e0.5 Brunt (1932)
3 Swinbank εclear = (X ·10−13 ·T 6

a )/(σ ·T 4
a ) Swinbank (1963)

4 Idso and Jackson εclear = 1−X ·exp(−Y ·10−4 · (273−Ta)2) Idso & Jackson (1969)
5 Brutsaert εclear = X · (e/Ta)1/Z Brutsaert (1975)
6 Idso εclear = X +Y ·10−4 ·e ·exp(1500/Ta) Idso (1981)
7 Monteith and Unsworth εclear = X +Y ·σ ·T 4

a Monteith & Unsworth (1990)
8 Konzelmann εclear = X +Y · (e/Ta)1/8 Konzelmann et al. (1994)
9 Prata εclear = [1− (X +w) ·exp(−(Y +Z ·w)1/2)] Prata (1996)
10 Dilley and O’Brien εclear = (X +Y · (Ta/273.16)6 +Z · (w/25)1/2)/(σ ·T 4

a ) Dilley & O’brien (1998)

Table 6.1: Clear sky emissivity formulations: Ta is the air temperature
[K], w [kg/m2] is precipitable water = 4650 [e0/Ta] and e [kPa] is screen-
level water-vapor pressure. The models follow the formulations pre-
sented in used in Flerchinger (2000). The Angstrom and Brunt model
was presented as cited by Niemelä et al. (2001). Konzelmann uses water
vapor pressure in [Pa] not [kPa].

The models presented in Table 6.1 were proposed with

coefficient values (X, Y, Z) strictly related to the location in which

the authors applied the model and where measurements of L↓
radiation were collected. Coefficients reflect climatic,

atmospheric and hydrological conditions of the sites, and are

reported in Table 6.2.

ID Name X Y Z
1 Angstrom 0.83 0.18 −0.07
2 Brunt 0.52 0.21 [−]
3 Swinbank 5.31 [−] [−]
4 Idso and Jackson 0.26 −7.77 [−]
5 Brutsaert 1.72 7 [−]
6 Idso 0.70 5.95 [−]
7 Monteith and Unsworth −119.00 1.06 [−]
8 Konzelmann et al 0.23 0.48 [−]
9 Prata 1.00 1.20 3.00
10 Dilley and O’brien 59.38 113.70 96.96

Table 6.2: Model parameter values as presented in their literature
formulation.

The formulation of the L↑ requires the soil emissivity, which

usually is a property of the nature of a surface, and the surface

soil temperature. Table 6.3 shows the literature values (Brutsaert,
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2005) of the soil emissivity for different surface types: εs varies

from a minimum of 0.95 for bare soils to a maximum of 0.99 for

fresh snow.

Nature of surface Emissivity
Bare soil (mineral) 0.95−0.97
Bare soil (organic) 0.97−0.98
Grassy vegetation 0.97−0.98
Tree vegetation 0.96−0.97
Snow (old) 0.97
Snow (fresh) 0.99

Table 6.3: Soil emissivity for surface types (Brutsaert, 2005).

It is well known that surface soil temperature measurements are

only available at a few measurement sites, therefore, under the

hypothesis that difference between soil and air temperatures is

not too big, it is possible to simulate L↑ using the air

temperature (Park et al. , 2008). In our approach three different

types of temperature were used to simulate L↑, specifically:

surface soil temperature (where available), air temperature at 2

m height, and soil temperature at 4 cm depth.

The LWRB package (see flowchart in Figure6.1) is part of the

JGrass-NewAge system and was preliminary tested in Formetta

et al. (2014b). Model inputs depend on the specific SM being

implemented and the purpose of the run being performed

(calibration, verification, simulation). The inputs are

meteorological observations such as air temperature, relative

humidity, incoming solar radiation, and sky clearness index. The

LWRB is also fed by other JGrass-NewAGE components, such as

the shortwave radiation balance (SWRB) (Formetta et al. , 2013b).

To test model performances (i.e. verification), the LWRB can be

connected to the system’s Verification component; to execute

the parameter calibration algorithm (Formetta et al. , 2014a), it

can be connected to the LUCA (Let Us CAlibrate) component. In
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turn, all these components can and/or need to be connected to

other ones, as the problem under examination may require.

Model outputs are L↓ and L↑. These can be provided in single

points of specified coordinates or over a whole geographic area,

represented as a raster map. For the latter case a digital elevation

model (DEM) of the study area is necessary in input.

Figure 6.1: The LWRB component of JGrass-NewAge and the flowchart
to model longwave radiation.

The subsection 6.1.1.1 present the calibration and the

verification procedure. Moreover a model sensitivity analysis

procedure is presented in subsection 6.1.1.2 and a

multi-regression model to relate optimal parameter set and easy

available meteorological data is proposed in subsection 6.1.1.3.

6.1.1.1 Calibration of L↓ longwave radiation models

Model calibration estimates the site-specific parameters of L↓
models by tweaking them with a specific algorithm in order to

best fit measured data. To this end, we use the LUCA calibration

algorithm proposed in Hay et al. (2006a), which is a part of the

OMS core and is able to optimize parameters of any OMS

component. See Appendix A.1 for further information.
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The calibration procedure for L↓ follows these steps:

• The theoretical solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere

(Itop ) is computed using the SWRB (see Figure 1);

• The clearness index, c, is calculated as the ratio between

the measured incoming solar radiation (Im) and Itop ;

• Clear-sky and cloud-cover hours are detected by a

threshold on the clearness index (equal to 0.6), providing

two subsets of measured L↓, which are L↓clear and L↓cloud .

On one side, a threshold of 0.6 to define the clear-sky

conditions helps in the sense that allow to define

time-series of measured clear-sky L↓ with comparable

length in all the stations, and this is useful for a reliable

calibration process. On the other side, it introduces a small

error in computing the emissivity in all-sky condition using

equation (3). Although the effects of this small error would

need further investigations, they could be compensated by

the optimization of the parameters a and b, that are

non-linearly related to the emissivity in all-sky conditions;

• The parameters X, Y, and Z for the models in Table 6.1 are

optimized using the subset L↓clear and setting a=0 in eq.

6.3;

• The parameters a and b for eq. 6.3 are optimized using the

subset L↓cloud and using the X, Y, and Z values computed in

the previous step.

The calibration procedure provides the optimal set of

parameters at a given location for each of the ten models.

As well as parameter calibration, we carry out a model parameter

sensitivity analysis and we provide a linear regression model

relating a set of site-specific optimal parameters with mean air

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and altitude.
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As presented in previous applications (e.g., Hatfield et al. , 1983;

Flerchinger et al. , 2009), we use the SMs with the original

coefficients from literature (i.e. the parameters of Table 6.2) and

compare the performances of the models against available

measurements of L↓ and L↑ for each site. The goodness of fit is

evaluated by using two goodness-of-fit estimators: the

Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) and the root mean square error

(RMSE). See Appendix A.3 for further details.

6.1.1.2 Sensitivity analysis of L↓ models

For each L↓ model we carry out a model parameters sensitivity

analysis to investigate the effects and significance of parameters

on performance for different model structures (i.e. models with

one, two, and three parameters). The analyses are structured

according to the following steps:

• we start with the optimal parameter set, computed by the

optimization process for the selected model;

• all parameters are kept constant and equal to the optimal

parameter set, except for the parameter under analysis;

• 1000 random values of the analyzed parameter are picked

from a uniform distribution centered on the optimal value

with width equal to ± 30% of the optimal value; in this way

1000 model parameter sets were defined and 1000 model

runs were performed;

• 1000 values of KGE are computed by comparing the model

outputs with measured time series.

The procedure was repeated for each parameter of each model

and for each station of the analyzed dataset.
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6.1.1.3 Regression model for parameters of L↓ models

The calibration procedure previously presented to estimate the

site specific parameters for L↓ models requires measured

downwelling longwave data. Because these measurements are

rarely available, we implement a straightforward multivariate

linear regression (Chambers & Hastie, n.d.; Wilkinson & Rogers,

1973) to relate the site-specific parameters X, Y and Z to a set of

easily available site specific climatic variables, used as regressors

ri . To perform the regression we use the open-source R software

(https://cran.r-project.org) and to select the best

regressors we use algorithms known as "best subsets regression",

which are available in all common statistical software packages.

The regressors we have selected are: mean annual air

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and altitude. The

models that we use for the three parameters are presented in

equations (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6):

X = iX +
N∑

k=1
αk · rk +εX (6.4)

Y = iY +
N∑

k=1
βk · rk +εY (6.5)

Z = iZ +
N∑

k=1
γk · rk +εZ (6.6)

where N=4 is the number of regressors (annual mean air

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and altitude); rk

with k=1,.., 4 are the regressors; iX , iY , and iZ are the intercepts;

αk , βk , and γk are the coefficients; and εX , εY , and εZ are the

normally distributed errors. Once the regression parameters are

determined, the end-user can estimate site specific X, Y and Z

parameter values for any location by simply substituting the

values of the regressors in the model formulations.
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6.1.2 The study area: the AmeriFlux Network

To test and calibrate the LWRB SMs we use 24 meteorological

stations of the AmeriFlux Network

(http://ameriflux.ornl.gov). AmeriFlux is a network

of sites that measure water, energy, and CO2 ecosystem fluxes in

North and South America. The dataset is well-known and used

in several applications such as Xiao et al. (2010), Barr et al.

(2012), and Kelliher et al. (2004). Data used in this study are the

Level 2, 30-minute average data. Complete descriptions and

downloads are available at the Web interface located at

http://public.ornl.gov/ameriflux/.

We have chosen 24 sites that are representative of most of the

contiguous USA and span a wide climatic range: going from the

arid climate of Arizona, where the average air temperature is 16
◦C and the annual precipitation is 350 mm, to the equatorial

climate of Florida, where the average air temperature is 24 ◦C

and the annual precipitation is 950 mm. Some general and

climatic characteristics for each site are summarized in Table 6.4,

while Figure 6.2 shows their locations. The 30-minute average

data have been cumulated to obtain continuous time series of

averaged, hourly data for longwave radiation, air and soil

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and soil water

content. Longwave radiation was measured with Eppley

Pyrgeometers with uncertainty of +/- 3 [W m−2].
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SiteID State Latitude Longitude Elevation (m) Climate T (oC) Data period
1 AZ 31.908 −110.840 991 semiarid 19 2008−2013
2 AZ 31.591 −110.509 1469 temperate, arid 16 2002−2011
3 AZ 31.744 −110.052 1372 temperate, semi-arid 17 2007−2013
4 AZ 31.737 −109.942 1531 temperate, semi-arid 17 2004−2013
5 AZ 31.821 −110.866 116 subtropical 19 2004−2014
6 AZ 35.445 −111.772 2270 warm temperate 9 2005−2010
7 AZ 35.143 −111.727 2160 warm temperate 9 2005−2010
8 AZ 35.089 −111.762 2180 warm temperate 8 2005−2010
9 CA 37.677 −121.530 323 mild 16 2010−2012
10 CA 38.407 −120.951 129 mediterranean 15 2000−2012
11 FL 25.365 −81.078 0 equatorial savannah 24 2004−2011
12 ME 45.207 −68.725 61 temperate continental 5 1996−2008
13 ME 45.204 −68.740 60 temperate continental 6 1996−2009
14 MN 44.995 −93.186 301 continental 6 2005−2009
15 MN 44.714 −93.090 260 snowy, humid summer 8 2003−2012
16 MO 38.744 −92.200 219 temperate continental 13 2004−2013
17 MT 48.308 −105.102 634 continental 5 2000−2008
18 NJ 39.914 −74.596 30 temperate 12 2005−2012
19 OK 36.427 −99.420 611 cool temperate 15 2009−2012
20 TN 35.931 −84.332 286 temperate continental 15 2005−2011
21 TN 35.959 −84.287 343 temperate 14 1994−2007
22 TX 29.940 −97.990 232 warm temperate 20 2004−2012
23 WA 45.821 −121.952 371 strongly seasonal 9 1998−2013
24 WV 39.063 −79.421 994 temperate 7 2004−2010

Table 6.4: Some general and climatic characteristics of the sites used
for calibration: elevation is the site elevation above sea level, T is the
annual average temperature, and data period refers to the period of
available measurements.

Figure 6.2: Test site locations in the United State of America.
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6.1.3 Results

6.1.3.1 Verification of L↓ models with literature parameters

When implementing the ten L↓ SMs using the literature

parameters, in many cases, they show a strong bias in

reproducing measured data. A selection of representative cases

is presented in Figure 6.3 which shows scatterplots for four SMs

in relation to one measurement station. The black points

represent the hourly estimates of L↓ provided by literature

formulations, while the solid red line represents the line of

optimal predictions. Model 1 (Ångström, 1915) shows a

tendency to lie below the 1:1 line, indicating a negative bias

(percent bias of -9.8) and, therefore, an underestimation of L↓. In

contrast, model 9 (Prata, 1996) shows an overestimation of L↓
with a percent bias value of 26.3.

Figure 6.4 presents the boxplot of KGE (first column) and RMSE

(second column) obtained for each model under clear-sky

conditions, grouped by classes of latitude and longitude. In

general all the models except the Model 8 (Konzelmann et al. ,

1994) provided values of KGE higher than 0.5 and RMSE lower

than 100 [W m−2] for all the latitude and longitude classes.

Model 8 is the less performing model for many of the stations

likely because the model parameters were estimated for the

Greenland where snow and ice play a fundamental role on the

energy balance. Its KGE values range between 0.33 and 0.62 on

average, while its RMSE values are higher than 100 [W m−2]

except for latitude classes >40◦N and longitude classes >-70◦W.

Model 6 (Idso, 1981) and Model 2 (Brunt, 1932) provide the best

results and the lower variability, independently of the latitude

and longitude ranges where they are applied. Their average KGE

values are between 0.75 and 0.92, while the RMSE has a

maximum value of 39 [W m−2]. Moreover, all the models except
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2 and 6 show a high variability of the goodness of fit through the

latitude and longitude classes.

Figure 6.3: Results of the clear-sky simulation for four literature models
using data from Howland Forest (Maine).
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Figure 6.4: KGE and RMSE values for each clear-sky simulation using
literature formulations, grouped by classes of latitude and longitude.
Only values of KGE above 0.5 are shown. Only values of RMSE below
100 [W m−2] are shown.

6.1.3.2 L↓ models with site-specific parameters

The calibration procedure greatly improves the performances of

all ten SMs. Optimized model parameters for each model are

reported in the supplementary material (Table S1). Figure 6.5

presents the boxplots of KGE and RMSE values for clear-sky

conditions grouped by classes of latitude and longitude. The

percentage of KGE improvement ranges from its maximum value

of 70% for Model 8 (which is not, however, representative of the

mean behavior of the SMs) to less than 10% for Model 6, with an

average improvement of around 35%. Even though variations in

model performances with longitude and latitude classes still

exist when using optimized model parameters, the magnitude of

these variations is reduced with respect to the use of literature

formulations. The calibration procedure reduces the RMSE

values for all the models to below 45 [W m−2], even for Model 8,

which also in this case had the maximum improvement. Model 6

(Idso, 1981) and Model 2 (Brunt, 1932) provide the best results
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on average for all the analyzed latitude and longitude classes.

Figure 6.5: KGE (best is 1) and RMSE (best is 0) values for each op-
timized formulation in clear-sky conditions, grouped by classes of
latitude and longitude. Only values of KGE above 0.5 are shown.

Figure 6.6 presents the boxplots of KGE and RMSE values for

each model under all-sky conditions, grouped by latitude and

longitude classes. In general, for all-sky conditions we observe a

deterioration of KGE and RMSE values with respect to the

clear-sky optimized case, with a decrease in KGE values up to a

maximum of 25% on average for Model 10. This may be due to

uncertainty incorporated in the formulation of the cloudy-sky

correction model (eq. 6.3): it seems that sometimes the cloud

effects are not accounted for appropriately. This, however, is in

line with the findings of Carmona et al. (2014).
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Figure 6.6: KGE and RMSE values for each model in all-sky conditions
with the optimized parameters; results are grouped by classes of lati-
tude and longitude. Only values of KGE above 0.5 are shown.

6.1.3.3 Sensitivity analysis of L↓ models

The results of the models sensitivity analysis are summarized in

Figures 6.7-a and 6.7-b for models 1 to 5 and models 6 to 10,

respectively. Each figure presents three columns, one for each

parameter. Considering model 1 and parameter X: the range of X

is subdivided into ten equal-sized classes and for each class the

corresponding KGE values are presented as a boxplot. A smooth

blue line passing through the boxplot medians is added to

highlight any possible pattern to parameter sensitivity. A flat line

indicates that the model is not sensitive to parameter variation

around optimal value. Results suggest that models with one and

two parameters are all sensitive to parameter variation,

presenting a peak in KGE in correspondence with their optimal

values; this is more evident in models with two parameters.

Models with three parameters tend to have at least one

insensitive parameter, except for Model 1, that could reveal a

possible over-parameterization of the modeling process.
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Figure 6.7: Results of the model parameters sensitivity analysis. It
presents as boxplot the variation of the model performances due to
a variation of one of the optimal parameter and assuming constant
the others. The procedure is repeated for each model and the blue line
represents the smooth line passing through the boxplot medians.

6.1.3.4 Regression model for parameters of L↓ models

A multivariate linear regression model was estimated to relate

the site-specific parameters X, Y and Z to mean annual air

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and altitude. The

script containing the regression model is available, as specified

in Reproducible Research section below.

The performances of the L↓ models using parameters assessed

by linear regression are evaluated through the leave-one-out

cross validation (Efron & Efron, 1982). We use 23 stations as

training-sets for equations (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) and we perform

the model verification on the remaining station. The procedure

is repeated for each of the 24 stations.

The cross validation results for all L↓ models and for all stations

are presented in Figures (6.8) and (6.9), grouped by classes of

latitude and longitude, respectively. They report the KGE

comparison between the L↓ models with their original
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between model performances obtained with
regression and classic parameters: the KGE values shown are those
above 0.3 and results are grouped by latitude classes.

parameters (in black) and with the regression model parameters

(in black).

In general, the use of parameters estimated with regression

model gives a good estimation of L↓, with KGE values of up to

0.92. With respect to the classic formulation, model

performance with regression parameters improved for all the

models independently of the latitude and longitude classes. In

particular for Model 8 the KGE improved from 0.26 for the

classic formulation to of 0.92, on average. Finally, the use of the

parameters estimated by the regression model provides a

reduction of the model performances variability for all the

models except Model 5 and 8, for longitude class -125;-105◦W

and -105;-90◦W respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison between model performances obtained with
regression and classic parameters: the KGE values shown are those
above 0.3 and results are grouped by longitude classes.

6.1.3.5 Verification of the L↑ model

Figure 6.10 presents the results of the L↑ simulations obtained

using the three different temperatures available at experimental

sites: soil surface temperature (skin temperature), air

temperature, and soil temperature (measured at 4 cm below the

surface). The figure shows the performances of the L↑ model for

the three different temperatures used in terms of KGE, grouping

all the stations for the whole simulation period according to

season. This highlights the different behaviors of the model for

periods where the differences in the three temperatures are

larger (winter) or negligible (summer). The values of soil

emissivity are assigned according the soil surface type,

according to Table 6.4 (Brutsaert, 2005). Although many studies

investigated the influence of snow covered area on longwave

energy balance (e.g., Plüss & Ohmura, 1997; Sicart et al. , 2006),

the SMs do not explicitly take into account of it. As presented in

König-Langlo & Augstein (1994), the effect of snow could be
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implicitly taken into account by tuning the emissivity parameter.

The best fit between measured and simulated L↑ is obtained

with the surface soil temperature, with an all-season average

KGE of 0.80. Unfortunately, the soil surface temperature is not

an easily available measurement. In fact, it is available only for 8

sites of the 24 in the study area. Very good results are also

obtained using the air temperature, where the all-season average

KGE is around 0.76. The results using air temperature present

much more variance compared to those obtained with the soil

surface temperature. However, air temperature (at 2 m height) is

readily available measure, in fact it is available for all 24 sites.

The use soil temperature at 4 cm depth provides the least

accurate results for our simulations, with an all-season average

KGE of 0.46. In particular, the use of soil temperature at 4 cm

depth during the winter is not able to capture the dynamics of

L↑. It does, however, show a better fit during the other seasons.

This could be because during the winter there is a substantial

difference between the soil and skin temperatures, as also

suggested in Park et al. (2008).
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Figure 6.10: Boxplots of the KGE values obtained by comparing mod-
eled upwelling longwave radiation, computed with different tempera-
tures (soil surface temperature (SKIN), air temperature (AIR), and soil
temperature (SOIL)), against measured data. Results are grouped by
seasons.

6.1.4 Final remarks

The main achievements of this work include: i) a broad

assessment of the classic L↓ longwave radiation

parameterizations, which clearly shows that the Idso (1981) and

Brunt (1932) models are the more robust and reliable for all the

test sites, confirming previous results (Carmona et al. , 2014); ii)

a site specific assessment of the L↓ longwave radiation model

parameters for 24 AmeriFlux sites that improved the

performances of all the models; iii) the set up of a regression

model that provides an estimate of optimal parameter sets on

the basis climatic data; iv) an assessment of L↑ model
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performances for different temperatures (skin temperature, air

temperature, and soil temperature at 4 cm below surface), which

shows that the skin and the air temperature are better proxy for

the L↑ longwave radiation. Regarding longwave downwelling

radiation the Brunt (1932) model is able to provide on average

the best performances with the regression model parameters

independently of the latitude and longitude classes. For the Idso

(1981) model the formulation with regression parameter

provided lower performances with respect to the literature

formulation for latitude between 25◦N and 30◦N.

The integration of the package into JGrass-NewAge will allow

users to build complex modeling solutions for various

hydrological scopes. In fact, future work will include the link of

the LWRB package to the existing components of JGrass-NewAge

to investigate L↓ and L↑ effects on evapotranspiration, snow

melting, and glacier evolution. Finally, the methodology

proposed provides the basis for further developments such as

the possibility to: i) investigate the effect of different all-sky

emissivity formulation and quantify the influence of the

clearness index threshold ii) verify the usefulness of the

regression models for climates outside the contiguous USA; iii)

analyze in a systematic way the uncertainty due to the quality of

meteorological input data on the longwave radiation balance in

scarce instrumented areas.

For the present paper we used code version v.0.9. Versions till

0.94 are also available on the repository. Researchers interested

in replicating or extending our results are invited to download

our codes at:

https://github.com/geoframecomponents/

LongWaveRadiationBalance.

Instructions for using the code can be found at:

http://geoframe.blogspot.co.uk/2016/04/
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lwrb-component-latest-documentation.html.

Regression of parameters were performed in R and are available

at

https://github.com/GEOframeOMSProjects/OMS_

Project_LWRB/blob/master/docs/Regression.R.

6.2 Kriging

Meteorological forcing data such as rainfall, temperature, solar

radiation and others are the dominant controlling factors of the

hydrological cycle, energy balance and ecosystem processes (Ly

et al. , 2013). They are the natural input to distributed and

semi-distributed hydrological models and their quality and

precision affect the accuracy of results.

Several algorithms for the spatial interpolation of meteorological

data are available in literature: Thiessen polygons (e.g., Thiessen,

1911; WMO, 1994), inverse distance methods (Ly et al. , 2013),

interpolation with splines (e.g., Hutchinson, 1995; Mitášová &

Mitáš, 1993), Kriging (e.g., Matheron, 1981; Goovaerts, 1997) or

other types of interpolation (e.g., Robeson, 1992; Li & Heap,

2011, and references therein).

The evaluation of these algorithms was assessed by several

authors, (Tabios & Salas, 1985; Jarvis & Stuart, 2001), concluding

that Krigings are one of the best techniques for the interpolation

of the spatial behavior of climatological variables. For monthly

rainfall and storm totals, Tabios & Salas (1985), Creutin & Obled

(1982), shown that it is preferable to other rainfall interpolation

methods. Goovaerts (2000), Lloyd (2005), Basistha et al. (2008),

Ly et al. (2011), confirmed these results.

Krigings can be applied to a wide range of datasets (e.g., Stahl

et al. , 2006; Phillips et al. , 1992), allowing the estimation of the

variance of interpolated quantities (e.g., Li & Heap, 2011).
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Auxiliary variables can be used to improve the interpolation,

such as terrain-related parameters (e.g., relief, slope and aspect)

as investigated in Attorre et al. (2007). Not

surprisingly, Carrera-Hernández & Gaskin (2007) found that the

use of elevation as a secondary variable improves temperature

prediction.

However, the interpolation could be computationally more

demanding than other techniques, since it requires the fitting of

the theoretical semivariogram against the experimental for each

or group of time-steps.

To overcome this problem, most of applications that implement

Kriging interpolators either use long time series and long

time-step, such as daily, (Verfaillie et al. , 2006; Buytaert et al. ,

2006), monthly or yearly (Hevesi et al. , 1992; Goovaerts, 2000;

Boer et al. , 2001; Todini, 2001), or short time series and shorter

time steps (such as rainfall events) [e.g., Haberlandt (2007)] and

keeps the semivariogram as static (fixed during the whole

simulations). Furthermore, between the geostatistical tools

available to the scientific community, few are open-source (i.e.,

SAGA GIS kriging, R gstat, High Performance Geostatistics

Library HPGL), but none implements a quick way to plug-in to

hydrological model, and are easy connectible to automatic

calibration algorithms.

The work presents a Spatial Interpolation (SI) package which

makes hourly (or sub-hourly, when it is reasonable) estimate of

any spatially distributed environmental data. SI implements 10

theoretical semivariogram models and 4 types of Kriging

algorithms, for a total of forty interpolation options.

It is designed according to the Object Modeling System (OMS)

framework (David et al. , 2013) to be compatible with the

JGrass-NewAGE system, (Formetta et al. , 2014a). In particular, in

this work, four components are used to obtain the optimization
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of the parameters of the theoretical semivariogram and perform

automatically and easily a jackknife to assess the error of

estimates.

The work is organized as follows: first the theory of the Kriging is

introduced in section 6.2.1. Section 6.2.3 describes the study

area and the experimental setup. The results of the application

of the SI package on temperature and rainfall datasets and a

comparison of results with the R g st at are discussed in section

6.2.4.

6.2.1 A little of Kriging theory

Kriging is a group of geostatistical techniques used to

interpolate the value of random fields based on spatial

autocorrelation of measured data. The measurements value

z(~xα) and the unknown value z(~x), where~x is the location, given

according to a certain cartographic projection, are considered as

particular realizations of random variables Z (~xα) and Z (~x)

(Goovaerts, 1997; Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989). The estimation of

the unknown value zλ(~x), where the true unknown value is

Zλ(~x), is obtained as a linear combination of the N values at

surrounding points, Goovaerts (1999):

Zλ(~x)−m(~x) =
N∑
α=1

λ(~xα)[Z (uα)−m(~xα)] (6.7)

where m(~x) and m(~xα) are the expected values of the random

variables Z (~x) and Z (~xα). λ(~xα) is the weight assigned to datum

z(~xα). Weights are chosen to satisfy the conditions of

minimizing the error of variance of the estimator σ2
λ

, that is:

ar g mi n
λ

σ2
λ ≡ ar g mi n

λ

V ar {Zλ(~x)−Z (~x)} (6.8)

under the constraint that the estimate is unbiased, i.e.

E {Zλ(~x)−Z (~x)} = 0 (6.9)
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The latter condition, implies that:

N∑
α=1

λα(~xα) = 1 (6.10)

As shown in various textbooks, e.g. Kitanidis (1997), the above

conditions bring to a linear system whose unknown is the tuple

of weights, and the system matrix depends on the

semivariograms among the couples of the known sites.

When it is made the assumption of isotropy of the spatial

statistics of the quantity analyzed, the semivariogram is given

by Cressie & Cassie (1993):

γ(h) := 1

2Nh

Nh∑
i=1

(Z (~x)−Z (~xi ))2 (6.11)

where the distance (~x,~xi ) ≡ h, Nh denotes the set of pairs of

observations at location x and at locations~xi at distance h apart

from~x. In order to be extended to any distance, experimental

semivariogram need to be fitted to a theoretical semivariogram

model. Examples of theoretical semivariogram models are

detailed in Appendix A.6.

These theoretical semivariograms contain parameters (called

nugget, sill and range) to be fitted against the existing data,

before being introduced in the Kriging linear system, whose

solution returns the weights in eq (6.7).

Three main variants of Kriging can be distinguished, (Goovaerts,

1997):

• Simple Kriging (SK), which considers the mean, m(~x), to

be known and constant throughout the study area;

• Ordinary Kriging (OK) , which account for local

fluctuations of the mean, limiting the stationarity to the

local neighborhood. In this case, the mean in unknown.
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• Kriging with a trend model (here Detrended Kriging, DK),

which considers that the known local mean m(~xα) varies

within the local neighborhood.

The trend can be, for example, a linear regression model

between the investigated variables and a auxiliary variable, such

as elevation or slope. According to Goovaerts (1997), the trend

should be subtracted from the original data and the OK of the

residuals performed. The final interpolated values will be the

sum of the interpolated values and the previously estimated

trend.

Variants of OK and DK are the local ordinary kriging (LOK) and

local detrended Kriging (LDK). In this case the estimate is only

influenced by the measurements belonging to a neighbor.

The SI package implements the OK and the DK, since local mean

may vary significantly over the study area and the SK

assumption of the known stationary mean could be too strict,

(Goovaerts, 1997). Moreover, Goovaerts (2000) found that, in the

case of trend, detrended kriging provides better results than

coKriging and it is not as computationally demanding. In SI

package, the neighbor stations in the local case are defined

either in a maximum searching radius or as a number of stations

closer to the interpolation point.

To estimate the errors produced by the interpolation using

Kriging techniques, we chose the leave-one-out cross validation

technique (Efron & Efron, 1982). In fact, Goovaerts (1997) states

that the standard deviation cannot be used as a direct measures

of estimation precision. Moreover the procedure allows to

evaluate the impact of the different models on interpolation

results, (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989; Goovaerts, 1997; Prudhomme

& Reed, 1999; Martin & Simpson, 2003; Aidoo et al. , 2015).

Leave-one-out cross validation consists of removing one data

point at a time and performing the interpolation for the location
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of the removed point, using the remaining stations. The

approach is repeated until every sample has been, in turn,

removed and estimates are calculated for each point.

Interpolated and measured values for each station were

compared and the goodness of fit indexes, such as Root mean

square error (RMSE) and Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE), were

calculated to asses model performances. See Appendix A.3 for

further details about the goodness of fit indexes.

6.2.2 Structure of the SI package

Key aspects of the Krigings techniques, from the

computationally point of view, are the estimation of the

theoretical semivariogram parameters, which requires a best

fitting techniques, and, subsequently their introduction in a

theoretical model and the linear system which serves to obtain

the weights λα. The SI package has been structured in 4

components (ExperimentalVariogram, TheoreticalVariogram,

Krigings and LeaveOneOut), shown in diagrams 6.11 and 6.12. In

the figures, each block represents a component and the blue

arrows represent the connections between them (the data they

share). The components connected as in diagram 6.11 or in

diagram 6.12 represent a Modeling Solution (MS), which

performs a modeling task (i.e., the optimization of the model

parameters).

Inputs and outputs of SI package are time series of measured

values and geographic objects, such as shapefiles and raster,

containing geographical information on the measurements

stations and on interpolation points. These data are managed

with the Geotools library, (Turton, 2008), as in Formetta et al.

(2014a) and are easily managed and visualized by most of the

GIS systems.

Figure 6.11 shows the MS obtained linking the experimental
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variogram component to the theoretical variogram component

and to the optimization algorithm. This MS optimizes the

semivariogram parameters, sill, nugget and range and feeds the

Kriging component. The inputs of the experimental variogram

are the time series of the measured variables and the shapefile

with the spatial coordinates of the stations. The outputs are the

experimental semivariogram values and the distance vector,

which feed the theoretical semivariogram component together

with the name of the model chosen and the sill, nugget and

range. Particle swarm is the one that actually optimizes the

theoretical model and gives in output the sill, nugget and range

for the Kriging component. Further inputs of the calibrator are

the objective function to be optimized (in this case the RMSE)

and other internal parameters, such as the number of iteration

and the tolerance.

Figure 6.11: The MS optimizes model parameters connecting of the
experimental semivariogram component to the theoretical semivari-
ogram to the optimization tool.The output of the optimization are the
sill, nugget and range, which, together with the type of model, are the
input of the Kriging component. Outputs of the MS can be time-series
and maps of interpolated variables.

The optimized parameters, together with the dataset of

measurements, the shapefile of the stations and the shapefile

with the interpolation points are the inputs of the Krigings

component. Data in input to be spatialized can vary and being,
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for instance, temperature, rainfall (as in Abera et al. (2017a)),

parameters ancillary of other models, for instance those for

radiation (as in Formetta et al. (2013b)), where previous version

of these components were used. The outputs are either time

series or map of interpolated values.

Figure 6.12: The MS, respect to the one presented in figure 6.11, con-
nects the particle swarm to the automatic leave-one-out for the assess-
ment of the model performances.

Figure 6.12 show the implementation of the iterative procedure

necessary to estimate errors of interpolation, called

leave-one-out (or jackknife). Given n spatially distributed

measures, n −1 measures are used for the interpolation, while

the remaining one is used for comparison. The operation is

repeated n times excluding each time a different measure

location, so to obtain a set of estimated error as large as the

number of sample sites. Because our package is dealing with

time-varying fields, the operation is repeated for each time step

where the measure are available and the site error is actually a

temporal mean.

6.2.3 Study area

To test the performances of the modeling solutions, we used the

SI package to interpolate temperature and rainfall data from 97

stations, in the Isarco River valley, Italy, shown in Figure 6.13 and
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detailed in Appendix A.7. Isarco River is a left tributary of the

Adige River, in Trentino-Alto Adige Region, northern Italy.

Figure 6.13: Study area: Isarco River Valley is situated in the North-Est
part of Italy and it is one of the main valley in the Alto-Adige region.

The catchment is around 4200 km2, the river length is around 95

km and the altitude spans from 210 m a.s.l. to 3400 m a.s.l.

Climate is typically alpine and characterized by dry winters,

snow and glacier-melt in spring, and humid summers and

autumns. Data used in the testing were provided by Provincia

Autonoma di Bolzano, and collected into the Adige database

(http://abouthydrology.blogspot.it/2016/09/

the-adige-database-or-database-newage.html)

during the CLIMAWARE and GLOBAQUA projects.

To test the SI package we used the data from the year 2008, since,

in the available dataset (2003-2013) was the year with the

smallest number of missing data.

A quality check was also made, in order to eliminate the

out-layers from the dataset. Moreover, the spatial distribution of

the no-value was analyzed, in order to asses the number of bins
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of distances in which compute the semivariance. For each time

step, we found that around the 10% of stations were not

recording data. Therefore, since the mean number of active

stations for each time step was 70-80, we decided to consider 8

bins. These choice was also supported by a visual inspection of

the experimental semivariance shape, which confirmed that

using 8 bins, the number of stations involved were nor too low or

too high.

In order to asses the goodness of the package performances, two

applications were performed:

• an interpolation of one year of hourly temperature data;

• an interpolation of a hourly rainfall event.

Firstly, the analysis of the semivariance was performed and

experimental semivariograms were fitted using the 10

theoretical models. The models that gave the best fitting where

then used for the interpolation of the two variables using the 4

types of Krigings. Thus, Krigings performances were assed using

the leave-one-out cross validation. Finally, results obtained from

the interpolation of the temperature dataset were compared to

the results obtained with R g st at , in order to assess the

differences between the two packages, their easiness of use and

their performances.

6.2.4 Results

6.2.4.1 Application of SI on temperature dataset

The first application of SI package was made using the

temperature dataset. The hourly semivariograms were

computed and then fitted using the 10 available theoretical

models.

Figure 6.14 shows the results of the fitting of the experimental

semivariogram for a single time step, 15th June 2008. The black
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dots represent the experimental semivariance, while each

colored curve represents a different optimized theoretical

model.
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Figure 6.14: Fitting of the experimental semivariogram for the 15th June
2008 12:00. The 10 theoretical semivariogram models were optimized
using the PSO.

Table 6.5 reports the main indices of goodness, NSE, RMSE, R2

and PBIAS, computed between the experimental semivariogram

and the 10 theoretical semivariogram models. All the models

gave satisfactory results and, therefore, we chose to use the best

5, Bessel, Exponential, Gaussian, Linear and Spherical for the

interpolation of the temperature dataset.

In order to assess the goodness of the 4 typer of Krigings, OK,

LOK, DK, LDK, we performed the leave one out cross validation

using the optimized hourly values of sill, nugget and range.

Figures 6.15 show the results in terms of NSE between the

measured and interpolated values of temperature using the four

types of Krigings, OK, LOK, DK, LDK and the five semivariogram

models. Each point represents the averaged monthly NSE over

the 97 meteorological stations. The two local cases were

performed using the ten closest stations to the interpolation

point.
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Semivariogram model NSE RMSE R2 PBIAS
Bessel 0.92 2.14 0.92 -0.20
Circular 0.88 2.59 0.88 0.0
Exponential 0.92 2.10 0.92 -3.80
Gaussian 0.90 2.39 0.91 0.35
Hole 0.77 3.61 0.81 7.90
Linear 0.91 2.28 0.91 0.0
Logarithmic 0.92 2.17 0.92 0.0
Pentaspherical 0.91 2.29 0.91 0.0
Periodic 0.90 2.18 0.92 0.0
Power 0.72 3.99 0.73 -3.70
Spherical 0.91 2.28 0.91 0.0

Table 6.5: Results in terms of goodness of fit indices of the fitting
between the experimental and the 10 theoretical semivariograms. All
the models shown a good agreement: Bessel model proved to be the
best while the Power the worst.

Since temperatures in this dataset present a strong trend with

the elevation (R2 ∼ 0.9), results obtained using the OK and LOK

are worse than the ones obtained with DK, LDK, which present

higher values of NSE, till 0.98.
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Figure 6.15: Monthly variation of the NSE index: each dot is the aver-
aged NSE over the entire dataset. The theoretical semivariogram mod-
els shown are: Bessel (red dots), Exponential (yellow dots), Gaussian
(black dots), Linear (blue dots), Spherical (green dots).

The SI package works both using single points and raster maps,

as shown in figure 6.16. The spatialization of the temperature

was made for each pixel of the DEM (100 m resolution), applying

the LDK and the exponential semivariogram model. The two

plots in the figure show two different dates in the 2008, one

during winter (15th February 2008 12:00) and one in summer

(15th June 2008 12:00).
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Figure 6.16: Maps of spatialized temperature for the 15th February
2008 and for the 15th June 2008

Figure 6.17 shows the bubble plots of the RMSE obtained

between the measured hourly temperature in June 2008 and the

interpolated with the OK and DK, overlapped to the DEM. The

size of the bubble is representative of the magnitude of the error:

bigger errors are obtained in the case of OK for the stations at

higher elevation, which are corrected in the case of DK. The

biggest error in the OK interpolation (RMSE = 11.95◦C ) is

obtained for the station ID 90145 (Z=3399 amasl) which is then

reduced to 1.83◦C .
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Figure 6.17: The two bubble plots show the RMSE obtained using
the OK (box on the left) and DK (box on the right). The scales of the
bubbles are not the same for the two plots for visualization reasons. In
fact, being the errors in the DK case is much less than the OK case, a
unique bubble scale didn’t allow to appreciate the RMSE values in the
DK case.

6.2.4.2 Application of SI on rainfall dataset

The application on the rainfall dataset was made at event scale.

We chose a rainfall event of 11 h between the 29th and 30th June

2008. The event was chosen since it is the longest and the most

intense recorded from the highest number of stations.

Figure 6.18 shows the boxplots of the 11 hourly semivariograms

with 8 bins of lag distance, while red line represents the best

theoretical semivariogram optimized, which in this case was

obtained using the linear model. It is clear a nugget effect

(optimized nugget value of 6), probably due to error

measurements. Moreover, given the shape of the optimized

semivariogram, the variables are correlated at any distance.
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Figure 6.18: Boxplots of the semivariograms of the precipitation event
of 29th and 30th June 2008: the horizontal line in the middle shows the
median, the bottom and top end of the box show the 25th and 75th
percentile, respectively, the whiskers (vertical line) shows the range of
the data.

The optimized value of range, nugget and sill were used for the 4

types of Kriging interpolations. Figure 6.19 shows the

comparison of the results obtained for two stations (ID 1152 and

ID 1270), chosen at different elevation (953 m a.s.l. and 2100 m

a.s.l., respectively).

Table 6.6 shows the indexes of goodness between the measured

and the interpolated rainfall for the 4 types of Kriging and the

two stations. The performance are overall good in the case of

station ID 1152 and the best interpolator is the local ordinary

kriging computed using the 5 closer stations. Results of the

station ID 2170 are slightly worse in the case of OK, and worst in

cases of LOK, DK, LDK, probably due to the highest elevation of

the station. In this case the best interpolator is the LOK

computed using the 5 closer stations.
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ID 1152 ID 1270
Kriging type NSE RMSE R2 NSE RMSE R2

OK 0.69 1.64 0.77 0.60 1.48 0.64
LOK 0.73 1.53 0.74 0.31 1.88 0.45
DK 0.61 1.58 0.77 0.46 1.66 0.54
LDK 0.66 1.71 0.72 0.35 1.82 0.37

Table 6.6: Results in terms of goodness of fit indices of the fitting
between the experimental and the 10 theoretical semivariograms. All
the models shown a good agreement: Bessel model proved to be the
best while the Power the worst.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison between the four types of Kriging (OK, red
solid line, DK, blue solid line, LOK, brown solid line and LDK, green
solid line) and the measured rainfall (black dashed line).

The spatial interpolation of the precipitation was also made for

each pixel of the DEM (100 m resolution), applying the OK and

the linear semivariogram model. Figure 6.20 show the results of

the interpolation for the June 30th 2008 at 00:00. As it appears

from the map, the rainfall intensities are higher in the river valley,

with a value of 9.8 [mm/h] measured at the station ID 1152.
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Figure 6.20: Spatial interpolation of the precipitation made for each
pixel of the DEM (100 m resolution), applying the OK and the linear
semivariogram model.

6.2.4.3 Comparison with R package gstat

A comparison with the R package g st at was made in order to

highlight the differences and similarities of both packages, and

to justify the introduction of an alternative software.

Regarding the features, both softwares are open-source, released

under GPL v3 license and both working on all major operating

systems (MS Windows, Mac OSX, Linux).

g st at is developed in C with a part of the code in R language

and must be executed using the R various environments. SI is

developed in Java (using Java 7 and older features) as a group of

OMS components and can be executed inside the OMS console.

Moreover, because the non-invasiveness of OMS, the SI

components can be used as a stand-alone Java or embedded
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with mixed-language codes.

Moving to functional differences, g st at computes both

omnidirectional and directional semivariongram, while SI, so far,

does not implement directional semivariograms. Moreover,

g st at makes available five more theoretical semivariogram

models respect to SI: Matern, Matern with Stein’s

parameterizations, Wave, Spline and Legendre. However, adding

the desired model to the SI package is easy and straightforward,

thanks to the design pattern implemented. An example of how

to di it operatively, it shown in Appendix A.2

Despite C language is usually considered faster than Java,

because g st at uses R language procedure, is generally slower

than Java (few hours compared to one day for the interpolation

of a year of hourly data).

Regarding the estimate that the two packages offers, they are

usually different. Comparison were made either with the OK and

the DK by utilizing the same temperature data used in section

6.2.3. Semivariograms were computed using the same number

of bins and the same cutoff distance.

Figure 6.21 shows the results of the comparison in terms of NSE:

the overall performances of both tools are good. However, SI

performs always better, and sometimes significantly better.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison between g st at and SI package in the interpo-
lation performances using the DK.

6.2.5 Final remarks

The goals of the work are multiple: (1) to present a geostatistical

software easy to use, easy to plug-in in a hydrological model, fast

and flexible (2) to show a practical example of an accurately

designed software in the perspective of reproducible research,

(3) to show the goodness of the software applications, in order to

have a reliable alternative to other traditionally used tools..

Several characteristics make the SI package a good competitor

tool among the available in literature:

• The integration in JGrass-NewAge system, which allows

the building of a variety of modeling solutions, thanks to a

simple connection to other components;

• the package is flexible, easily maintainable and suitable for

future improvements, thanks to a design pattern for the

choice of the type of the theoretical semivariogram and for

the definition of the neighbor in the LOK and LDK;

• The use of git, GitHub, Gradle, Travis and Zenodo, to

pursue the scope of reproducible and replicable research.
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Further developments of the package are easy and

straightforward, such as: the possibility of integrating new types

of Krigings, a different selection of the stations, the integration

of non-linear relationship between the interpolated variable and

an auxiliary variable.
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This thesis presents a flexible approach to the estimation of

water budgets and travel times, based on a solid informatics

infrastructure.

The starting point of the work was the hydrological modeling

system JGrass-NewAge, presented by Formetta et al. (2014a).

While working, in a sense, perfectly, JGrass-NewAGE system

presented some issues and major revision for extensibility and

reuse were necessary. The thesis’ work:

• implemented procedures to revise the codes and keep

track on code modification and evolution;

• improved software extensibility and reuse, refactoring the

codes by using of design patterns;

• chose a suitable software building system, for the growing

set of tools;

• selected well supported and well designed libraries for

basic numerical operations (like integrating systems of
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ordinary differential equations, fitting curves, and other

tasks);

• experimented a system to scale up modeling to arbitrarily

large systems, starting from the composition of elementary

units;

• formalized documentation procedures.

These topics, mentioned in the introductory chapter, were faced

at the beginning of the work, and partially solved conjointly with

Francesco Serafin.

In Chapter 3, an open-source semi-distributed model for runoff

and evapotranspiration (from now on named Embedded

Reservoir Model, ERM) was implemented and presented. The

model schematizes each HRU as a connection of storages (the

embedded reservoirs) and solves the water budget for each one.

Eventually, all the contributions of the HRU’s are aggregated to

obtain the overall catchment hydrological fluxes.

Specifically, we tried to find the correct number of storages to

capture the complexity of the hydrological response, making

room for a better treatment of evapotranspiration, in a balance

between the data availability and the computational costs. Five

are the reservoirs considered for each HRU: snow pack, canopy,

root zone, surface waters and groundwater. Identified outputs of

the reservoirs are:

• snow melting and SWE;

• throughfall;

• evaporation from canopy;

• evapotranspiration from the root zone;

• percolation to the groundwater;
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• direct runoff;

• baseflow.

In the almost-infinite panorama of hydrological models, the

EMR doesn’t aim to represent the perfect model but rather wants

to represent a possible exploitation of our modular system. The

implementation of each reservoir as a Java component

according to OMS3, within the hydrological system

JGrass-NewAge, makes it possibile to connect/disconnect at

run-time the reservoirs, according to the data availability, the

HRUs characteristics (i.e., whether there is snow or not, whether

there is a canopy or not) and, in general, to the modeler

requirements.

Flexible and extensible, EMR allows to take into account a broad

range of modeling strategies. The use of components allows the

inspection and the estimation of the water budget terms for

each HRU in which the domain was discretized. This feature is

not usually easily obtainable with different informatics.

In a sense, we can say that we embraced the modeling manifesto

presented in Clark et al. (2015a), called SUMMA (Structure for

Unifying Multiple Modeling Alternative), whose main

requirements for systematic analysis of models are (listed from

Clark et al. (2015a), where further details can be obtained):

(1) Capabilities to experiment with different representations

of spatial variability and hydrologic connectivity;

(2) Inclusion of a broad range of dominant biophysical and

hydrologic processes, with multiple options for individual

processes;

(3) Clean separation of the model equations from their

numerical solution;
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(4) Flexibility to adjust model parameters.

As regards point (1), in our system the catchment can be

subdivided according to the modeler requirements. This opens

the possibilities of testing different connections and strategies

that are theoretically unlimited. The use of the components,

built on top of a solid informatics, supported by OMS3, is line

with point (2). Point (3) is also allowed by OMS3 and further

enhanced with the contributions coming from this Thesis, using

particular techniques of object oriented software design. Finally.

as regards the modeling parameter issue, listed at point (4), the

infrastructure design allows this type of investigations too.

Seen as a deployment of the SUMMA concept, our

implementation differs from the original one for its informatics,

and, furthermore, for the focus, which we gave to sets of

connected reservoirs (i.e. ODEs) instead to interconnected

partial differential equations.

The schematization of catchments and processes as networks of

connected reservoirs is not new. However, the work presented in

this Thesis, while proposing a flexible approach:

• put together the storage approach with the theory of travel

times;

• designed a graphical algebraic notation, helping in model

analysis and understanding.

The Thesis and the related papers present a new consistent

theoretical framework which offers a unified view of the travel

time theories, across surface water and groundwater.

Clarifications include:

• the concepts of forward and backward conditional

probabilities and a small but important change in

notation;
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• their one-to-one relation with the water budget (and the

age-ranked functions) from which the probabilities were

derived (after the choice of SASs);

• the proper way to choose backward probabilities.

Specifically, it was shown that the usual way to assign time

invariant backward probabilities is inappropriate. We also

show how to do it correctly, and introduced a minimal time

variability.

• the fact that time-invariant forward probabilities usually

imply time-varying backward probabilities, i.e. travel time

distributions.

• the rewriting of the master equation by Botter, Bertuzzo

and Rinaldo as an ordinary differential equation (instead

of a partial differential equation);

• the role and nature of the partitioning coefficient between

discharge and evapotranspiration (which is unknown at

any time except asymptotically);

• the significance of the SAS functions with examples;

• the relationship of the present theory with the well known

theory of the instantaneous unit hydrograph; and

• we added information and clarified some links of the

present theory with [Delhez et al. (1999) and [Duffy

(2010)].

Some extensions of the theory of travel times were also

presented:

• new relations among the probabilities (including the

relation between expectancy of life and forward residence

time probabilities);
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• an analysis of the partitioning coefficients (which are

shown to vary seasonally);

• an explicit formulation of the equations for solutes which

would permit direct determination of the SAS on the basis

of experimental data;

• tests of the effects of various hypotheses, e.g., assuming a

linear model of forward probability and gamma model for

the backward probabilities;

• an extension of Niemi’s relation (and a new normalization);

• the presentation of Niemi’s relation as a special case of the

Bayes Theorem; and

• a system of equations from which to obtain the SAS

experimentally.

The extension of the theory to any passive substance diluted in

water clearly opens the way to new developments of the theory

and applications of tracers. The theory of travel times, based on

the approach described in Chapter 4, was implemented in

software components inside JGrass-NewAge system, described

in Chapters 2.

The EMR modeling solution and the travel times theory were

tested on a prealpine basin, the Posina River catchment. The

focus was not just to reproduce discharges but all the

components of the hydrological budget and observe how the

closure of the budget happens at monthly and annual temporal

scales of aggregation. This was performed for any of the budget

terms mentioned above.

The practical analysis of the Posina catchment shown in this

Thesis, can be considered "just" an example, given the many

possibilities of investigation offered by the infrastructure, which

were not yet fully explored.
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Two applications, at hourly time-step and daily time-step, were

performed and some results can be drawn. The discharge

prediction is in line with other modeling performances, either

with hourly or daily calibrations. From the analysis of the

waterfall charts obtained for both the hourly and the daily

time-step cases, it is clear that increases in precipitation tend to

contribute directly to Q with minor effects on S and ET. The

snow melting/rain represents the main source of variability in

the budget, and (therefore) the ET shows a smoother behavior,

since the radiation, which is the main driver, is consistent across

the years.

In the case of hourly simulations, the total actual

evapotranspiration (evaporation from the wet canopy plus

evapotranspiration from the root zone) represents around the

20% of annual input and is lower then expected from other

studies Abera et al. (2017b) (around the 30%), and has to be

further checked in future. Discrepancies could be due to

calibration problems caused by the hourly fluctuations of the

measured discharge, or to the hypothesis made for obtaining the

global budget closure.

In the daily timescale application, the reservoir are exchanging

smaller volumes of water than at hourly time scale, and the

storage available for the evaporation of the wet canopy is bigger.

Therefore, the total actual ET, in this case, represents around the

30 % of the total inputs.

A preliminary travel time analysis was performed on the results

obtained with the embedded reservoirs model, both at hourly

and daily time-steps. The estimated mean values are for the two

cases very similar ( around 77 days for the residence times,

around 84 days for the travel times and around 10 days for the

evapotranspiration times), which demonstrates that it is

possibile to perform the travel times analysis, when it is
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convenient, also at daily time-scale, reducing the computational

requirements of the calculations.

Both cases show an increasing trend in the temporal evolution of

the mean travel times and mean residence times, which means

that their values are getting bigger (older water) with time.

Longer simulations were not possible, due to the available

dataset. However, the trend shows that the model is able to

capture the temporal behavior of mean travel times and mean

residence times.

Seasonal and inter-annual fluctuations characterized the

temporal evolution of the mean travel times and residence

times, while the temporal evolution of the mean

evapotranspiration times is highly fluctuating, which means that

the evapotranspiration times are easily affected by single events.

The analysis of the partitioning coefficient was also performed.

In both cases, the computation of the partitioning coefficients

between discharge and evapotranspiration shown a coherence

respect to the relative amounts of the volume computed, with

the lower values achieved during the summer months.

Further analysis on the travel times and on the mixing are

upcoming.

A mention has also to be made to the two main ancillary

components that were refactored: the component for the

estimation of the longwave radiation (LWRB) and the

component for the spatialization of hydrological variables,

based on Kriging techniques.

The work on LWRB covers:

• a broad assessment of the classic L↓ longwave radiation

parameterizations, which clearly shows that the Idso

(1981) and Brunt (1932) models are the more robust and

reliable for all the test sites, confirming previous results

(Carmona et al. , 2014);
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• a site specific assessment of the L↓ longwave radiation

model parameters for 24 AmeriFlux sites that improved the

performances of all the models;

• the set up of a regression model that provides an estimate

of optimal parameter sets on the basis climatic data;

• an assessment of L↑ model performances for different

temperatures (skin temperature, air temperature, and soil

temperature at 4 cm below surface), which shows that the

skin and the air temperature are better proxy for the L↑
longwave radiation.

Regarding longwave downwelling radiation the Brunt (1932)

model was found to to provide on average the best

performances with the regression model parameters

independently of the latitude and longitude classes. For the Idso

(1981) model the formulation with regression parameter

provided lower performances with respect to the literature

formulation for latitude between 25◦N and 30◦N.

As regards the Kriging spatialization, the work presents a Spatial

Interpolation (SI) package, which:

• is a geostatistical software easy to use, easy to plug-in in a

hydrological model, fast and flexible;

• proved to be able to accurately spatialize temperature and

rainfall in a complex topography;

• has a faster option that traditional tools (i.e. gstat);

• has a full control on the use of variograms, and the

possibility to exchange them at run-time.

The two packages, LWRB and SI, can be considered the

state-of-art of the GEOframe system, a system for doing
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hydrology by computer, whose the major scope is producing

reproducible science.
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A.1 Calibration algorithms in OMS3

Two principle model calibration algorithms are part of the core

of OMS3: Let Us CAlibrate (LUCA) and Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO).

LUCA, Hay et al. (2006b), is a stepwise multiple-objective and

automated procedure. The algorithm is based on a global search

algorithm, which is the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) Duan

et al. (1993) and the objective functions that determines the

goodness of fit between measured and simulated values to

evaluate the performances. SCE consists of the following steps:

1. The set of parameters to be calibrated is considered as a

point in n dimension space, where n is the number of

parameters. SCE generates random points, within the

lower and upper bound of each parameter.

2. The model is run with every set of parameters generated

and an objective function is used to calculate a criterion
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value for each point.

3. The points are divided into smaller groups, called

complexes, such that points of good and bad criterion

values are equally distributed.

4. Several points are selected from the complex to construct a

sub-complex. In the sub-complex, a new point is

generated, and a point that has a bad criterion value is

replaced with this new point. This evolution step is

repeated several times with different random points in a

sub-complex.

5. All points in the complexes are combined together to be

one group.

6. Steps (3) − (5), which represent a shuffling loop, are

repeated until:

• The number of model executions reaches the

maximum.

• The percent change in the best criterion value of the

current shuffling loop respect to previous ones is less

than a specified percentage.

The output is the parameter file containing the point (a

parameter set) that has the best criterion value. Figure A.1 shows

two important concept of LUCA calibration algorithm: steps and

rounds. A step is associated with a parameter set, while a round

consists of the execution of one or more steps. A classic SCE is a

calibration with 1 step and 1 round.

PSO algorithms (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995) are stochastic,

population-based algorithms inspired by social behavior and

movement dynamics of insects, birds, and fish. The goal is to

find the global optimum in the search space, which is defined as
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Figure A.1: Schematic representation of LUCA’s rounds and step.

the point representing the best fitness. The basic PSO algorithm

uses a certain number of particles randomly positioned in the

search space. Each particle is able to move within the search

space, to adjust its "flying" to take into account the information

the other particles provide in order to determine the global

optimum point. The flying experience is determined by the

flying velocities, i.e. the rate of change of their position in

parameters space. In a N-dimensional search space, at the step t,

the position of the i-th particle of the swarm and its velocity are

represented by N-dimensional vectors respectively:

X t
i = x t

i ,1, x t
i ,2, ..., x t

i ,N and V t
i = v t

i ,1, v t
i ,2, ..., v t

i ,N . At each time

step, the velocity and position of each particles (i.e. of the

parameter set) are updated. As in the case of LUCA, the system

evolves until one of these two conditions is reached:

• The number of model executions reaches the maximum.

• The relative or absolute tolerance between the last two

global optima fitness is reached.
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A.2 An example of implementation of the Simple

Factory Design Pattern

As described 2.1, each OMS3 component implements a single

modeling concept. For example, the Longwave Radiation

Balance (LWRB) component allows the estimate of the

downwelling and upwelling longwave radiation. According to

the theory detailed in Formetta et al. (2016), there are several

formulations of the downwelling clear sky emissivity. In LWRB

component, 10 formulations were implemented for the runtime

choice of the model to use.

From the informatics design point of view, this means that there

are 10 (one for each model implemented) pieces of code which

vary within the whole block (component). More/less models

could be added/deleted. Therefore the code is probably going to

be modified in future developments. In order to improve the

component flexibility, it is necessary to identify the aspects of

the application that vary and separate from what stays the same.

"Encapsulating" what varies won’t effect the rest of the code,

resulting in fewer unwanted consequences from the changes of

code and more flexibility. This is the very first of many Java

design principles.

Kriging, LWRB, snow components were re-implemented

according to the design principle of encapsulating behaviors.

The Simple Factory class was used to encapsulate what varies. It

isn’t actually a design pattern but more a programming idiom. It

handles the object creation following another basic design

principle: program to an interface, not an implementation. By

coding to an interface, the code will work with any new classes

implementing that interface through polymorphism. Through

polymorphism, indeed, the concrete implementation of the

proper model object is assigned at runtime. The choice of this
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pattern was also due to the enforcing of a third important object

oriented programming principle: the dependency inversion

principle. The dependencies of the client are not demanded to

the concrete subclasses but only to the abstract classes and

interfaces (Ellis et al. , 2007).

Figure A.2 shows the implementation of the simple factory for

the choice of the clear sky emissivity model. The concrete

classes, Konzelmann and Brutsaert, implement the same

interface, Model. The SimpleModelFactory generates object of

concrete class from a given information (a string containing the

name of the chosen model). The component LWRB uses the

pattern to get the object of the concrete class.

Figure A.2: Implementation of the Java simple factory for the choice of
the clear sky emissivity model

Adding a new model to the options of the SimpleModelFactory is

easy and straightforward:

1. create a new concrete class that implements the Model

interface;

2. generate a new object of the concrete class based on the

string ‘name’.
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A.3 Some indices of goodness of fit.

The KGE incorporates into one objective function three different

statistical measures of the relation between measured and

simulated data: the correlation coefficient, r; the variability error,

a =σS/σM ; and the bias error, b =µS/µM . µS and µM are the

mean values, while σS and σM are the standard deviations of

measured and simulated data.

KGE = 1−
√

(r −1)2 + (a −1)2 + (b −1)2 (A.1)

The maximum agreement between predicted and observed

values is when KGE=1.

The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) is a normalized model

efficiency coefficient. It determines the relative magnitude of the

residual variance compared to the measured data variance

(Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970)

N SE = 1−
∑n

i=1(Pi −Oi )2∑n
i=1(Oi −Oi )2

(A.2)

where Pi is the predicted value and Oi observed value at a given

time step. It varies between −∞ to 1, where 1 corresponds to the

maximum agreement between predicted and observed values.

The RMSE, on the other hand, is presented in eq. A.3:

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Mi −Si )2 (A.3)

where M and S represents the measured and simulated

time-series respectively and N is their length.
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A.4 Symbols, Acronyms, and Notation

Symbol Name Unit
a coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [T −1]
aeT (t , ti n) age-ranked evapotranspiration L 3 T −2

aeT (t , tex ) age-ranked et conditioned to the exit time L 3 T −2

aup linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
b exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
bc canopy coefficient [T −1]
bup linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
c coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [T −1]
clow non-linear reservoir coefficient [T −1]
d exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
dlow non-linear reservoir exponent [−]
e coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model [L3T−1]
e screen level vapor pressure [kPa]
f exponent of the non-linear reservoir model [−]
f (t − ti n |ti n) time derivative of the relative q function T −1

fup partitioning coefficient −
g (t − ti n |ti n) time derivative of the relative et function T −1

g (Tr ) incomplete Gamma distribution T −1

j (t , ti n) age-ranked rainfall rate L 3 T −2

j i (t , ti n) age-ranked input of the substance i L 3 T −2

k1,2 reaction’s constants −
kc LAI coefficient [L3]
p free throughfall coefficient [−]
p i (t − ti n |t ) travel time backward pdf of the substance i T −1

pET (t − ti n |t ) evapotranspiration time backward pdf T −1

pET (t − ti n |ti n) evapotranspiration time forward pdf T −1

p J (ti n) marginal pdf of the outflow as discharge −
plow (t − ti n |t ) travel time backward pdf of the lower storage T −1

pQ (t − ti n |t ) travel time backward pdf T −1

pQ (t − ti n |ti n) travel time forward pdf T −1

pQ (ti n) marginal pdf of the injection times −
pS (Tr |t ) residence time backward pdf T −1

pS (t − ti n |ti n) residence time forward pdf T −1

pS (tex − t |t ) life expectancy backward pdf T −1

psat (t − ti n |t ) travel time backward pdf of the saturated storage T −1

pSat saturation percentage %
psup (t − ti n |t ) travel time backward pdf of the upper storage T −1

q(t , ti n) age-ranked discharge L 3 T −2

q(t , tex ) age-ranked discharge conditioned to the exit time L 3 T −2

q i (t , ti n) age-ranked output of the substance i L 3 T −2
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Symbol Name Unit
qlow (t , ti n) age-ranked discharge for the lower reservoir L 3 T −2

qsat (t , ti n) age-ranked discharge for the saturated reservoir L 3 T −2

r i (t , ti n) age-ranked sink/source term L 3 T −2

s(t , ti n) age-ranked water storage L 3 T −1

si (t , ti n) age-ranked water storage of the substance i L 3 T−2

si
eq equilibrium storage L 3T −1

sex (t , tex ) age-ranked water storage conditioned to the exit t L 3 T −1

slow (t , ti n) age-ranked water storage lower reservoir L 3 T −1

sup (t , ti n) age-ranked water storage upper reservoir L 3 T −1

ssat (t , ti n) age-ranked water storage saturated reservoir L 3 T −1

t actual time T
tex exit time T
ti n injection time T
tp end time of the last precipitation in the analysis T
w precipitable water [ML−2]
A Area of the HRU [L2]
AET (t ) actual evapotranspiration L 3 T −1

C i
J (t ) concentration in input −

C i
S (t ) concentration in storage −

C i
Q (t ) concentration in discharge −

D(t ) drainage [L3T −1]
ETc (t ) evaporation [L3T −1]
ETr z (t ) evapotranspiration [L3T −1]
ETp (t ) potential evapotranspiration [L3T −1]
F (t ) freezing water [L3T −1]
F (t − ti n |ti n) relative discharge function −
G (t − ti n |ti n) relative evapotranspiration function −
Itop incoming radiation [W /L2T −1]
Itop top atmosphere shortwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
Rs (t ) shortwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
J (t ) rainfall rates L 3 T −1

J i (t ) input rates of the substance i L 3 T −1

J (ti n) precipitation at a certain ti n L 3 T −1

L AI Leaf Area Index [L2L−2]
Le life expectancy T
L ↑ downwelling longwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
L ↓ upwelling longwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
M(t ) melt [L3T −1]
Md (t ) Melting discharge/rain [L3T −1]
Pr rainfall [L3T −1]
Ps snowfall [L3T −1]
PS (t − ti n |ti n) residence time forward probability function −
Q(t ) discharge L 3 T −1

Q i (t ) output rates of the substance i L 3 T −1

Q1 recharge to the saturated reservoir L 3 T −1
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Symbol Name Unit
QGW (t ) groundwater discharge [L3T −1]
Ql runoff produced by the lower reservoir L 3 T −1

Qlow (t ) discharge from the lower layer [L3T −1]
Qsat outflow from the saturated storage L 3 T −1

Qup (t ) discharge from the upper layer [L3T −1]
Re(t ) recharge term of groundwater [L3T −1]
R(t ) recharge of groundwater [L3T −1]
R i (S(t )) sink/source term L 3 T −1

Rn ret radiation [W /L2T −1]
Rs (t ) shortwave radiation [W /L2T −1]
R(t , ti n) input to the lower reservoir L 3 T −1

Rti n instantaneous impulses at different ti n s L 3

S(t ) volume of water stored in a control volume L 3

Sc (t ) canopy storage [L3]
Scmax (t ) canopy maximum retention storage [L3]
SGW (t ) groundwater storage [L3]
SGWmax (t ) maximum groundwater storage [L3]
Si (t ) solid water content in the snowpack [L3]
Si (t ) stored mass of the substance i stored L 3

Slow (t ) storage of the lower layer [L3]
Smax (t ) maximum storage [L3]
SR (t ) runoff storage [L3]
Sr z (t ) root zone storage [L3]
Sr zmax (t ) maximum root zone storage [L3]
Sup (t ) storage of the upper layer [L3]
Sw (t ) liquid water in the snowpack [L3]
Ssat water stored in the saturated storage L 3

T (t ) temperature [oC ]
T travel time T
Ta(t ) air temperature [oC ]
Ts (t ) soil temperature [oC ]
Tr residence time T
Tr (t ) throughfall [L3T −1]
Tm melting temperature [oC ]
u wave celerity [LT −1]
VAET (t , ti n) time integral age-ranked et L 3 T −1

Vs sky view factor [−]
VS (tp ) total volume injected in the volume in [0, tp ] L 3 T −1

VQ (t , ti n) time integral of the age-ranked discharge L 3 T −1

W (t −τ) WFIUH [T −1]
α partitioning coeff root zone-surface runoff [−]
αG coefficient of the gamma distribution −
αe radiation factor [LoC−1E−1T −1]
α f freezing factor [LoC−1T −1]
αl liquid water retention capacity coefficient [−]
αm melt factor [LoC−1T −1]
ατ partitioning coefficient [−]
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Symbol Name Unit
δ(t − ti n) Delta-dirac distribution T −1

γ coefficient of the gamma distribution −
γ(h) semivariance −
εclear Clear sky emissivity −
λ coefficient of the non-linear reservoir model T
µ(t , ti n) age and mass-specific output rate −
ωET (t , ti n) SAS for evapotranspiration −
ωlow (t , ti n) SAS for runoff produced by the lower reservoir −
ωQ (t , ti n) SAS for discharge −
ωQ1 (t , ti n) SAS for the recharge to the saturated reservoir −
ωR (t , ti n) SAS for the recharge to the lower reservoir −
ωQsat (t , ti n) SAS for runoff produced by the saturated storage −
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W L−2K −4]
Θ(ti n) partitioning coefficient −
Γ Gamma function −

Table A.1: List of symbols, names and units used in the thesis.

A.5 An example of sim file of the embedded

reservoir model for a single HRU

import static oms3.SimBuilder.instance as OMS3

def home = oms_prj

def startDate= "1994-01-01 00:00"

def endDate= "1998-12-31 00:00"

def ID=1

OMS3.sim (name: "1") {

resource "$oms_prj/lib"

model(while:"reader_data_rain.doProcess") {

components {

// list of the component to use

"reader_data_ET" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"

"reader_data_LAI" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"
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"reader_data_rain" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"

"reader_data_snow" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"

"reader_data_SWRB" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"

"reader_data_temp" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorReader"

"reader_dem" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

rasterreader.OmsRasterReader"

"reader_sky" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

rasterreader.OmsRasterReader"

"snow" "snowMeltingPointCase.SnowMeltingPointCase"

"vreader_station" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

shapefile.OmsShapefileFeatureReader"

"waterBudgetRZ" "rootZone.WaterBudgetRootZone"

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT" "canopyOUT.

WaterBudgetCanopyOUT"

"waterBudgetRunoff" "runoff.WaterBudgetRunoff

"

"reader_width" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

rasterreader.OmsRasterReader"

"reader_topIndex" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

rasterreader.OmsRasterReader"

"waterBudgetGW" "groundWater.

WaterBudgetGroundWater"

"sum" "sumSeries.SumSeries"

"outNode1" "ex0.Out1"

"writer_Qgw" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorWriter"

"writer_Qro" "org.jgrasstools.gears.io.

timedependent.OmsTimeSeriesIteratorWriter"

}

// parameter of the components

parameter{
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// reader input data

"reader_data_rain.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/rain_$

{ID}.csv"

"reader_data_rain.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_rain.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_rain.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_rain.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_rain.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"reader_data_snow.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/snow_$

{ID}.csv"

"reader_data_snow.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_snow.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_snow.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_snow.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_snow.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"reader_data_SWRB.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/

total_${ID}.csv"

"reader_data_SWRB.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_SWRB.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_SWRB.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_SWRB.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_SWRB.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"reader_data_temp.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/airT_$

{ID}.csv"

"reader_data_temp.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_temp.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_temp.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_temp.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_temp.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"reader_dem.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/dem_${ID}.

asc"

"reader_sky.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/sky_${ID}.

asc"

"vreader_station.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/

centroids_netnum_${ID}.shp"
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// snow component

"snow.fStationsid" "netnum"

"snow.model" "Hock"

"snow.tStartDate" "${startDate}"

"snow.combinedMeltingFactor" 0.955102

"snow.freezingFactor" 0.089217

"snow.alfa_l" 0.304315

"snow.radiationFactor" 0.000061

"snow.meltingTemperature" 1.94

"reader_data_ET.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/etp_${ID

}.csv"

"reader_data_ET.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_ET.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_ET.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_ET.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_ET.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"reader_data_LAI.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/LAI_${

ID}.csv"

"reader_data_LAI.idfield" "ID"

"reader_data_LAI.tStart" "${startDate}"

"reader_data_LAI.tEnd" "${endDate}"

"reader_data_LAI.tTimestep" 60

"reader_data_LAI.fileNovalue" "-9999"

// canopy component

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.solver_model" "dp853"

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.kc_canopy_out" 0.25

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.p" 0.65

// root zone component

"waterBudgetRZ.solver_model" "dp853"

"waterBudgetRZ.s_RootZoneMax" 250

"waterBudgetRZ.pB" 1

"waterBudgetRZ.Pmax" 0.2

"waterBudgetRZ.b_rz" 1.744739

"waterBudgetRZ.A" 3.79

"waterBudgetRZ.inTimestep" 60

// surface runoff component

"reader_width.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/rescaled_$
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{ID}.asc"

"reader_topIndex.file" "${home}/data/${ID}/top_${

ID}.asc"

"waterBudgetRunoff.pCelerity" 1

"waterBudgetRunoff.pSat" 20

"waterBudgetRunoff.inTimestep" 60

"waterBudgetRunoff.ID" "${ID}"

// groundwater component

"waterBudgetGW.solver_model" "dp853"

"waterBudgetGW.a" 255

"waterBudgetGW.b" 7.58

"waterBudgetGW.A" 3.79

"waterBudgetGW.timeStep" 60

"waterBudgetGW.Smax" 532

// writer output data

"writer_Qgw.tStart" "${startDate}"

"writer_Qgw.tTimestep" 60

"writer_Qgw.fileNovalue" "-9999"

"writer_Qro.file" "${home}/output/Qro_${ID}.csv"

"writer_Qro.tStart" "${startDate}"

"writer_Qro.tTimestep" 60

"writer_Qro.fileNovalue" "-9999"

}

\textcolor{red}{//connections}

connect {

"reader_data_rain.outData" "snow.

inRainfallValues"

"reader_data_snow.outData" "snow.

inSnowfallValues"

"reader_data_temp.outData" "snow.

inTemperatureValues"

"reader_data_SWRB.outData" "snow.

inShortwaveRadiationValues"

"reader_dem.outRaster" "snow.inDem"

"reader_sky.outRaster" "snow.inSkyview"
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"vreader_station.geodata" "snow.inStations"

"snow.outMeltingDischargeHM" "

waterBudgetCanopyOUT.inHMRain"

"reader_data_ET.outData" "waterBudgetCanopyOUT

.inHMETp"

"reader_data_LAI.outData" "

waterBudgetCanopyOUT.inHMLAI"

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.outHMThroughfall" "

waterBudgetRunoff.inRainValues"

"reader_width.outRaster" "waterBudgetRunoff.

inRescaledDistance"

"reader_topIndex.outRaster" "waterBudgetRunoff

.inTopindex"

"waterBudgetRZ.alpha" "waterBudgetRunoff.alpha

"

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.outHMThroughfall" "

waterBudgetRZ.inHMRain"

"reader_data_ET.outData" "waterBudgetRZ.

inHMETp"

"waterBudgetCanopyOUT.outHMAET" "

waterBudgetRZ.inHMEwc"

"waterBudgetRZ.outHMR" "waterBudgetGW.

inHMRechargeValues"

"waterBudgetRunoff.outHMDischarge" "sum.

inHMDischarge"

"waterBudgetGW.outHMDischarge" "sum.

inHMDischarge2"

"waterBudgetGW.outHMDischarge" "writer_Qgw.

inData"
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"waterBudgetRunoff.outHMDischarge" "

writer_Qro.inData"

"sum.outHMQtot" "outNode1.inval"

}

// Net3 spatial connections

outFluxes {

"outNode1.outval1" ""

}

}

}

A.6 List of semivariogram model implemented in

SI

Using n to represent the nugget, h to represent lag distance, r to represent

range, and s to represent sill, the ten theoretical semivariogram models most

frequently used in literature are:

• Bessel semivariogram

γ(h) = s ·
(
1− f r achr ·k1

(h

r

))
(A.4)

• Circular semivariogram
γ(h) = n + s ·

{
2
π ·

[
h
r ·p[ ]1−

(
h
r

)2]
+arcsin

(
h
r

)}
h < r

γ(h) = n + s h ≥ r

(A.5)

• Exponential semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s · (1−e−
h
r ) (A.6)

• Gaussian semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s · [1−e−( h
r )

2

] (A.7)

• Hole semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s ·
[

1− sin( h
r )

h
r

]
(A.8)
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• Linear semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s · h
r h < r

γ(h) = n + s h ≥ r
(A.9)

• Logarithmic semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s · log
(h

r

)
(A.10)

• Pentaspherical semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s ·
{

15
8

h
r +

(
h
r

)3
·
[
− 5

4 + 3
8

(
h
r

)5]}
h < r

γ(h) = n + s h ≥ r
(A.11)

• Periodic semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s ·
[

1−cos
(
2π

h

r

)]
(A.12)

• Power semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s ·hr (A.13)

• Spherical semivariogram

γ(h) = n + s ·
[

1.5 · h
r −0.5 ·

(
h
r

)3]
h < r

γ(h) = n + s h ≥ r
(A.14)
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A.7 Kriging dataset: the Isarco River Basin

Station ID Elevation X Y
1008 254 677379 5151854
1010 560 703978 5177054
1025 1250 746077 5179955
1123 1205 704851 5139977
1131 821 723632 5187440
1137 2906 749059 5174631
1138 1990 677518 5190276
1139 2145 676739 5189931
1140 3105 737918 5211545
1142 2006 737151 5213768
1145 2985 716594 5156827
1146 2050 722698 5160726
1147 2260 688344 5165237
1152 943 685746 5195128
1153 2473 708956 5175007
1260 2777 692951 5206370
1262 1645 720648 5153469
1270 2100 730594 5155931
1274 1314 738357 5164560
1284 2142 716596 5151487
1311 1736 748986 5163080
1324 2265 747634 5165909
1326 2615 735292 5157843
1332 1750 700847 5142153
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Station ID Elevation X Y
1343 1385 708425 5149125
90072 1147 666135 5187742
90074 644 671444 5186398
90130 1330 689271 5206060
90133 1246 678592 5203835
90135 1960 680117 5200634
90138 948 685044 5196675
90140 1440 697647 5204620
90145 3399 666809 5203984
90147 1364 675668 5197644
90148 2145 676779 5190080
90149 1990 677414 5190356
90155 943 685228 5195148
90156 943 685786 5195277
90159 850 694445 5187499
90162 590 702029 5178611
90166 1219 745961 5180192
90168 1285 736938 5177815
90170 2340 737994 5173329
90172 1131 739010 5181375
90175 1412 747278 5191964
90176 2747 743952 5194145
90177 2152 744722 5192575
90182 1320 737507 5195474
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Station ID Elevation X Y
90186 2006 737193 5213916
90187 3105 737960 5211693
90189 1450 735444 5213892
90192 1080 726201 5208726
90193 2155 717838 5200867
90196 1562 734591 5203425
90202 1141 718972 5196967
90203 870 723822 5198107
90211 828 723674 5187588
90216 1558 720262 5159216
90218 1428 722518 5163202
90220 2050 722543 5160892
90222 2985 716635 5156974
90225 1150 721627 5173593
90230 820 719843 5184315
90232 750 709213 5188155
90233 1349 712423 5190536
90234 2808 704501 5202375
90235 2050 704653 5200382
90236 1159 705920 5196174
90239 1410 700296 5191661
90266 490 693721 5163281
90267 840 692236 5154144
90269 1022 694161 5149040
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Station ID Elevation X Y
90273 1616 698761 5142305
90275 1128 694888 5144827
90276 2125 695895 5137598
90287 2100 689061 5185368
90293 966 680012 5167662
90296 2260 688384 5165385
90298 1140 678615 5156585
90312 254 677473 5151945
90337 1470 686486 5143630
90354 1562 684427 5135344
90387 2906 749101 5174778
90458 1750 700886 5142300
90459 1205 704891 5140124
90467 1000 689420 5129334
90532 2040 702547 5144578
90533 2050 703949 5152028
90534 1385 708465 5149272
90631 1465 712386 5150914
90639 2376 718717 5150433
90651 1350 707040 5155154
90652 1050 700371 5133994

A.8 Reproducible research

Our effort is always to share our findings, our methods, our codes and our

results among the communities, toward the reproducible research. As clear

stated in Chapter 2, this effort requires a backward major effort to make our

research as much as flexible, easy to maintain and easy to be inspected by

third parties. In this way, we expect active feedbacks from the community,

which are, for sure, a great contribution to our success. Our source codes and

projects are always shared on the GEOframe organization on Github, as well

as the dataset used and results are shared on Zenodo. In particular, the source

code used in this thesis are available at:

• Embedded reservoir model v 1.0 : https://github.com/

geoframecomponents/WATER_BUDGET/tree/v1.0

• Travel times theory v 1.0: https://github.com/

geoframecomponents/TravelTimes/tree/v1.0
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• Krigings interpolation v 0.9.7: https://github.com/

geoframecomponents/Krigings/tree/v0.9.7

• Longewave radiation balance v 0.94:

https://github.com/geoframecomponents/

LongWaveRadiationBalance/tree/v0.94

• All the other ancillary components are available at:

https://github.com/geoframecomponents

As regards the OMS projects, they are available at:

• Posina results:

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1043942

• Krigings interpolation:

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1044052

• All the other projects for the ancillary components:

https://github.com/GEOframeOMSProjects

Documentations of each component are available at:

http://geoframe.blogspot.it/.

All the other findings, thoughts and open debates are available at

http://abouthydrology.blogspot.it.
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The increasing impacts of climate changes on water related sectors are
leading the scientists' attentions to the development of comprehensive 
models, allowing better descriptions of the water and solute transport 
processes."Getting the right answers for the right reasons", in terms of 
hydrological response, is one of the main goals of most of the recent 
literature. 'Embedded reservoirs' are often used for each HRU, to allow a 
consistent representation of the processes. In this work, a new semi-
distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration is presented: five 
different reservoirs are inter-connected in order to capture the dynamics of 
snow, canopy, surface flow, root-zone and groundwater compartments. The 
knowledge of the mass of water and solute stored and released through 
different outputs allows the analysis of the hydrological travel times and 
solute transport in catchments. The latter  have been studied extensively, 
with some recent benchmark contributions in the last decade. The thesis 
presents a detailed description of a new theoretical approach that reworks 
the travel time theory from the point of view of the hydrological storages and 
fluxes involved. To give substance to the theory, a small catchment in the 
prealpine area was chosen as an example and the results illustrated. The new 
semi-distributed model for runoff and evapotranspiration and the travel time 
theory were implemented and integrated in the semi-distributed hydrological 
system JGrass-NewAge. The system is flexible, expandable and applicable in a 
variety of modeling solutions. In this work, the model code underwent to an 
extensive revision: new components were added, old components were 
enhanced, documentation was  standardized and deployed.     
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